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Abstract 

 
In this thesis, an effort has been made to recognize online handwritten Bangla characters and 

words. Due to unavailability of public database, the thesis work has started with developing 

both character and word database. Various feature extraction techniques and classification 

schemes are proposed here for character recognition following the holistic and stroke-based 

approaches. Going by the current trend, deep learning based procedure is also tried out for 

character recognition purpose. Segmentation of online handwritten Bangla words is 

successfully addressed and used as the first step of word recognition. Segmentation of words 

helps to find the constituent strokes of the corresponding word samples, which is one of the key 

contributions of this research work. Different feature extraction techniques (like distance based, 

point based, curvature based) are experimented for the recognition of segmented strokes 

obtained after applying word segmentation procedure. A Hidden Markov Model (HMM) based 

model is developed then to construct the word samples from recognized strokes by considering 

top-5 stroke recognition choices. Finally, a Language Model (LM) scheme is adopted to rectify 

the predictions generated by HMM to achieve the correct word choice. By following the above 

mentioned procedures, satisfactory results for character and word recognition have been 

achieved. 
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1
Introduction

Handwriting recognition is considered as a technological revolution in the domain
ofman-machine interfaces especially because of handwriting has continued to per-
sist as the most used means of communication and recording information in our
day-to-day life. The Handwriting is static/off-line when using normal pen and pa-
per. In counterpart, this is on-line mode when special pen or medium is used and
the dynamics of the writing is available to machine. In off-line mode, the recog-
nition is done from image(s) obtained by a scanner, digital camera, or by other
digital input sources and using static pixels information. The image is binarized
through some thresholding technique based on the colour pattern, so that the im-
age pixels are stored as either 1 or 0. Then, features are extracted from the image
and different classifiers are involved to classify the images based on the extracted
features. The on-line scheme, deals with the recognition of handwritten text cap-
tured by a tablet PC, digital pen or a similar touch-sensitive device, and uses the

1



digitized trace of the pen to recognize the symbols. Temporal information about
how the symbols are formed is given including the number of strokes, the order
of the strokes, the direction of writing for each stroke, and the speed of the writ-
ing within each stroke. A stroke is the pattern written from pen-down to pen-up
moments [27]. Due to this dynamic information aboutwriting, developing online
handwriting recognition system performs better than its offline counterpart. Sys-
tems such as PDA, electronic pad and smart-phone have integrated online hand-
writing recognition capability for languages likeRoman,Chinese etc. thoughnone
of them are equipped with system to recognize Indic languages.

With the increase in popularity of portable computing devices such as PDAs,
smart phones, and pocket PCs, non-keyboard based methods for data entry are
receiving more attention in the research communities and industrial sector. The
mostnatural options arepen-basedandvoice-based inputs. Oneof themostpromis-
ing option is on-line handwriting because of providing data in naturalway for com-
munication and canbe stored easily. Digitizingdevices like Smart boards and com-
puting platforms such as the Iball Takenote, Digimemo,Wacom tablet, TransNote
and Tablet PCs have a pen-based user interface [17, 49, 58, 62]. Their main ob-
jective is to improve the interaction between man and machine while developing
simple and ergonomic man-machine interfaces. Pen-based interfaces combined
with automatic handwriting recognition seem to be the most promising and effi-
cient solution. They offer a very easy and natural way to input since handwriting is
one of the most familiar communication media and digital pen is often preferable
to use instead of keyboard. Due to this reason, research on handwriting recogni-
tion has gained much attention from the researchers across the world. However,
it is not a new research topic at this time; wide ranges of digitizer with different
technologies are available in the market. Digital pen has been used as a human-
computer interface years ago because of its flexibility in writing any kind of text. In
fact, after more than 30 years of continuous and intensive effort devoted in solv-
ing the challenges of online handwriting recognition which can be defined as the
ability of a computer to receive and interpret handwritten input, progress in recent
years has been very promising [119].
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Handwriting recognition can be performed at character, word, sentence and
at document level. A character recognizer needs to be trained with sample char-
acters only from the alphabet used in the language. The recognition module can
follow holistic or stroke-based procedure. In holistic approach, features are ex-
tracted from the whole character and the extracted features are fed to the different
classifiers for the recognition of the same. For stroke level approach, constituent
strokes of the character are extracted first and then different features are extracted
at stroke level. Constituent strokes are then recognized using generated features
with the help of a suitable classifier. Characters are then formed from recognized
strokes by implementing appropriate procedures.

Word recognizers are complex compared to character recognizer and can be
designed using holistic or segmentation based approach. In holistic approach,
words are recognized as a whole based on individual word model. Holistic ap-
proach is useful for small lexicon, but unable to recognize large lexicon accurately.
In segmentation-based recognition scheme,word samples are segmented intovalid
component strokes (primitives) by adopting some suitable segmentation tech-
niques. Features are then extracted from segmented strokes for recognition of the
same. Finally, words are formed from recognized strokes by implementing suitable
model.

1.1 Bangla Script: anOverview

Bangla, originated from an ancient Indic script Brahmi. It is used for Bangla (Ben-
gali), Assameselanguagesof India. Outof 23constitutionally recognized languages
in India, Bangla is the second most popular language in India, after Hindi written
in Devanagari. The official and national language of Bangladesh is Modern Stan-
dard Bengali (Literary Bengali) [1–4]. It serves as the lingua franca of the nation,
with 98% of Bangladeshis being fluent in Bengali (including dialects) as their first
language. [5, 6] Within India, Bangla is the official language of the states of West
Bengal, Tripura and the Barak Valley in the state of Assam. It is also spoken in
different parts of the Brahmaputra valley of Assam. It is also the most widely spo-
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ken language in the Andaman and Nicobar Islands in the Bay of Bengal, and is
spoken by significant minorities in other states including Jharkhand, Bihar, Mizo-
ram, Meghalaya, and Odisha. With approximately 250–300 million total speakers
worldwide, [55] Bengali is usually counted as the 7th most spoken native language
in the world by population [7, 8].

Apart from that, Bangla script has a very rich and complex alphabet of more
than 300 characters. The alphabet consists of 11 vowels and 39 consonants, col-
lectively called Basic characters, 10 vowel Modifiers, 3 consonant Modifiers, one
diacritic and nearly 269 Compound characters. Typical printed images of Bangla
Basic characters are shown in Fig 1.1.1.

In Bangla script, a vowel preceded by a consonant takes a special shape called
the vowel Modifier. Typical images of these Modifiers are shown in Table 1.1.1.
With references to the corresponding vowels how these Modifiers look like when
they appear with a sample consonant ক is also illustrated in the same table. The
modified shapes can connect the consonant in left, right, base, top or combination
of them. For example, the last twomodifiers, as shown in the last two entries of Ta-
ble 1.1.1, appear in two parts, separated by characters. Similar thing can be found
for the information of compound characters. A few examples of Bangla words are
shown in Table 1.1.2.

Figure 1.1.1: Basic characters of Bangla alphabet
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Table 1.1.1: Vowels, glyph and when used with consonant ক

Vowel Glyph Glyph used with consonant ক
আ ◌া কা
ই ি◌ িক
ঈ ◌ী কী
উ ◌ু কু
ঊ ◌ূ কূ
ঋ ◌ৃ কৃ
এ ◌ ক
ঐ ◌ ক
ও ◌া কা
ঔ ◌ৗ কৗ

Table 1.1.2: Example of some Bangla words

ডমুরু দই ঐরাবত তরল দমদম কিব

Certain characters or Modifiers have an elongated portion crossing over their
Matra, which are called ascendants, and certain characters, especially some Mod-
ifiers and the diacritic, appear below the base line of a character. These are in gen-
eral called descendants. In 2nd column of 1st row of Table 1.1.2, a sample Bangla
words appearswith a diacritic as a descendant. Three alphabetic characters র, ড় and
য় each have an isolated period. A sample Bangla word is shown in Fig. 1.1.2 with
labelling for an ascendant, one descendant, and the common Matra of the word.
Bangla script also consists of certain delimiters or punctuationmarks likeDari (|),
Coma (,), and Apostrophes (’) etc., which are not considered for this work. For
simplicity of readers the phonetic composition of all the basic characters of Bangla
alphabet with Unicode information is shown in Table 1.1.3, while the phonetic
encoding of few Bangla words are shown in Table 1.1.4
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Table 1.1.3: Phonetic encoding of basic characters of Bangla alphabet

Bangla Character Phonetic code Unicode Bangla Character Phonetic code Unicode
অ A \u0985 ন Na \u09A8
আ AA \u0986 প Pa \u09AA
ই I \u0987 ফ Pha \u09AB
ঈ Ī \u0988 ব Ba \u09AC
উ U \u0989 ভ Bha \u09AD
ঊ Ū \u098A ম Ma \u09AE
ঋ R \u098B য Ya \u09AF
এ Ē \u098F র Ra \u09B0
ঐ Ai \u0990 ল La \u09B2
ও Ō \u0993 শ Śa \u09B6
ঔ Au \u0994 ষ SSA \u09B7
ক Ka \u0995 স Sa \u09B8
খ Kha \u0996 হ Ha \u09B9
গ Ga \u0997 ড় RRA \u09DC
ঘ Gha \u0998 ঢ় DDHA \u09A2
ঙ NGA \u0999 য় YYA \u09DF
চ Ca \u099A ৎ T \u09CE
ছ Cha \u099B ◌ং ANUSVARA \u0982
জ Ja \u099C ◌ঃ VISARGA \u0983
ঝ Jha \u099D ◌ঁ CHANDRABINDU \u0981
ঞ Ña \u099E ◌া SIGN AA \u09BE
ট TTA \u099F ি◌ SIGN I \u09BF
ঠ TTHA \u09A0 ◌ী SIGN II \u09C0
ড DDA \u09A1 ◌ু SIGN U \u09C1
ঢ DDHA \u09A2 ◌ূ SIGN UU \u09C2
ণ NNA \u09A3 ◌ SIGN E \u09C7
ত Ta \u09A4 ◌ SIGN AI \u09C8
থ Tha \u09A5 ◌া SIGN O \u09CB
দ Da \u09A6 ◌ৗ SIGN AU \u09CC
ধ Dha \u09A7 ◌্ HASANT \u09CD

1.2 OnlineHandwriting Recognition

Online handwriting recognition implies automatic conversion of the text written
by using digital pen, tablet PC etc. These devices accurately capture the x-y co-
ordinate of pen-tip movement. The journey of on-line handwriting recognition
started from late 1950’s. This intense activity lasted through the 1960’s ebbed
in the 1970’s, and was renewed in the 1980’s. The renewed interest in on-line
handwriting recognition stems from a number of factors. Like compared to the
1960’s, recent time has seen more sophisticated electronic tablets, more compact
and powerful computers, and better recognition algorithms. However, there are
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Table 1.1.4: Phonetic encoding of few Bangla words

Bangla Word Phonetic Composition Bangla Word Phonetic Composition
আম Āma ইমন Imana

আজকাল Ājakāla জল Jala
আিমষ Āmisa ঝালদা Jhāladā
অনল Anala ঝমুরু Jhumura
অ প Arūpa জীিবকা Jībikā
বাবা Bābā কিব Kabi
বাঘ Bāgha িঠকানা Thikānā
বাক Bāka থেল Thalē
বালক Bālaka িটিকট Tikita
বাঙরু Bānura উমা Umā
বানী Bānī কখািল Kaikhāli

বেনৗষধী Banausadhī মািছ Māchi
বা দ Bāruda িমঞা Miñā
ভয় Bhaya িনগঢূ় Nigūrha
ভলু Bhula ঐরাবৎ Airābata
বরাগ Bairāga ওল Ōla
চামডা় Cāmrrā ঔষধ Ausadha
ছেল Chēlē পবন Pabana
িছির Chiri ফল Phala
ছিব Chabi ফলু Phula
চার Cōra রাজীব Rājība
ডাব Dāba ঋিষ Rsi
ডমুরু Dumura শাখা Śākhā
ঢাক Dhāka শগৃাল Srgāla
দই Da’i তবলা Tabalā
দমদম Damadama তল Taila
এগরা Ēgarā টাকা Tākā
এেটঁল Ētēla তরল Tarala
গাছ Gācha থালা Thālā
ঘাল Ghōla ঠাসা Thāsā
ঘাষ Ghōsa যাযাবর Yāyābara
ঘনৃা Ghrnā ঊষা Ūsā
গহৃ Grha জনক Janaka
হ Guha সং Sam

হাবডা় Hābarā দ ৃ য Drsya
ঈষা Īrsā ররনা Prēranā

additional and perhaps more important reasons to work with on-line mode. First,
the advancement of recent hardware, combining tablets and flat displays bring in-
put and output into the same surface. This combination permits the use of elec-
tronic ink, providing immediate feedback to the writer of the digitized writing.
Electronic ink is the instantaneous display of the trace of the motion of the stylus
tip. Second, efforts in automating office work have increased interest in more nat-
uralmethods of entering data intomachines. Third, people knowmore about user-
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Figure 1.1.2: The common Matra, an Ascendant and one Descendant, shown
in a sample Bangla word image [94]

interface design, particularly about issues of usability anduser friendliness. Finally,
researchers can now clearly understand the applications appropriate for handwrit-
ing recognition. For preparing a first draft and concentrating on content creation,
pencil and paper are often favoured over the keyboard. Handwriting recognition
offers the same advantage. In contrast, for transcription (copying text into thema-
chine), the keyboard is faster than handwriting for small-alphabet languages, like
English. However, for large-alphabet languages, like Bangla, Chinese, keyboards
are cumbersome [27]. Other important uses of handwriting recognition are edit-
ing, annotating, and some applications that are heavily interactive and use direct
pointing and manipulation. Tablets are also a powerful tool for input of sketches
and drawings since they can accept both writing and graphics. Few research work
related to both off-line and on-line handwriting recognition, cursive script recog-
nition, and the recognition of machine-printed as well as handwritten characters
are available in [16, 52, 63, 66, 77, 115].

1.2.1 On-line versus Off-line

Handwriting recognition technologies are devised focusing on either online or of-
fline texts. For online handwriting recognition, a special digital pen is required
to write on an electronically sensitive surface, such as digitizer combined with a
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liquid crystal display. As the pen is moved on the surface, the 2D coordinates of
the successive points on the trajectory of the pen tip are recorded as a function
of time. With this, the pressure, velocity, angle, acceleration of the pen tip and
also the stroke information are available for of each character as soon as it is writ-
ten. Temporal information about how the symbol is formed is given including the
number of strokes, order of the strokes, direction of thewriting for each stroke, and
the speed of the writing of each stroke. Nowadays, certain mobile phones provide
the facility of writing online textmessages bymoving a stylus on its display. ATake
Note and a mobile phone capturing images of handwritten Bangla text are shown
in Fig 1.2.1 (a-b).

As opposed to this, for offline handwriting recognition, a page of text is op-
tically scanned to form an image. This image is passed through phases, such as
text graphics separation, text line andword extraction, character segmentation and
recognition, and character code generation. So the problems of offline handwrit-
ing recognition are more diverse than its online counterpart. To make the prob-
lem simpler, nowadays Take Note like devices with specially designed pens and
paper holder boards are used. In such devices, the specially designed pen is used
to sample pen tip positions on the paper at regular time intervals to store an image
file of the handwriting, created with the pen movements in an on-board memory
unit. The image file of handwriting so created may later be transferred into a com-
puter through an USB port for further processing. Mobile phones with cameras
can nowadays be used as a substitute for an optical scanner to capture images of
text documents with or without graphics.

1.2.2 Why On-line?

Since few decades, with the advancement of handwriting recognition technology,
applications are becomingmore challenging as well as interesting [70, 78]. For ex-
ample, optical character recognition (OCR) is becoming an integral part of doc-
ument scanners, and is used in many applications such as mail sorting, security
(signature verification, for instance) and language identification.
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Figure 1.2.1: A take note and a mobile phone capturing images of Bangla text

State-of-the-art of handwrittencharacter recognition reveals thatoff-linehand-
writing recognition yields less classification rate compared to online handwriting
recognition [72, 78]. On-line data also offers significant reduction inmemory and
therefore reduce space complexity. Another advantage is that the digital pen on
a tablet device immediately transforms the handwriting into a digital representa-
tion that can be reused later without having any risk of degradation usually asso-
ciated with conventional paper-based handwriting. Historically, pen computing
(defined as a computer system employing a user-interface using a pointing device
plus handwriting recognition as the primary means for interactive user input) de-
fines the use of amouse and graphical display by at least two decades, starting with
the StylatorDimond [36] andRANDtabletGroner [48] systems of the 1950s and
early 1960s. Even, one can cite a few examples [28, 34, 43, 125] where theymainly
focus on temporal information as well as writing order recovery from handwriting
image. This is why on-line handwriting recognition systems can provide interest-
ing results.
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On-line character recognition involves the automatic conversion of stroke as it
is written on a special digitizer or PDA, where a sensor picks up the pen-tip move-
ments as well as pen-up/pen-down switching. Such data is known as digital ink
and can be regarded as a dynamic representation of handwriting. The obtained
signal is converted into any standard encoding format which are understandable
by computer and text-processing applications like MS-Office. Fig. 1.2.2 reflects
the on-line stroke sequences in the form of 2D (x, y) coordinates. In this figure,
initial pen-tip position is coloured in red and pen-up (final point) is coloured in
blue. Normally the elements of an on-line handwriting recognition interface typi-
cally include:

• a pen or stylus for the user to write with.

• a touch sensitive surface, whichmay be integratedwith, or adjacent to, an output
display.

• a software application i.e., a recognizer which interprets the movements of the
stylus across thewriting surface, translating the resulting strokes into digital
character.

In a broader way, it resembles one of the applications of pen computing [119]
i.e., computer user-interface using a pen (or stylus) and tablet, rather than devices
such as a keyboard, joysticks or a mouse. Pen computing can be extended to the
usageofmobile devices such aswireless tablet personal computers, PDAs andGPS
receivers.

1.2.3 Digitizer technology

The concept of a pen computer was first proposed by Kay in 1968 [97]. Since
then many innovations and improvements in handheld technology have been oc-
curred. To compare available digitizers, different characteristics can be used, such
as resolution, accuracy, and sampling rate which typically varies from 50 to 200Hz
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Figure 1.2.2: On-line stroke sequences in the form of 2D (x, y) coordinates.
In this illustration, initial pen-tip position is red coloured and pen-up (final

point) is coloured in blue

depending on the application. One of the interesting technologies is the combi-
nation of the digitizing tablet with the display screen, providing high level of inter-
activity similar to that of drawing or writing using the usual pen and paper. Resis-
tive and inductive pen-sensing technologies are themostwidely used touch screen
technologies, but eachonehas unique characteristics that canmake it thepreferred
choice for certainmobile applications. Resistive technology [97] offers a fast, rea-
sonably accurate, and affordable technology that recognizes the touch input from
any stylus, finger, gloved hand, and pen/tool. Further, due to its availability and
low cost, resistive technology is most used.

A tablet consists of a plastic or electronic pen and a pressure sensitive writing
surface, on which the user scribes one’s handwriting with the pen. When moving
a pen, the digitizer is able to detect information like x and y coordinates of a point,
the state of whether the pen touches the surface or not. The information is sent to
the connected computer for recognition as shown in Fig. 1.2.3.
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Figure 1.2.3: A tablet digitizer, input sampling and communication to the
computer

1.2.4 Recognition procedure

Onlinehandwriting recognitioncanbeperformedbyanyof the followingapproaches
mentioned below:

• Holistic approach In this method handwritten characters/words are considered
as a singleunit and fromtherein features are computedusingdifferent strate-
gies. These features are then fed to the different classifiers for the recogni-
tion of the same.

• Stroke based approach Any character or word is generally written by usingmore
than one stroke. The features can be extracted at stroke level and the system
can be trained accordingly for the recognition of strokes. However, if any
stroke represents more than one symbol or part of symbol, then strokes are
further segmented. Features are then computed from segmented strokes
and fed to the classifier for classification. Final character/word recognition
can be carried out using recognized strokes by adopting suitable model.
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1.3 Challenges in on-line handwriting recognition

Various significant issuesneed tobe considered todevelopanOHR(OnlineHand-
writing Recognition) system for Bangla script. Studying various existing online
handwritten character and word recognition methods, it is observed that com-
pared to the literature available in the said field for other scripts like English, De-
vanagari, Gurumukhi, etc., the volume of work on Bangla is relatively very less.
In a multi-lingual, multi-script country like India, the amount of research on on-
line handwritten character/word recognition gets divided among the various In-
dic scripts. On top of that, Bangla script, itself is complex in nature which has vari-
ous simple, complex and compound character formations. So, automatic text level
analysis on the same is an adequately challenging task. The lack of proper database
on Bangla handwriting is also an major area of concern. Preparation of a hand-
writing database is a challenging, tedious and time consuming job. The variations
in number and order of strokes to represent the same character is an another im-
portant concern mentioned in Fig. 1.3.1 (a-b) [82]. From the Fig. 1.3.1(a), it is
noticed that different number of strokes may be involved to represent the same
character sample. Fig. 1.3.1(b) highlights the different possible combinations
of stroke sequence to represent the same character when considering a particular
case. Hence, when considered all the cases, it can be easily guessed that differ-
ent number of stroke sequence combinations are possible to represent the same
character. Fig. 1.3.2 highlights the situation where a stroke can appear in different
positions to represent different meaning. For example, in the first word (in আম)
this stroke helps to form the modifier◌া, in the second word (চাষ) the same shape
helps to form the character ষ from character য. Again the absence of this symbol
may represent different valid character য. In the third word, the appearance of this
shape puts more stress on the pronunciation of last character ত. The presence of
this symbol as ascendant over ব in the fourthword signifies presence of র in front of
ব (e.g. গর ). Hence, all thesemake the recognition process a challenging task. Writ-
ing speed variation also adds extra complexity for online handwriting recognition.
Due to speed variation, same information (at stroke/character/word level) con-
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tains different number of pixel points. Writing with lesser speed contributes more
pixels for the same information. Fig. 1.3.3 (a-b) illustrates three different scenar-
ios, where the same character contains different number of pixels due to writing
variation.

Handwriting of each individual may vary at different times but each writer has
some kind of uniqueness in their writing pattern which enables experts to ana-
lyze and distinguish writers. This variation of writing is of two types: intra-writer
variation (the variation within a person’s own handwriting samples) which is less
challenging than that of the inter-writer variation (the variation between the hand-
writing samples of two different people)[50]. Therefore, during analysis of writ-
ing, two main points of concern are identification of inter-writer variation and at
the same timeminimizing the effect of intra-writer variation. These two variations
for Bangla handwriting can be observed in Fig. 1.3.4 (a-b). In (a), five isolated
Bangla characters from five different writers are given and in (b), five instances of
five characters among these characters froma singlewriter is presented. Observing
these, it can be said that the character 'গ' (g) has more inter-writer variability than
other characters. From (a) and (b), one can also infer that the variability differs
from character to character. For example, REF (৴ ) has little inter-writer or intra-
writer variation but character 'গ' (g) has more variation when written by different
writers compared to when written by the same writer.
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Figure 1.3.1: Different ways of writing 'আ' using some of the possible strokes
in some possible combinations with different stroke-orders for a character

having four strokes

Figure 1.3.2: An example of complex case where same stroke lies in different
positions in different words
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Figure 1.3.3: Same character having different numbers of pixels to form it

Word recognition systemsare complex compared tocharacter recognizer. Word
recognitioncanbedonebyusingeitherholistic or segmentationbasedapproaches.
In holistic recognition, words are recognized as a whole unit. Suitable features
are extracted from this unit and classification is performed using these feature val-
ues. Holistic approach is very useful for small lexicon (i.e. limited number of
words), but unable to recognize large lexicon accurately. On the other hand, for
segmentation-basedon-lineword recognition scheme, samples are segmented into
primitives by adopting some suitable segmentation technique. Features are then
extracted from the segmented strokes and sent to the recognition module for the
recognition of segmented strokes. Finally, words are formed from the recognized
strokes by implementing some model. However, good word recognition score
is heavily dependent on applied segmentation algorithm. In other words, good
recognition result can be obtained if the segmentation algorithm can minimize
over and under segmentation issues. The key problems of segmentation are the
variation of writing style of different individuals, presence of skew, slant, no stan-
dard spacing between text lines, words and characters.

1.4 Motivation

Many trivial as well as non-trivial challenges related to online Bangla character and
word recognition system have been played as the prime motivations for develop-
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Figure 1.3.4: Intra-variability and inter-variability of Bangla handwriting are
shown for some selected characters (a) from five different writers, (b) from a

single writer [50]

ment of the same. Apart from the challenges there are some others aspects too
which have inspired to work under this research area. These aspects can be for-
mally pointed out as follows:

• Being a Bangla speaker, it motivates me to contribute something for my mother
tounge. I plan to develop an online Bangla character/word recognition sys-
tem which will have a great social impact especially in south Asia region.

• Despite the importance of Bangla language, there is a lack of complete system
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for online handwrittenBangla character/word recognition. In addition, the
unavailability of standard online Bangla handwriting database for both iso-
lated characters and words also motivates us to develop the same.

• The challenging nature of handwriting recognition has attracted the attention
of researchers from both academic and industry circles. The huge part of
these researches deals with Latin, Chinese, Gurumukhi, Devanagari scripts.
Interest in Bangla script has developed years later, and so state-of-the-art for
online Bangla handwriting recognition is less advanced.

• The absence of online writer and signature identification or verification system,
that can be applied in Banking, crime control and other sectors, motivated
to work under this domain.

1.5 Scope of thework

The primary objective of this thesis is to develop an automatic character/word
recognition system for online Bangla handwriting with relatively high accuracy.
Theperformanceof anypattern recognition systemdependson thepre-processing,
feature extraction and classification strategies. Good pre-processing facilitates to
produce good feature set. So the work is planned to concentrate on different pre-
processing, feature extraction andclassification stages in the formof either suggest-
ing some thenewapproachesormodifying the availableones. AnOHRsystemhas
to address issues such as variation in writing style of individuals at different times
and also amongdifferent individuals (size, shape, variation in terms of number and
orderof constituent strokes, etc). These issues generally limit the accuracyofOHR
systems. Due to these challenges, design of onlineOHR system has become an in-
teresting research topic in the areas of image processing and pattern recognition.
To evaluate performances of all such stages related to online handwritten Bangla
character recognition, word segmentation and recognition, benchmark databases,
which are not available till date, are necessary. Development of such databases has
also been undertaken here.
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The scope of the thesis work formally defined below:

The databases developed under this work can be partitioned into three broad cate-
gories, character database, word database and stroke database. Character database
contains online handwritten characters taken from the form designed to collect
isolated Bangla characters. Word database is developed by preparing two differ-
ent types of forms. One type of form is used to collect 50 different word samples
and second one is the online handwritten text documents. As stroke are not writ-
ten individually, they are extracted from characters and words. In this work, the
word database developed from online handwritten Bangla documents, is accom-
panied with the ground truth. To make the ground truth, words in each text line
goes through a word segmentationmodule that helps to segment the word sample
into valid components. To handle the errors generated by the word segmentation
algorithm, a software module is developed to rectify such errors when detected
through visual observation.

The developed stroke, character and word databases are considered for the ex-
perimentation and evaluationof different character andword recognitionmethod-
ologies appliedhere. Holistic, strokebased anddeep learningbased approaches for
character recognition are described in this current work. This work also includes
segmentation based online handwritten word recognition procedure.

In holistic character recognition procedure, character samples first go through
some pre-processing stages like size normalization, point normalization in order
to overcome the challenges due to size and speed variation of writing. After pre-
processing, there is a good scope to develop some powerful features that can dif-
ferentiate the character patterns meticulously. Hence, under this work, some new
and customized features are extracted from handwritten characters and fed to dif-
ferent classifiers for classification purpose.

For strokebased character recognition, strokes are collected fromonline hand-
written character information. A character can be written by using a single or mul-
tiple strokes. Now, in stroke based procedure, features are extracted at stroke level
and thus character recognition score is totally dependent on stroke classification
results. Hence, there is a requirement to designmore powerful features to enhance
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stroke recognition results and thereby improvingoverall character recognitionper-
formance. Under this work, after going through some pre-processing steps, hand-
crafted features are generated from constituent strokes of the character sample us-
ing different feature generation algorithms (like distance based, zone based path
traversal) mentioned through [101, 105]. Extracted features are fed to the classi-
fier for stroke classification purpose. The recognized strokes are then used to con-
struct the character sample by implementing rule based and deterministic-finite-
automata (DFA) based approaches. All the said pre-processing steps and feature
extraction techniques are described in chapter 4.

Inmost of the cases, result of any pattern recognition problem depends on the
strength of the generated feature vector. Again, designing of powerful handcrafted
features is not only time consuming but also many a times it does not ensure to
produce good result. Hence, as an alternative deep learning based approach can
be applied where the generation of handcrafted features are not required, rather
those are generated automatically. Clearly, this methodology can minimize both
the overhead and time to design handcrafted features. Under this work, Convo-
lutional Neural Network (CNN), a deep learning architecture has been used for
character recognition purpose [106]. In this procedure, features are generated au-
tomatically in convolution layer. This layer involves arbitrary number of learnable
filters to move along the width and height of the image to produce feature map.
A filter can be considered as an array of numbers where the numbers are called
weights or parameters. After sliding the filter over all the locations, activationmap
or featuremap is generated. The last layer of CNNarchitecture is a fully connected
network, used for character classification purpose.

The holistic recognition result of online handwritten Bangla characters by ap-
plying five types of features (distance based, hausdorff distance based, transition
count, CG based circular with topological feature and few local features in terms
of area, chord length, mass distribution) have been discussed in Chapter 5. This
chapter includes the stroke classification and character recognition scores in stroke
based character recognition schemes when adopted rule-based or DFA based ap-
proach.
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In order to build a segmentation-basedword recognition system, the design of
an efficient word segmentation algorithm is primary requirement to find the valid
components of the word sample. The work mentioned in [19, 20] have tried to
generate valid components from the target word by estimating busy zone over it
and then applying Down->Up->Down (DUD) approach for segmentation. Off-
line and on-line information are combined to form busy zone over the word sam-
ple. Few rules are also developed and used when applying DUDwithin busy zone
in order to achieve valid components for further processing. However, the proce-
dure is time consuming as it considers both off-line and online information. It
also suffers from under and over segmentation issues due to presence of multi
directional skew and different writing variations. Hence, there is a clear scope
to design a word segmentation algorithm that can efficiently handle such multi-
directional skew, different writing variations and thus produce good segmenta-
tion result by minimizing under and over segmentation issues. Keeping this fact
in mind, in this thesis work, an algorithm has been proposed for the segmentation
of online handwritten Bangla word samples into valid components [104]. In this
technique, constituent strokes of the word sample are classified into three cate-
gories based on their positional information; upper zone, lower zone and strokes-
need-segmentation (SNS).Aprocedurehasbeenproposed to formbusy zoneover
SNS strokes to handle skew. Then a sub-zoning schemewithin busy zone followed
by a modified DUD concept has been used to find the segmentation points. The
sub-zoning schemehelps to handle differentwriting variations. The advantage and
technical details of the stroke-level segmentation technique have been reported
elaborately in Chapter 6.

Handcrafted features are then extracted from the segmented strokes using dis-
tance based, point based and curvature based techniques. The generated features
are then fed to the classifier for stroke recognition. The effect of applying early and
late fusion techniques have also been tried out in this work. After stroke classifica-
tion, a mechanism is needed to construct words from recognized strokes. Hence,
an hidden markov model (HMM) model has been proposed under the current
work in order to predict correct word from recognized strokes. A Languagemodel
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(LM) concept has been used to rectify the prediction shown by HMM [107].
An exclusive analysis regarding the evaluation of performances of different classi-
fiers on different features sets (and/or combinations) for the recognition of online
handwritten Bangla words is required to facilitate the researchers in this domain
and this is done in Chapter 6.

1.6 Organization of the thesis

This thesis presentsdifferentmethods and strategiesused todesignanonlinehand-
written isolated Bangla character/ text recognition. The subsequent parts are or-
ganized as follows:

A comprehensive literature survey is presented in Chapter 2 which deals with
the works proposed by different researchers in order to build efficient online char-
acter/ text recognition systems for various scripts like English, Gurumukhi, De-
vanagari etc. This chapter also describes the research works done so far for online
Bangla character/word recognition.

In Chapter 3 detailed description about the creation of both isolated charac-
ter andword databases are provided. The details of data collection process are also
described. The methods for database preparation from the collected samples are
discussed in Section 3.3. Section 3.4 deals with document level ground truth gen-
eration process. Section 3.5 describes different statistics of collected character and
word databases.

Chapter 4 describes different pre-processing and feature extraction method-
ologies appliedoncharacters, strokes. Section4.1describesdifferentpre-processing
steps like duplicate point removal, point normalization, size normalization in or-
der to copeupwith speed and shape variations. Some structural, shapebased, local
and topological features (distance based, hausdorff distance based, CG based cir-
cle approach, transition count, crossing point, area feature, mass distribution and
chord length, ZPT, curvature based) are developed for isolated character/stroke
recognition purpose in Section 4.2. Section 4.3 reports the brief working principle
of different classifiers that are used for classification purpose.
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Theexperimental results for the recognitionof isolated character are presented
in Chapter 5. The character recognition results using holistic approach are men-
tioned in Section 5.1.1. Section 5.1.2 dealswith results of character recognition us-
ing stroke based approaches, where, Section 5.1.2.1 describes recognition results
of strokes and designing a rule based approach for the construction of character
from recognized strokes. Section 5.1.2.2 describes a DFA based approach for the
construction of characters. Character recognition result using deep learning ap-
proach (here CNN) is mentioned in Section 5.1.3.

Chapter 6 deals with detailed description about online Bangla word segmen-
tation strategy which comprises finding out component strokes from a word sam-
ple, recognition of segmented strokes using different feature extraction procedures
and construction of word from recognized strokes. Section 6.1.1 presents the de-
tailed description of the proposed word segmentation procedure. Applied feature
extraction methodology is mentioned in Section 6.1.2. The experimental details
after application of word segmentation algorithm on online handwritten Bangla
word samples and the effectiveness of features (modified distance based, point
based and curvature based) on segmented primitives are mentioned in Section
6.1.3. Section 6.2 describes the mechanism to build HMM for the construction
word samples from recognized strokes and Section 6.3 highlights the word recog-
nition result by adopting HMM followed by LM.

Finally, inChapter 7, thework presented in this thesis is concludedwith future
plans for extending this research.
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2
Literature Review

The advancement of online handwriting systems for Indic scripts like Bangla, De-
vanagari are still in the preliminary stage because of inadequate database. Hence,
preparing a standard database is one of themost important tasks forOHR systems
for different regional languages. This task is a tedious and time consuming one that
not only needs proper attention to every details (so that e.g. shape/size variations,
speed variations etc.), but also to ensure that the data contains all the information
that can be used in future. For example, the database should contain variations
in terms of shape/size of different strokes, variation of number of pixels to form
the same stroke due to different writing speed, variation in number and order of
strokes to represent the same information, variation of different writing style for
different age groups, genders, educational background etc. Again, the information
of contributors must also be recorded because; online character or word recogni-
tion can be further extended to develop writer identification/verification system.
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Therefore, appropriate type of data need to be incorporated in the database with
rigorous evaluation of the data collection system. Efficient design of data collec-
tion forms and planning of appropriate data collection strategies are essential as it
should be taken into consideration that replicating the same scenario again is loss
of precious time and efforts. Considering these scenarios, still erroneous samples
may exist in the preliminary collected database due to natural variations and hu-
man habits. Therefore, to finalize the database before publishing,manual checking
of the whole database is essential. The goal is to obtain a database which will have
the natural variation that can be encountered in real life situations.

2.1 Character Recognition

Recent economic globalization, digital advancement and increased business trans-
actions across the globe have elevated the urge to develop OHR systems. It has
gained renewed interest in recent times for its potential. Various approaches for
online character recognition based on holistic, stroke/sub-stroke approaches are
discussed in the literature. Among these, various significant and well established
studies on OHR system can be found on English, Devanagari, Gurumukhi etc. In
this section, some significant studies on online character recognition along with
few recognition techniques in off-line mode are discussed.

Tappert et al. in [27] have reported a survey that describes state-of-the-art
of online handwriting recognition. It is based on an extensive review of the lit-
erature, including journal articles, conference proceedings, and patents. Online
versus offline recognition, digitizer technology, handwriting properties and recog-
nition problems are discussed. Shape recognition algorithms, pre-processing and
post-processing techniques, experimental systems, and commercial products are
also examined in this survey.

According to the authors in [84], it is possible to have the same sequence of
primitives for many different characters, especially for writer-independent envi-
ronment introducing ambiguity in recognition of such characters. Authors have
introducedanovel conceptof ”RelativeConnectivity” among the subsequentprim-
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itives to remove the ambiguity between different characters having the same se-
quence of primitives. Their observations have shown that almost all ambiguities
in which different characters are having same sequence of primitives have been re-
moved by using ”Relative Connectivity” approach. As this technique succeeds in
removing ambiguities, very good recognition results, 98.3% for digits and 99.2%
for uppercase letters, have also been observed.

The main goal of the work mentioned in [64] is to develop an on-line hand-
writing recognition system that will be able to recognize handwritten characters of
several differentwriting styles. Due to the temporal natureof onlinedata, thiswork
has possible application to the domain of speech recognition as well. The work
in this research has aimed to investigate various features of handwritten letters,
their use and discriminative power, and to find reliable feature extractionmethods,
in order to recognize them. A feature set consists of 22 elements, extracted from
sub-character primitives has been proposed using direction based feature extrac-
tion approach. This approach has succeeded in having robust pattern recognition
features, while maintaining feature’s domain space to a small, optimum quantity.
Back-propagation neural network (BPN) technique has been used as classifier and
recognition rate up to 87% has been achieved even for highly distorted handwrit-
ten characters.

Farha et al. in [39] have expressed handwriting processing as a domain in great
expansion. According to them, the interest devoted to this field is not only ex-
plained by the exciting challenges involved, but also the huge benefits that a sys-
tem, designed in the context of a commercial application. It helps to distinguish
two classes of recognition systems are usually: online systems for which hand-
writing data are captured during the writing process, which makes available the
information on the ordering of the strokes, and offline systems for which recogni-
tion takes place on a static image captured once the writing process is over. The
field of personal computing has begun to make a transition from the desktop to
handheld devices, thereby requiring input paradigms that are more suited for sin-
gle hand entry than a keyboard. Online handwriting recognition allows for such
input modalities. On-line handwritten scripts are usually dealt with pen tip traces
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from pen-down to pen-up positions.
The main objective is to recognize online handwritten documents, which in-

cludes characters, words, lines, paragraphs etc. There is extensive work in the field
of handwriting recognition, and a number of reviews exits. Their approach was to
recognize handwriting by using templates. Along with this they have maintained
a unique user accounts, which enables a particular user to create his/her training
sets. Three steps are involved in the recognitionof a character in this project. These
methods scan the segmented character of the user and matches with the stored
training set or templates. Each of the methods increases the probabilities of the
templates which closely match with the user input. The three methods are shape
template matching, pixel density matching and stroke movement matching.

Kumara et al. in [61], have proposed an approach for classifying multivariate
time series with applications to the problem of writer independent online hand-
written character recognition. They have used UNIPEN dataset for the experi-
ment. Each time-series is approximated by a sum of piecewise polynomials in a
suitably definedReproducingKernelHilbert Space (RKHS).Using the associated
kernel function, a large margin classification formulation is proposed which can
discriminate between two such functions belonging to the RKHS. The associated
problem turns out to be an instance of convex quadratic programming. The re-
sultant classification scheme has been applied to many time-series discrimination
tasks and reflected encouraging results when applied to online handwriting recog-
nition tasks. Themain contribution of the work is to propose a kernel function for
time-series which can be used not only for classification, but other applications
like clustering, novelty detection, etc. Some important contribution is to general-
ize the piecewise linear interpolation scheme used in [111] by Sivaramakrishnan
and Bhattacharyya to piecewise polynomials in a RKHS setting. This is interesting
in its own right as it might open up new applications which involve interpolation.
Lastly the paper also gives anO(n) algorithm for computing the interpolation step
rather than an O(n3 ) algorithm proposed in [111].

In [13], authors have described a comprehensive description of writer inde-
pendent online handwriting recognition system ”frog on hand”. The focus of this
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work concerns thepresentationof the classification/training approach,which they
call cluster generative statistical dynamic time warping (CSDTW). CSDTW is
a general, scalable, HMM-based method for variable-sized, sequential data that
holistically combines cluster analysis and statistical sequence modelling. It can
handle general classification problems that rely on this sequential type of data,
e.g., speech recognition, genome processing, robotics, etc. Contrary to previous
attempts, clustering and statistical sequence modelling are embedded in a single
feature space and they have used a closely related distance measure. They have
shown character recognition experiments of ”frog on hand” using CSDTWon the
UNIPEN online handwriting database. The recognition accuracy is significantly
encouraging.

In [33], authors have attempted to recognize 40 major Devanagari characters
that occur in the core-strip of the writing. In this experiment they have not con-
sidered themodifier symbols and conjunct formation. 5 samples of each character
from20 different individuals are collected using a IBM/Cross Pad. A combination
ofHMMandnearest neighbour classifiers are used for classification, capturing dif-
ferent levels of on-line and off-line information. Three samples of each writer are
used for training and the remaining two samples have been used for testing. A
recognition rate of 69.2% is achieved using a traditional HMM-based on-line rec-
ognizer. An examination of the substitution errors, revealed that theHMMmodel
could not capture many of the structural properties needed for classification. Us-
ing an iterative procedure, new classifiers have been designed, one at a time, in an
attempt to capture some of the structural properties of the characters. Through a
combination of these classifiers, the classification accuracy has been improved to
86.5%.

Authors in [57], have described a system for the automatic recognition of iso-
lated handwrittenDevanagari characters. Owing to the large number of characters
and resulting demands on data acquisition, they have used structural recognition
techniques to reduce some characters to others. The residual characters are then
classified using the subspace method. The results of structural recognition and
feature-based matching are mapped to give final output. The proposed system is
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evaluated for the writer dependent scenario. Here the average accuracy on the
FREQ subset has been observed as 93%.

A system for recognition of online handwritten characters has been presented
for Indian writing system for Devanagari, Telegu and Tamil scripts in [117, 118].
According to the authors, handwritten character can be represented as a sequence
of strokes whose features are extracted and classified. In [118], authors have used
spatiostructural features for stroke recognition purpose. Support vector machine
(SVM) have been used for constructing the stroke recognition engine. The recog-
nition accuracy is really encouraging.

Authors in [60] have presented a novel scheme, which can be implemented
on the iPhone, for the recognition of online handwritten basic isolated characters
of the Devanagari script. According to them, unconstrained Devanagari writing is
more complex thanEnglish cursivedue to thepossible variations in theorder num-
ber, direction and shape of constituent strokes. A manual study of various charac-
ters have beenperformed and42 stroke classes are created. A stroke based recogni-
tion approach has been designed where strokes are recognized using HMM. One
HMMis constructed for each stroke class. A second stage of classificationhas been
designed and is used for recognition of characters using stroke classification results
along with look up tables.

In [121], Tripathi et al. have proposed a scheme for standardization of stroke
order thereby training the user and using the strategy for future isolated Devana-
gari character recognitionon iPhone. On thebasis ofmanual studyof stroke classes,
oneHMMis created for each classwhich is chosen for character recognition in that
HMM class. Standardization of stroke order reduces the number of HMM pro-
moting higher probability and faster recognition of isolated Devanagari character.
A few characters among the 20most occurring characters are taken as samples and
their manual study generates certain stroke classes. The second phase deals with
the training and recognition of isolated Devanagari character.

Lajish et al. [62] have described a new feature set named as extended direc-
tional features (EDF) for use in the recognition of online handwritten strokes.
They have used EDF specifically to recognize strokes that form a basis for pro-
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ducing Devanagari script, which is the most widely used Indian language script.
Experiments are conducted for the automatic recognition of isolated handwrit-
ten strokes. Initially authors have described the proposed feature set (EDF) and
then have shownhow this feature can be effectively utilized forwriter independent
script recognition through stroke recognition. Experimental results show that the
extended directional feature set performs well with about more than 65% stroke
level recognition accuracy for writer independent dataset.

A neural network based framework has been proposed by Kubatur et al. [59]
to classify online Devanagari characters into one of 46 characters in the alphabet
set. The uniqueness of the work is three-fold: (a) feature extraction is based on
the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) of the temporal sequence of the character
points (utilizing the nature of online data input). They have also shown that sim-
ple feature set yielded by the DCT can be very reliable for accurate recognition of
handwriting, (2) the mode of character input is through a computer mouse, and
(3) they have built the online handwritten database of Devanagari characters from
scratch, and there are some unique features in the way authors have built up the
database. Lastly, the testing has been carried out on 2760 characters, and recogni-
tion rate of up to 97.2% is achieved.

Santosh and Iwata, in [88], have categorized character recognition system into
two modules: learning and testing. In learning or training module, handwritten
strokes are learnt or stored. In the testingmodule, every test stroke ismatchedwith
the templates (learnt in training module) so that authors can find the most simi-
lar one. This procedure is then repeated for all available test strokes. At the end,
aggregating all the matching scores provides an idea of the test character closer to
the template. In this study, an established as well as validated approach (based on
previous studies by Santosh & Nattee in [89–91], Santosh et al. in [92], in [93])
has been presented for on-line handwritten Devanagari character recognition. It
applies the number of strokes used to complete a symbol and their spatial relations.
Considering the dataset, the success rate has been observed approximately 97% in
less than 2 seconds per character on average. The evaluation protocol reduces the
errors (mainly due to multi-class similarity) and the optimized DTW reduces the
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delay in processing – which has been new attestation in comparison to the previ-
ous studies. The proposed approach is able to handle handwritten symbols of any
stroke and order. Moreover, the stroke-matching technique is completely control-
lable. It is primarily due to symbol categorization and the use of stroke spatial
information in template management.

Santosh et al. in [93], have proposed a new scheme for Devanagari handwrit-
ten character recognition. It is primarily based on spatial similarity-based stroke
clustering. Feature of a stroke consists of a string of pen-tip positions and direc-
tions at every pen-tip position along the trajectory. It uses the DTW algorithm to
align handwritten strokes with stored stroke templates and determine their simi-
larity. Experiments are carried out for 25 native writers and a recognition rate of
approximately 95% is achieved.

Santosh et al. in [87], describe a method for isolated handwritten charac-
ter recognition using dynamic programming for matching the non-linear multi-
projection profiles that are produced from the Radon transform. The idea is to
use DTW algorithm to match corresponding pairs of the Radon features for all
possible projections. By using DTW, they have claimed that they have avoided
compressing feature matrix into a single vector which may miss some important
information. It can handle character images in different shapes and sizes that are
usually occurred in natural handwriting in addition to difficulties such as multi-
class similarities, deformations and possible defects.

In [65] authors have presented an implementation to recognize online hand-
written Gurumukhi strokes using SVM. This implementation starts with pre pro-
cessing, which consists of 5 basic algorithms. Prior to these algorithms, a basic step
called stroke capturing is done, which samples data points along the trajectory of
an input device. After pre-processing, recognition of Gurumukhi stroke is done
using SVM with the help of two cross validation techniques, namely, holdout and
k-fold. The recognition is based on the unique IDs identified as the strokes in or-
der to represent aword. These strokes are taken from the one hundredGurumukhi
words written by 3 different writers.

In [108], authors have implemented a elasticmatching based technique to rec-
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ognize online handwritten Gurumukhi characters. They have discussed the pro-
cess to recognize characters in two stages. The first stage recognizes the strokes
by implementing elastic matching for online handwritten Gurumukhi strokes, in
second stage, character is evaluated on the basis of recognized strokes. Feature are
computed to strengthen recognition results. Features are classified into two cat-
egories, namely, low-level and high-level features. A few neighbouring points es-
timate low-level features where as high-level features are estimated on larger scale
than low-level features. The features computed in their study include both low-
level and high-level features. Authors have used linearity, curliness, width, height,
aspect ratio, slope, area etc. as low-level features. Loops, crossings, straight line,
headline and dot are used as high-level features. The database for strokes stores
scriptnumber, strokenumber and stroke samplenumber for everypointof a stroke.
With 60 writer’s writing and a set of 41Gurumukhi characters, they have obtained
recognition rate as 90.08%.

Authors in [109], have presented a HMM-based online handwritten charac-
ter recognition for Gurumukhi script. They have discussed about a procedure to
develop aHMMinorder to recognizeGurumukhi characters. A testwith 60 hand-
written samples,where each sample includes41Gurumukhi characters, have shown
a 91.95% recognition rate, and an average recognition speed of 0.112 seconds per
stroke.

Theworkmentioned in [10] deals with the offline recognition of handwritten
Gurumukhi characters. Here two sets of features based on gradient and curvature
of character image are computed. The extracted features are then fused together
to form a composite feature vector. Twoways of generating this composite feature
vector is presented in this paper. Dimensionality of the generated composite fea-
ture vectors is 400. The efficiency of these feature sets is tested on a handwritten
database of Gurumukhi characters containing 7000 sample character images. The
experimental result demonstrates the usefulness of curvature-based feature guided
by gradient information and recognition rate of 98.56% is obtained. SVM is used
for classification purpose.

Apart fromholistic, stroke/sub-stroke based recognition by using handcrafted
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features, many authors have tried to recognize the same by following deep learn-
ing based strategies. In deep learning approach, features need not to extract man-
ually rather features are generated automatically in convolution phase. Some of
the works related to online handwriting recognition for different scripts are men-
tioned below.

According to the authors in [11], character recognition has been widely used
since its inception in applications involved processing of scanned or camera cap-
tured documents. There exist multiple scripts in which the languages are written.
The scripts could broadly be divided into cursive and non-cursive scripts. The
recurrent neural networks have been proved to obtain state-of-the-art results for
optical character recognition. Here authors have presented a investigation of the
performance of Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) for cursive and non-cursive
scripts. They have employed bidirectional long short-term memory (BLSTM)
networks, which is a variant of the standardRNN.Theoutput layer of the architec-
ture used to carry out our investigation is a special layer called connectionist tem-
poral classification (CTC) which does the sequence alignment. The CTC layer
takes as an input the activations of LSTM and aligns the target labels with the in-
puts. The results obtained at the character level for both cursive Urdu and non-
cursive English scripts are significant and suggest that the BLSTM technique is
potentially more useful than the existing OCR algorithms.

In [37], authors have proposed a novel framework of writer adaptation based
on deeply learned features for online handwritten Chinese character recognition.
Their motivation is to further boost state-of-the-art deep learning-based recog-
nizer by using writer adaptation techniques. First, to perform an effective and flex-
ible writer adaptation, they have proposed a tandem architecture design for the
feature extraction and classification. Specifically, a deep neural network (DNN)
or CNN is adopted to extract the deeply learned features which are used to build
a discriminatively trained prototype-based classifier initialized by Linde–Buzo–
Gray clustering techniques. In this way, the feature extractor can fully utilize the
useful information of a DNN or CNN. Meanwhile, the prototype-based classi-
fier could be designed for more compact and efficient solution in practical. Sec-
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ond, the writer adaption is performed via a linear transformation of the deeply
learned features which are optimized with a sample separationmargin-basedmin-
imum classification error criterion. Furthermore, authors have improved the gen-
eralization capability of the previously proposed discriminative linear regression
approach for writer adaptation by using the linear interpolation of two transfor-
mations and adaptation data perturbation. The experiments on the tasks of both
the CASIA-OLHWDB benchmark and an in-house corpus with a vocabulary of
20,936 characters demonstrate the effectiveness of their proposed approach.

Theworkmentioned in [38], has mainly focussed on the recognition of hand-
writtenArabic characters that face several challenges, including the unlimited vari-
ation in human handwriting. The work provides a deep learning technique that
have been effectively applied to recognize Arabic handwritten digits. LeNet-5, a
form of CNN trained and tested MADBase database that contain 60000 train-
ing and 10000 testing images. A comparison is held amongst the results, and it
is shown by the end that the use of CNN is leaded to significant improvements
across different classification algorithms.

Authors in [120] have proposed a novel methodology that uses the geometric
characteristics of line-segment representations to optimize the hyper-parameters
for thedeepnetworks. Themethodology is applied to a line-segment-based stacked
auto-encoder to verify its effectiveness. It is found that the line-segment-based vi-
sualizations can increase the interpretability of the deep models and facilitate the
configurations for the hyper-parameters.

Inspired by the theory of Leitner’s learning box from the field of psychology,
authors in [126] have proposedDropSample, a newmethod for training deep con-
volutional neural networks (DCNNs), and applied it to large-scale online hand-
writtenChinese character recognition(HCCR).According to theprincipleofDrop-
Sample, each training sample is associated with a quota function that is dynami-
cally adjusted on the basis of the classification confidence given by the DCNN
softmax output. After a learning iteration, samples with low confidence will have
a higher frequency of being selected as training data; in contrast, well-trained and
well-recognized samples with very high confidence will have a lower frequency of
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being involved in the ongoing training and can be gradually eliminated. As a re-
sult, the learning process becomes more efficient as it progresses. Furthermore,
authors have investigated the use of domain-specific knowledge to enhance the
performance ofDCNNby adding a domain knowledge layer before the traditional
CNN. By adopting DropSample together with different types of domain-specific
knowledge, the accuracy of HCCR is improved efficiently. Experiments on the
CASIA-OLHDWB 1.0, CASIA-OLHWDB 1.1, and ICDAR 2013 online HCCR
competition datasets yield outstanding recognition rates of 97.33%, 97.06%, and
97.51% respectively.

According to the authors in [124], CNNs have better performance in feature
extraction and classification. Most of the applications are based on a traditional
structure of CNNs. However, due to the fixed structure, it may not be effective for
large dataset which will spend much time for training. So, they have used a new
algorithm to optimize CNNs, called directly connected convolutional neural net-
works (DCCNNs). In DCCNNs, the down-sampling layer can directly connect
the output layer with three-dimensional matrix operation, without full connec-
tion (i.e., matrix vectorization). Thus, DCCNNs have less weights and neurons
thanCNNs. They have also conducted the comparison experiments on five image
databases: MNIST, COIL-20, AR, Extended Yale B, and ORL. The experiments
show that the model has better recognition accuracy and faster convergence than
CNNs. Furthermore, two applications (i.e., water quality evaluation and image
classification) following the proposed concepts further confirm the generality and
capability of DCCNNs.

Fu et al. in [42] give an experimental study on the stability of an extreme learn-
ingmachine (ELM) and its generalization capability. Focusing on the relationship
between uncertainty of an ELM’s output on the training set and the ELM’s gener-
alization capability, the experiments have shown some new results in the view-
point of classical pattern recognition. The study provides some useful guidelines
to choose a fraction of ELMswith better generalization from an ensemble for clas-
sification problems.

Some good researchworks for character recognition in English [13, 27, 39, 61,
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64, 84], Devanagari [33, 57, 59, 60, 62, 87, 88, 93, 117, 118, 121] and Gurumukhi
[10, 65, 108, 109] scripts are reported in the literature as mentioned above. In
addition, many authors have started adopting cutting-edge machine learning ap-
proaches like deep learning [11, 37, 38, 120, 123, 124, 126], extreme learning ma-
chine (ELM) [42] for different scripts. In contrast, for Bangla script, researchers
still have not explored the problem much and limited research materials available
in the literature.

Roy et al. in [81], have referred to OHR as a problem for elucidation of hand-
written input image which is confined as a stream of pen positions collected by us-
ing either a digitizer or other pen position sensors. Both sequential and dynamic
information are extracted from pen movements on the writing pads. These infor-
mation acts as features for their proposed online Bangla handwriting recognition
system. These features are then fed to quadratic classifier for the recognition pur-
pose. Authors have tested the system on 2500 Bangla numeral data and 12500
Bangla character data and obtained 98.42% accuracy on numeral data and 91.13%
accuracy on character data from the proposed system.

Authors in [68] have presented the benchmark recognition results on four
most popular Indic scripts based on two existing feature extraction techniques
known as point-float and direction code histogram. Efficiency of their system has
been tested through Nearest Neighbour, HMM and MLP classifiers.

Authors in [45] proposed a new scheme for online handwriting recognition
for Indic script. The primary concern of the approach is the modelling of human
motor functionality while writing characters. This is achieved by looking at the
whole pen trajectory where the time evaluation of the pen coordinates plays a cru-
cial role. A low complexity classifier has beendesigned and the proposed similarity
measure appears to be quite robust against wide variations in writing styles. Ini-
tially, the approach has been applied for online recognition of handwritten charac-
ters inDevnagari andBangla. A test on adataset of considerable size showspromis-
ing recognition rates of: 97.29% for Devnagari and 96.34% for Bangla.

In [22], authors have reported an approach for handwritten Bangla character
recognition of with the help of direction code based features. They have imple-
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mented the proposed approach on a database of 7043 online handwritten Bangla
character samples. This is a 50-class recognition problem and they have achieved
93.90%and83.61% recognition accuracies respectively on its training and test sets.

According to the authors in [14], a representation at stroke level can be pre-
pared based on their structure or shape, where each stroke corresponds to a se-
quence of shape features. An un-known stroke is then recognized by means of a
previously built stroke database using DTW technique. After identifying all the
component strokes, a recognition module tries to recognize a full character. An
experiment has been conducted with a total of 495 classes on 20,873 data samples
and 10 people as data contributors yielding 97.33% recognition rate with 2.18%
misrecognition rate and 0.5% rejection rate.

Authors in [47] have designed a novel feature vector by considering the di-
rection of writing, curvature, curliness, inclination, standard deviation of x and y
coordinates at stroke level. In this paper, all constituent strokes have been firstly
divided into 9 local zones, from where the mentioned feature vector is generated.
Classification scheme is performed by using supprort vectormachine (SVM) clas-
sifier. The achieved character recognition accuracy was 87.48% for Bangla script
and 84.10% for Devanagari script on 4900 and 5000 test samples respectively

Authors in [73], have manually grouped constituent strokes forming charac-
ters into 54 classes based on the similarity of shapes in the graphemes. For stroke
recognition, they have constructed oneHMMfor each stroke class. Characters are
finally recognized by the classification of stroke results using previously made 50
look up tables. The classification accuracy at the stroke level is 84.6% on the test
set. The character recognition accuracy obtained by the proposed scheme is 87.7%
on the test set.

In [82], authors have extracted the component strokes from the characters.
Next, the sequential and dynamic information extracted at stroke level (by track-
ing the pen movements on the writing pad) are considered as features. These fea-
tures are then fed to MLP classifier for stroke recognition. Characters are then
constructed from the recognized strokes by matching the stroke sequences stored
in the database. The system has been tested on 21372 Bangla character data and
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obtained 88.23% accuracy (92.92% accuracy when top 5 choices are considered).

2.2 Word Recognition

Since last two decades, the trend of recognizing handwritten word samples has
seen a significant growth irrespective of the languages in which those are written.
Various paradigms for the recognition of handwritten words have also been intro-
duced in the pattern recognition and machine learning literature. Recognition of
words can be done in a holistic fashion or in stroke/sub-stroke based approach.
In the holistic approach, a word sample is recognized as a whole unit, irrespec-
tive of the number of strokes and/or syllables in the sample. Many researchers
[9, 12, 15, 24–26, 30, 44, 51, 53, 75, 80, 95, 96, 112, 113, 127–129] have investi-
gated for the recognition of off-line printed words/scripts written Bangla, English,
etc. In this section, some of the off-line works are mentioned below.

HolisticWord Recognition is one of the newmodalities for handwritten word
identification. The holistic paradigm in handwritten word recognition treats the
word as a single, indivisible entity and attempts to recognizewords from their over-
all shape, as opposed to recognize the individual characters comprising the word.
In the work mentioned in [9] reports a longest-run based holistic feature, that has
been used to classifyword images belonging to different classes, using a neural net-
work based classifier. To evaluate the technique, a fewwords from the handwritten
documents of theCMATERdb1.2.1 dataset havebeenused. Frequently occurring
Englishwords aremanually extracted from thehandwrittenpages and the accuracy
of the technique is evaluated using a three-fold cross-validationmethod. The best-
case and average-case performances of the technique to the said data set are 89.9%
and 83.24% respectively.

An algorithm for segmenting unconstrained printed and cursive words has
been proposed in [25]. The algorithm initially over-segments handwritten word
images (for training and testing) using heuristics and feature detection. An arti-
ficial neural network (ANN) is then trained with global features extracted from
segmentation points found in words designated for training. Segmentation points
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located in ”test” word images are subsequently extracted and verified using the
trained ANN. Two major sets of experiments have been conducted, resulting in
segmentation accuracies of 75.06% and 76.52%.

Segmentation of cursive handwritten Bangla script is considered by the au-
thors mentioned in [15]. Unlike English, Bengali handwritten characters and its
components often encircle the main character, making the conventional segmen-
tation methodologies inapplicable. Experimental results, using the proposed seg-
mentation technique, on sample cursive handwritten data containing 218 ideal
segmentation points show a success rate of 97.7%.

In the work mentioned in [95], authors have designed a novel two-stage ap-
proach for segmentation of isolatedBanglaword images. In the first stage, a feature
based approach is designed to classify the connected word segments into either
of the two classes, namely, ‘Segment further’ and ‘Do not Segment’ using a MLP
based classifier. In the second stage, fuzzy segmentation features are designed to
identify the ‘Matra’ region and the potential segmentation points on the ‘Matra’
of the connected word segments that belong to ‘Segment further’ class. Using the
current technique, the overall successful segmentation accuracy achieved after two
stages is 95.87%.

Authors in [24] have introduced a stroke based lexicon reduction technique in
order to reduce the search space for recognition of handwritten words. The prin-
ciple of this technique involves mainly two aspects of a word image to constitute a
feature vector: one isword-length and the other is shape of theword. The length of
the word image is represented by the number of specific vertical strokes present in
the word image and, on the other hand, the shape of a word image is realized with
the combination of both horizontal and vertical strokes. The experiment has been
carried out with a database of 35,700 off-line handwritten Bangla word images.
According to them, though their proposed lexicon reduction technique has been
developed for recognition of Bangla handwritten words, its generalization prop-
erty can easily be exploited for recognition of handwriting in other scripts also.

In [112] authors have described postal address interpretation is the task of as-
signing to letter mail pieces a delivery point encoding, e.g., ZIP+4 Code. The en-
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coding is determined from images of destination addresses on mail piece faces;
addresses that are handwritten, are of poor-quality machine printing, are incom-
plete or incorrect. They have described several recognition algorithms used in the
interpretation of handwritten and machine-printed address text (digits / symbols
/ alphabets / words).

Authors in [26]dealwith several componentprocessesof a recognition system
for isolated off-line cursive script words. The approach described here transforms
a word image through a hierarchy of representation levels: points, contours, fea-
tures, letters, and words. A unique feature representation is generated bottom-up
from the image using statistical dependencies between letters and features. Rat-
ings for partially formed words are computed using a stack algorithm and a lexi-
con represented as a trie. Several new techniques for low- and intermediate-level
processing for cursive script are described, including heuristics for reference line
finding, letter segmentation based on detecting local minima along the lower con-
tour and areas with low vertical profiles, simultaneous encoding of contours and
their topological relationships, extracting features (e.g., middle loop, upper zone
stroke), and finding shape-oriented events.

Segmentation of cursivewords into letters has been one of themajor problems
inhandwriting recognition. Authors in [127]have introduced anew segmentation
algorithm, guided in part by the global characteristics of the handwriting. They
have found the successive segmentation points by evaluating a cost function at
each point along the baseline. The cost of segmenting at a point is a weighted sum
of four feature values at that point. The weights of the features are determined us-
ing linear programming. Authors have testedwith 750wordswrittenby 10writers,
97% of the letter boundaries were correctly located.

The purpose of the survey mentioned in [75] is to provide a comprehensive
overview of the application ofMarkovmodels in the research field of offline hand-
writing recognition, covering both the widely used HMM and the less complex
Markov-chain or n-gram models. Firstly authors have introduced the typical ar-
chitecture of a Markov-model-based offline handwriting recognition system and
make the reader familiar with the essential theoretical concepts behind Marko-
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vian models. Then, authors have given a thorough review of the solutions pro-
posed in the literature for the open problems how to apply Markov-model-based
approaches to automatic offline handwriting recognition.

Keorich et al. in [12] have presented a hybrid recognition system that inte-
grates HMM with NN in a probabilistic framework. The input data are processed
first by a lexicon–driven word recognizer based onHMMs to generate a list of the
candidate N–best–scoring word hypotheses as well as the segmentation of such
word hypotheses into characters. An NN classifier is used to generate a score for
each segmented character and in the end, the scores from the HMM and the NN
classifiers are combined to optimize performance. Experimental results show that
for an 80,000–word vocabulary, the hybrid HMM/NN system improves by about
10% the word recognition rate over the HMM system alone.

Ray et al. in [80]havepresented aDeepbidirectional long short-termmemory
(BLSTM) based recurrent neural network (RNN) architecture for text recogni-
tion. This architectureusedCTCfor training to learn the labels of anun-segmented
sequence with unknown alignment. This work is motivated by the results of deep
neural networks for isolated numeral recognition and improved speech recogni-
tion using deep BLSTM based approaches. Deep BLSTM architecture has been
chosen due to its ability to access long range context, learn sequence alignment
and work without the need of segmented data. Due to the use of CTC and for-
ward backward algorithms for alignment of output labels, there are no Unicode
re-ordering issues, thus no need of lexicon or post-processing schemes. This is
a script independent and segmentation free approach. This system has been im-
plemented for the recognition of un-segmented words of printed Oriya text. This
system achieves 4.18% character level error and 12.11%word error rate on printed
Oriya text.

Fewonlineword recognition strategies havebeenmentioned in [18, 30, 76, 85,
86, 110, 122, 122, 130] for various languages like English, Gurumukhi, Devanagari
etc.

Authors in [130] have proposed a cascade connectionHMM(CCHMM)method
for online English word recognition. Thismodel extends theway ofHMMpattern
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description of handwritingEnglishwords by allowing state transition, skip anddu-
ration. According to the statistic probabilities, the behaviour of handwriting curve
may be depicted more precisely. Viterbi algorithm for the cascade connection
model may be applied after the whole sample series of a word is input. Compared
with the method of creating models for each word in lexicon, this method gives a
faster recognition speed. Experiments show thatCCHMMapproach could obtain
89.26% recognition rate for the first candidate, while the combination of character
and ligature HMM method’s first candidate produces 82.34% recognition rate.

The classification of online handwritten word samples can be effectively ad-
dressed by a granular computing approach as mentioned in [122]. In fact, hand-
writing can be viewed as a sequence of information granules consisting in single
strokes. In this paper, an automatic handwriting recognition system is proposed.
An oriented sequence of nodes, as a particular directed labelled graph, is used to
represent each handwritten pattern. Each node of the graph stores the feature vec-
tor describing a single stroke, while the edge connecting each node to the succeed-
ing one stores information about the pen displacement between the two strokes
(usually referred as virtual stroke). Once the handwritten patterns have been rep-
resented by labelled graphs, a general technique for automatic graph classification
is used to perform different recognition tasks. The tackled tasks include word
recognition, writer recognition and character set recognition. The tests have been
carried out using real world data.

In [85], authors have proposed a novel method to segment the Gurumukhi
text based on pressure, pen down status and time together. In case of some char-
acters getting over segmented due to the shape of character and user’s style of writ-
ing, amethod tomerge the sub strokes is presented. Theproposed algorithmshave
beenappliedona set of 2150words andhave givenvery good segmentation results.

Sachan et al. in [86] have considered user’s handwriting as a sequence of pack-
ets captured through the movement of stylus or pen on the surface of the tablet.
The packet consists of x, y position of the stylus, button (tip of stylus), pressure of
the stylus and the time of each packet. The user’s writing is pre-processed and is
segmented into meaniningful shapes. The segmented shapes are processed to ex-
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tract directional features. The feature data is fed to the recognition engine which
is a NN Classifier. The average word recognition accuracy is 76% approximately.

A hybrid neural network model is developed and applied to online handwrit-
ten word recognition in [30]. The word recognition system uses a module that
assigns character class confidence values to segments of images of handwritten
words. The module accurately represent ambiguities between character classes
and assign low confidence values to a wide variety of non-character segments re-
sulting from erroneous segmentation. The proposed hybrid neural model is a cas-
caded system. The first stage is a self-organizing feature map algorithm (SOFM).
The second stage maps distances into allograph membership values using a gradi-
ent descent learning algorithm. The third stage is a multilayer feed forward net-
work (MLFN).The new system performs better than the baseline system. Experi-
ments have been performed on a standard test set from the SUNY/USPS database
and achieved 87.37% word recognition accuracy.

For online English word recognition, authors in [110] have proposed a Con-
ditional Random Field (CRF) driven beam search strategy that can be applied on
a combined segmentation and recognition framework. To do so, firstly, authors
have built a candidate segmentation lattice using over-segmented primitives of the
word patterns and then recognition has been performed by synchronouslymatch-
ing lexicon words with nodes of the lattice. Probable search paths are evaluated by
integrating character recognition scores with geometric and spatial characteristics
of the handwritten segments into theCRFmodel. Tomake computation efficient,
authors have usedbeamsearch to prune the set of likely searchpaths. Authors have
achieved 78.72% and 92% word recognition accuracies over IBM_UB_1 (5000
training and 1795 test samples) and UNIPEN (2127 training and 2127 test sam-
ples) database respectively.

Authors in [122] have proposed a system that encodes a word pattern as a se-
quence of strokes along with some inter stroke information, in a special kind of
directed labelled graph. Each node of the graph keeps feature information of a
single stroke and edge stores the information about displacement between two as-
sociated strokes. Then graph classification system uses a special mining algorithm
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to perform different recognition tasks.
In another work mentioned in [18], authors have used HMM for recognition

of onlineTamilword samples. Here, theHMMis used to find the highestweighted
path of the sequence involved in the word formation using Viterbi algorithm de-
pending on a back-end database defined in the course of the project. The highest
weighted path sequence is the output word of the input handwritten sample.

In [76], authors have proposed a new method of creating character-level rep-
resentation of text to reduce the computational costs associated with training a
DCNN.Theyhavedemonstrated that theirmethodof character embeddinggreatly
reduces training time andmemory use, while significantly improving classification
performance. In their experiment authors have achieved 84.5% word recognition
accuracy.

In case of online Bangla OHR, limited research articles are available in the lit-
erature. Even, most of the works only describe how to extract sub-stroke level fea-
tures fromword samples and recognition of the same. In the following section few
available works obtained from the literature are mentioned.

Approachmentioned in [40], tries to recognize cursively written Bangla word
samplesby extracting sub-stroke level features andproposedawritingmodel based
on HMM for the Bangla script. Authors have achieved approximately 93% recog-
nition accuracy over 6516 online test Bangla word samples.

In [67], authors have introduced a hybrid classification strategy to the hand-
writing recognition community. In this strategy, an MLP architecture is used for
feature extraction purpose and SVM classifier is used for final classification. Sub-
stroke level feature representation of the input word sample is fed to the MLP
trained by back propagation (BP) algorithm. The values computed at the hidden
nodes of the MLP are used as a transformed feature vector and fed to the SVM as
its input. This strategy of using anMLP for feature extraction and a SVM for classi-
fication purpose, improves the recognition accuracy from their individual level. In
the best situations, we obtained 88.79% and 87.20% recognition accuracies respec-
tively on the test sets of two databases corresponding to 50 and 110 city names. In
each case, these accuracy figures correspond to reduced feature vector (90 dimen-
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sional) provided by MLP and SVM as the classifier.
The method reported in [32] describes online Bangla word recognition by

using a Weighted Finite-State Transducer (WFST) based LM for improving the
recognition accuracy. Both the recognition hypothesis (i.e. the segmentation lat-
tice) and the lexicon are modelled as two WFSTs. Concatenation of these two
FSTs accept a valid word(s) which is (are) present in the recognition lattice. A
third FST called error FST is also introduced to retrieve certain words which were
missing in the previous concatenation operation. The proposed model has been
tested for online Bangla handwritten word recognition. Experiment on a part of
ISI-Bangla handwriting database shows that while the present classifiers (without
using anyLM) can recognize about 73%word, use of recognition and lexiconFSTs
improve this result by about 9% giving an average word-level accuracy of 82%. In-
troduction of error FST further improves this accuracy to 93%.

Authors in [23] have proposed an analytical recognition approach, which in-
volves segmentation of the input Bangla word. Modified quadratic discriminant
function classifier is applied for recognition of segmented strokes using a chain
code histogram based feature vector. Finally, an input word is recognized by a
verification module, which uses a set of rules for construction of characters from
strokes. A total of 10000 handwritten online word samples provided by 50 native
Bengali writers have been used in their experiment. Recognition error at stroke
level and at character level are 1.22% and 1.96% respectively. Overall word level
recognition accuracy on the test set is 82.34

In OHR domain, accuracy of segmentation based word recognition method
heavily depends on proper segmentation of word samples to obtain valid com-
ponent strokes. Authors have tried to collect stroke level information from tar-
get word by estimating busy zone over it and then applying Down->Up->Down
(DUD) approach for segmentation [19, 20, 46]. In these experiments, texts are
firstly segmented into primitives which are recognized in the next step. They have
proposed a segmentation technique by applying combination of both offline and
online information and developing some rules. The segmented primitives have a
chance of being either basic/compound character or a part of a basic/compound
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character. Directional features have been used towards recognition of those prim-
itives. Some rules have also been discovered by examining the different combina-
tion patterns formed by Bangla characters.

Chowdhury et al. in [31] have segmented the online word sample into sev-
eral segments. In the next step, they have used fuzzy linguistic rules to construct
the word sample from segmented strokes. They have achieved 77% recognition
accuracy over 500 online handwritten Bangla word samples.

As online handwriting recognition depends on the order of writing, words
written with different stroke-order are treated as different words to the online rec-
ognizer, Bhattacharya et al. in [21] have proposed a stroke-order normalization
method for Bangla online word recognition using offline and online information.
In this technique, firstly, based on the offline information, sub-strokes in aword are
ordered according to their relative positions. This results in similar stroke-order
among the different instances of the same word. Next, online information of each
ordered sub-stroke is used for feature extraction. They have tested their method
on a dataset of 6000 words and obtained 74.65% and 90.53% word recognition
accuracies, respectively, before and after stroke-order normalization.

Mukherjee et al. in [69] have proposed a hybrid layered architecture com-
prising of three networks CNN, RNN and CTC for OHR system without use
of any specific lexicon. Feature extraction and classification are two major mod-
ules of such a recognizer. Deep architectures of CNN models have been found to
be efficient in extraction of useful features from raw signal. On the other hand,
a RNN along with CTC has been shown to be able to label un-segmented se-
quence data. They have achieved 84.47% word recognition accuracy over 15277
test Bangla samples.

In [41], authors have proposed an unsupervised feature generation approach
based on dissimilarity space embedding (DSE) of local neighbourhoods around
the points along the pen trajectory. In this work, they have also proved that DSE
has the ability to produce discriminative feature representation and thereby is ben-
eficial for classification.

Srimany et al. in [114] have observed that simple concatenation of individual
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feature vector does not helpmuch in improving the overall word recognition accu-
racy. Hence in their work, they have trained distinct SVM classifiers with different
feature vectors and combine their outputs at the final stage to improve overall per-
formance. Proposed model exhibits 89.92% success rate when applied on 27789
online test Bangla word samples.
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3
DatabaseDevelopment

The advancement of online handwriting recognition systems for Indic scripts like
Bangla, Devanagari is still in the preliminary stage because of inadequate database.
Hence, preparing a standard database is one of the most important tasks for OHR
systems for different regional languages. This is a laborious and time consuming
process that not only takes care of every details (like shape/size variations, speed
variations of the handwriting to be incorporate in the database etc.), but also to
ensure that the data contains all the information which can be useful for the fu-
ture researchers. For example, the database should contain variations in terms
of shape/size of different strokes, variation of number of pixels to form the same
stroke due to different writing speeds, variation in number and order of strokes
to represent the same information, variation of different writing styles of the peo-
ple belonging to different age groups, genders, educational background etc. Again,
the informationof contributorsmust also be recordedbecause; online character or
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word recognition can be further extended to develop writer identification or veri-
fication system. Therefore, appropriate type of data with supporting information
need to be incorporated in the database after rigorous evaluation of the require-
ment of the data collection system. Efficient design of data collection forms and
planning of appropriate data collection strategies are essential as it should be taken
into consideration that replicating the same scenario again is loss of precious time
and efforts. Even if all these factors are considered, still all these scenarios, still
erroneous samples exist in the preliminary collected database due to natural varia-
tions and humanhabits. Therefore, to finalize the database beforemake it available
to the research community, manual checking of the whole database is essential.
The goal is to obtain a database which will have the natural variation that can be
encountered in real life situations.

3.1 Design of data collection form

The primary stage of database development process, is the design of data collec-
tion form(s). During design of this form various factors are considered. Different
aspects of the populous may influence handwriting traits like: gender, age, edu-
cational qualification, religion, etc. Also, writing at different intervals can affect
the handwriting style of different individuals. To capture these variations and to
simplify the problem, data collection forms are designed that contain characters
of Bangla script that are mostly used for writing. Isolated character data collection
form(s) and handwritten text data collection form(s) are designed seperately. Iso-
lated characters include all the basic characters of the alphabet available in Bangla
along with numerals and vowelmodifiers. The data collection form is divided into
two zones where in the header zone writer information are collected and in the
writing zone writers need to write the suggestive characters in their own hand-
writing. Fig. 3.1.1 (a) shows a blank data collection form of isolated characters
where all the fields are marked for easy understanding, whereas 3.1.1 (b) shows
corresponding filled in form of (a). During design of isolated form, all vowels and
alphabets that are used in writing Bangla texts are considered along with vowel
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modifiers. Only one vowel modifier ' ◌া'is not incorporated as this can be gener-
ated by combining vowel modifier ' ◌' and vowel modifier '◌া'. Total 11 vowels,
40 consonants, 10 vowel modifiers and 10 numerals are considered to design the
isolated character data collection form.

In Bangla writing system, unlike Roman, upper case and lower case charac-
ters are absent, but the script is more complex due to the presence of modified
complex and compound characters formed by combinations of simple characters
[35]. Therefore, to incorporate all possible simple and complex characters in our
collected data, the data collection form is divided into two parts: simple text sam-
ple forms and complex text sample forms. Simple form contains words formed of
basic characters only, complex form contains mostly complex characters formed
by using basic characters. Each form is divided into three major zones. Header
zone is the first zone where a writer can put information like: name, age, gender
etc. In the second zone i.e. Body-Upper, here machine printed text is provided
that required to be copied by the writers. This text is created with help of the fac-
ultymembers of Bengali department ofWest Bengal StateUniversity,West Bengal,
India, to ensure the presence of most of the characters (basic, complex and com-
pound) of Bangla. Fig. 3.1.2 shows a blank form (left) and a filled-in (right) data
collection form, where in (a), all the fields are marked for better understanding.
Fig. 3.1.3 (a-b) highlights the blank and filled document level forms.
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Figure 3.1.1: Example of (a) blank data collection form to collect Bangla
isolated characters, (b) filled in form consists of Bangla isolated characters
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Figure 3.1.2: Example of (a) blank Bangla text data collection form, (b) filled
in form consists of Bangla text
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Figure 3.1.3: Example of (a) blank Bangla text data collection form, (b) filled
in form consists of Bangla text

3.2 Data collection process

During data collection, individuals are asked to write the sample isolated charac-
ters and sample printed text within the provided area in the forms in their natu-
ral speed. Also the writers are given each data collection form (blank) in differ-
ent days, so that the intra-writing variations along with inter-writer variations can
be captured. Individuals of different gender, culture, age groups and educational
qualification are considered during data collection. Individuals in the age group
of 8-70 years are considered during data collection that include school going chil-
dren, retired persons, graduate, post graduate students and people with different
professionals. These natural variations are incorporated in the database to create
standard isolated character and text document databases to be helpful in assessing
whether a character/text recognition algorithm is robust in nature or not.
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3.3 Database preparation

3.3.1 Isolated character extraction

For character level database, characters are written within the boxes as shown in
Fig. 3.1.1. In the next step, the coordinates of boundary of every box have been
measured and then character level information (x, y coordinates along with pen
status) from all the boxes are stored.

3.3.2 Text extraction

For preparing the word level database, forms as shown in Fig. 3.1.2 and 3.1.3 are
used. For the form shown in Fig. 3.1.2, the coordinates of boundary of each of
the boxes have been measured and then word level information (x, y coordinates
alongwith pen status) fromall the boxes are stored. To extract texts from the forms
containing text document as shown inFig. 3.1.3, aGUIhas beendesignedwhich is
displayed in Fig. 3.3.1. An scheme has been applied to segment text lines from the
document. Thenwords are segmented from the individual text line. Theannotated
formhas been reflected in Fig. 3.3.2. The detailed procedure for text line andword
extraction has been reported in the following sub-sections.

3.3.2.1 TEXT LINE EXTRACTION

Inorder to extract text lines from thedocument, the procedure finds thehorizontal
distance between two consecutive strokes,This distance ismeasured by taking the
difference of the x-coordinate values of the i-th stroke and (i+1)-th stroke. If this
distance is larger than an experimentally set threshold, then the strokes are consid-
ered to be part of different text lines (i.e. if the i-th stroke is the last stroke of j-th
line then (i+1)-th stroke is the first stroke of the (j+1)-th line). This fact is shown
in Fig. 3.3.3. The experimentally set threshold value is termed as the HORIZON-
TAL CONSTRAINT.
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Figure 3.3.1: GUI for the document processing

Figure 3.3.2: Example of an annotated document corresponding to image
shown in Fig. 3.1.3
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Figure 3.3.3: Text line segmentation using HORIZONTAL_CONSTRAINT

The procedure adopted (using HORIZONTAL_CONSTRAINT value) for
text line segmentation works well in most of the cases. Exception occurs if a text
line starts and the previous text line contains very few strokes as reflected in Fig.
3.3.4. In such cases, the concept of HORIZONTAL_CONSTRAINT fails. To
encounter this problem, the VERTICAL_CONSTRAINT concept has been de-
veloped. In this case, instead of x-coordinate, the value of y-coordinate is used to
differentiate whether two strokes belong to the same text line or not. Fig.3.3.4.
illustrates the concept of VERTICAL_CONSTRAINT.

Figure 3.3.4: Text line segmentation using VERTICAL_CONSTRAINT

Therefore, to extract the text lines from handwritten document, HORIZONTAL
andVERTICAL_CONSTRAINTaremeasured and checkedwith corresponding
threshold values. The algorithm for text line extraction is reported in Algorithm 1,
whereHORIZONTAL_THRESHOLDandVERTICAL_THRESHOLDare set
as 1300 and 50 respectively.
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Algorithm 1:Text line extraction algorithm
STEP 1: n=1;//count of text line
STEP 2: j=0;//count of the stroke; even for x-coordinate and odd for
y-coordinate
STEP 3: for every ith stroke in the document:
STEP 4: if(stroke=first stroke):
line(n,j)=x;
line(n,j+1)=y;
j=j+2;
STEP 5: else:
STEP 6: if(pixel = start of a stroke):
STEP 7: HORIZONTAL_CONSTRAINT = (x-coordinate of the
start of ith stroke)-(x-coordinate of the end of (i − 1)th stroke) VER-
TICAL_CONSTRAINT = (y-coordinate of the start of ith stroke)-(y-
coordinate of the end of (i− 1)th stroke)
STEP 8: if(HORIZONTAL_CONSTRAINT>1300 || (VERTI-
CAL_CONSTRAINT>50)): //End of a line
STEP 10: line(n,j)=-2;//-2 is the marker for end of a line
STEP 11: line(n,j+1)=-2;//-2 is the marker for end of a line
STEP 12: n=n+1;
STEP 13: line(n,j)=x;
STEP 14:line(n,j+1)=y;
STEP 15: j=j+2
STEP 16: else:
STEP 17: line(n,j)=-1;//-1 is the marker for end of a sub-stroke
STEP 18: line(n,j+1)=-1;//-1 is the marker for end of a sub-stroke
STEP 19: j=j+2;
STEP 20: line(n,j)=x;
STEP 21: line(n,j+1)=y;
STEP 22: j=j+2
STEP 23: else:
STEP 24: line(n,j)=x;
STEP 25: line(n,j+1)=y;
STEP 26: j=j+2
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3.3.2.2 WORD EXTRACTION

In the next step, words are extracted from each text line by considering the dis-
tancebetween twoconsecutive strokes. If this distance is greater thanHORIZON-
TAL_CONSTRAINT, then the two strokes belong to separate but consecutive
words. The detailed word extraction procedure is shown in Algorithm. 2.

Algorithm 2:Word extraction algorithm
STEP 1: for each text line:
STEP 2: nob=0;//number of blanks per text line
STEP 3: word_count=0;
STEP 4: for k1 in range(minX,maxX):
STEP 5: c=0;j=0;
STEP 6: while(line(i,j)!=-2)://till the end of a text line
STEP 7: if(line(i,j)==k1):
STEP 8: c=c+1;
STEP 9: if(j==0 || line(i,j-1)==-1): //start of stroke
STEP 10: if(nob>17):
STEP 11: word(i,word_count,m)=-2;
STEP 12: word(i,word_count,m+1)=-2;
STEP 13: word_count=word_count+1;
STEP 14: nob=0;
STEP 15: m=0;
STEP 16: j1=j;
STEP 17: while(line(i,j1)!=-1):
STEP 18: word(i,word_count,m)=copy(i,j1);
STEP 19: j1++;
STEP 20: m++;
STEP 21: word(i,word_count,m=m+1)=-1;
STEP 22: word(i,word_count,m=m+1)=-1;
STEP 23: nob=0;
STEP 24: j=j+2;
STEP 25: if(c==0):
STEP 26: nob=nob+1;

Fig. 3.3.5 illustrates the extractedwords for a single text line (words are shown
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within boxes).

Figure 3.3.5: Extracted words from a text line written in Bangla script

It is to be noted that after applying the automated word extraction technique,
there are some words which may not be collected correctly. The experiment anal-
ysis reveals that there may be three possible reasons that are mentioned below.

Case 1:
A meaningful word is separated into more than one segment as shown in Fig.

3.3.6 due to putting more gap between strokes of the word.

Figure 3.3.6: Single word treated as two different words

Case 2: Two separate words are treated as a single word unit as shown in Fig.
3.3.7 due to putting very small gap between strokes of two different words.
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Figure 3.3.7: Two different words treated as a single word

Case 3: Fig 3.3.8 illustrates the third case, where word (here part of a word)
within the first box is incomplete and the second box contains the multiple word
segments that include the remaining part of the first word and other two valid
words.

Figure 3.3.8: Example of an error case generated by the proposed word
extraction method as reported in Algorithm 2

Theabovementioned three cases are handled very carefully. Case 1 is resolved
by applying manual merging procedure, in which one particular stroke is concate-
nated to its immediate previous stroke (as shown in Fig. 3.3.9).
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Figure 3.3.9: Manual merge operation performed on two consecutive strokes

Case 2 is managed by implementing manual splitting operation, in which the
strokes can be isolated one by one as reflected in Fig. 3.3.10.

Figure 3.3.10: Manual split operation to form separate words

The step-wise mechanism to handle the third case is mentioned in Fig. 3.3.8.
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Figure 3.3.11: Steps to handle third case as shown in Fig. 3.3.8

Afterperforming thedifferentmerging and splittingprocedures, as shownabove,
the words in the first text line of the document looks like as reflected in Fig. 3.3.12.

Figure 3.3.12: The words in a text line after performing the different merging
and splitting operations

3.4 Ground truth generation for document

This section describes the ground truth generation for the online handwrittendoc-
uments considered here. The ground truth for a particular document is stored in a
XML file format containing the information like: name of the document, number
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of text lines of the document along with the width of each text line by including
start and end coordinates information, number of words in each text line along
with the width of each word by including start and end coordinates information,
number of strokes in every word along with pixel and class label information of
every strokes for a word. The structure of the XML file is depicted in Fig. 3.4.1.
The tag information mentioned in XML file (see Fig. 2.18) include following:

• Document

It is the document for which the ground truth is being made. It contains
the information about the name of the document, the dimensions of the
document and the number of text lines the document contains.

• Text line

The text line tag contains the information regarding the dimension of the
text lines, text line index, number of words the text line contains.

• Word

Under each text line tag there are many word tags. The number of word
tags is defined in the text line tag by using the attribute “number_of_words”.
The word tag contains attributes which defines the dimension of the word,
stroke information and the Unicode representation of the word.

• Stroke

Under a Word tag, there are many Stroke tags. The number of stroke tags
is defined by the attribute “number_of_strokes” in the Word tag. Stroke
tags contain the dimension of the strokes, number of points the stroke con-
tains, stroke name and x and y tags that contain the x-coordinates and the
y-coordinates.
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Figure 3.4.1: Sample XML structure representing ground truth of an online
handwritten document

After applying text line and word extraction methodologies, extracted
words undergo through automated followedby amanual segmentationpro-
cedure to generate valid strokes. These strokes are then labelled by class
names termed as ”stroke_name” attribute as reflected in Fig. 3.4.1. Then
a procedure has been applied to compute the value of ”word_unicode” by
using ”stroke_name” information. The following sub-sections describe the
techniques in details.

3.4.1 Stroke extraction from words

For each word in a text line, strokes are extracted through automated procedure
by implementing word segmentation techniquewhich is described later in section
6.1.1 of Chapter 6 in this thesis. After automated segmentation, there may be situ-
ations where the target word is not segmented accurately as reflected in Fig. 3.4.2
(3rd stroke is under-segmented).
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Figure 3.4.2: Under segmented word sample obtained by using automatic
segmentation procedure

Manual splitting procedure is applied to handle this case by clicking themouse
at the desired position on the under-segmented stroke. The stroke will be split
based on the clicking point as shown in Fig. 3.4.3.

Figure 3.4.3: Example of manual Splitting operation

After collectingdifferent typeof strokepatterns, it hasbeen found that inBangla
script without having complex and compound characters, there exists a total of 59
unique stroke patterns/classes as mentioned in Fig. 6.1.1 of chapter 6.

3.4.2 Stroke Selection and Unicode generation of words

In this step, all the constituent strokes of a particularword are assignedwith appro-
priate stroke-class labels as shown in Fig. 3.4.4. The selected label is then stored as
the ”stroke_name” attribute value in the stroke tag as depicted in Fig. 3.4.1.
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Figure 3.4.4: Selection of stroke -class labels for a particular word sample

After selection of class labels for all the constituent strokes of a word, a pro-
cedure has been adopted to generate Unicode from the sequence of stroke-class
label representations. The problem arises because stroke-class labels do not have
any Unicode representation. Hence, a procedure is required to form characters
and modifiers from the sequence of class label representations. A look up table
has been designed in this regard that contains all possible different stroke combi-
nations for every character andmodifier. Character andmodifier symbols are then
formed by applying longest mach procedure mentioned in Algorithm 3. Finally,
theUnicode of aword sample is formedby considering theUnicode of constituent
characters and modifier symbols.

The constituent strokes of the word are firstly rearranged and then the longest
match procedure is implemented as mentioned in Algorithm 3 to find the Uni-
code of corresponding characters and modifier symbols. The rearrangement of
strokes are based on their positional information. This is how the delayed strokes
are placed in their appropriate positions. The longest match includes the process
of combining strokes from left to right till a valid character/modifier is formed.
The process breaks at the point where no further valid character/modifier can be
formed. This process repeats till there is no more stroke in the sequence.

For example, consider the sequence of stroke-class labels “PA1 G2 _A_ PA2
3__” for a word. Fig. 3.4.5 illustrates the scenario pictorially.

PA1=Invalid
PA1 G2=Valid
PA1 G2 _A_=Invalid
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Algorithm 3: Formation of Unicode of online handwritten Bangla words
STEP 1: i=1;
STEP 2: track=1;
STEP 3: seq=[]
STEP 4: unicode=[]
STEP 5: While i<=(length of the sequence)
STEP 6: seq.push(i);
STEP 7: if(pattern(seq)exist)
STEP 8: unicode[track]=getunicode(seq);
STEP 9: else
STEP 10: track++;
STEP 11: seq.removeAll();
STEP 12: end if
STEP 13: i++;
STEP 14: End While

_A_=Invalid
_A_ PA2=Valid
_A_ PA2 3__=Invalid
3__=Valid
So the stroke-class labels are grouped into three components: (PA1 G2)( _A_
PA2) ( 3__)

Figure 3.4.5: Character and modifier symbol formation by using Algorithm 3
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3.4.3 Unicode

Unicode originally implied that the encoding was UCS-2 and it initially did not
make anyprovisions for characters outside theBMP(U+0000 toU+FFFF).When
it became clear that more than 64K characters would be needed for certain special
applications (historic alphabet and ideographs,mathematical andmusical typeset-
ting, etc.), Unicodewas turned into a sort of 21-bit character setwith possible code
points in the rangeU-00000000 toU-0010FFFF.The 2×1024 surrogate characters
(U+D800 to U+DFFF) were introduced into the BMP to allow 1024×1024 non-
BMPcharacters to be represented as a sequence of two 16-bit surrogate characters.
This is howUTF-16 was born, which represents the extended “21-bit” Unicode in
a way backwards compatible with UCS-2.

3.4.4 Unicode Formation

3.4.4.1 UTF-8

In addition to all that, UTF-8 was introduced to provide an ISCII backwards com-
patible multi-byte encoding. The definitions of UTF-8 in UCS and Unicode dif-
fered originally slightly, because in UCS, up to 6-byte longUTF-8 sequences were
possible to represent characters up toU-7FFFFFFF,while inUnicodeonly up to 4-
byte longUTF-8 sequences are defined to represent characters up toU-0010FFFF.
(The difference was in essence the same as between UCS-4 and UTF-32.)

No endianess is implied by the encoding names UCS-2, UCS-4, UTF-16, and
UTF-32, though ISO10646-1 says that Big-endian should be preferred unless oth-
erwise agreed. It has become customary to append the letters “BE” (Big-endian,
high-byte first) and “LE” (Little-endian, low-byte first) to the encoding names in
order to explicitly specify a byte order. UTF-8 has the following properties:

1. UCS characters U+0000 to U+007F (ASCII) are encoded simply as bytes
0x00 to 0x7F (ASCII compatibility). This means that files and strings which con-
tain only 7-bit ASCII characters have the same encoding under both ASCII and
UTF-8.

2. All UCS characters >U+007F are encoded as a sequence of several bytes,
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each of which has the most significant bit set. Therefore, no ASCII byte (0x00-
0x7F) can appear as part of any other character.

3. The first byte of a multi-byte sequence that represents a non-ASCII charac-
ter is always in the range 0xC0 to 0xFD and it indicates how many bytes followed
for this character. All further bytes in a multi-byte sequence are in the range 0x80
to 0xBF.This allows easy resynchronization andmakes the encoding stateless and
robust against missing bytes.

4. All possible 231 UCS codes can be encoded.
UTF-8 encoded characters may theoretically be up to 6 bytes long; however,

16-bit BMP characters are only up to three bytes long.
Unicode (and UCS-4) to UTF-8 Mapping table is shown in Table 3.4.1.

Table 3.4.1: Unicode (and UCS-4) to UTF-8 Mapping

U-00000000 – U-0000007F: 0xxxxxxx
U-00000080 – U-000007FF: 110xxxxx 10xxxxxx
U-00000800 – U-0000FFFF: 1110xxxx 10xxxxxx 10xxxxxx
U-00010000 – U-001FFFFF: 11110xxx 10xxxxxx 10xxxxxx 10xxxxxx
U-00200000 – U-03FFFFFF: 111110xx 10xxxxxx 10xxxxxx 10xxxxxx 10xxxxxx
U-04000000 – U-7FFFFFFF: 1111110x 10xxxxxx 10xxxxxx 10xxxxxx 10xxxxxx 10xxxxxx

3.4.5 UNICODE FOR BANGLA ALPHABET

In case of Bangla alphabet, Unicode is in the range of U-0980 toU-09FF. Fig. 3.4.6
gives the Unicode for each letter in Bangla alphabet:
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Figure 3.4.6: Unicode for Bangla alphabet
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3.4.6 Mapping from UNICODE to UTF-8 for Bangla Alphabet

As, Unicode range for Bangla alphabet is fromU-0980 to U-09FF, to convert Uni-
code of a Bangla letter to its UTF-8 format, 3 bytes (i.e. 24 bits) are required. The
UTF-8 format for all the Bangla letters/symbols are:

Table 3.4.2: UTF-8 format for all the Bangla letters/symbols

অ 224 166 133 ঙ 224 166 153 প 224 166 170 ি◌ 224 166 191
আ 224 166 134 চ 224 166 154 ফ 224 166 171 ◌ী 224 167 128
ই 224 166 135 ছ 224 166 155 ব 224 166 172 ◌ু 224 167 129
ঈ 224 166 136 জ 224 166 156 ভ 224 166 173 ◌ূ 224 167 130
উ 224 166 137 ঝ 224 166 157 ম 224 166 174 ◌ৃ 224 167 131
ঊ 224 166 138 ঞ 224 166 158 য 224 166 175 ◌ 224 167 135
ঋ 224 166 139 ট 224 166 159 র 224 166 176 ◌ 224 167 136
ঌ 224 166 140 ঠ 224 166 160 ল 224 166 178 ◌া 224 167 139
এ 224 166 143 ড 224 166 161 শ 224 166 182 ◌ৗ 224 167 140
ঐ 224 166 144 ঢ 224 166 162 ষ 224 166 183 ◌্ 224 167 141
ও 224 166 147 ণ 224 166 163 স 224 166 184 ৎ 224 167 142
ঔ 224 166 148 ত 224 166 164 হ 224 166 185 ড় 224 167 156
ক 224 166 149 থ 224 166 165 ◌ঁ 224 166 129 ঢ় 224 167 157
খ 224 166 150 দ 224 166 166 ◌ং 224 166 130 য় 224 167 159
গ 224 166 151 ধ 224 166 167 ◌ঃ 224 166 131
ঘ 224 166 152 ন 224 166 168 ◌া 224 166 190

3.5 Statistical information about collectedData

This section describes the detailed statistics of two different types of databases de-
veloped here. Towards designing the isolated character database, 100 volunteers
have contributed, and from each individual three sets of characters of Bangla al-
phabet have been collected. Though initially 135 volunteers agreed to contribute
for development of this character database, but only 100 volunteers have com-
pleted the required three sets. The database contains approximately 12,000 al-
phabet, 3,300 vowels, 3,000 vowel modifiers and 3,000 numerals. Each collected
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dataset contains ordered pixel points having x and y coordinates along with pen
up/down information saved as .dat format with a particular naming convention:
< 4 digit serial number (Writer_id) > _ < 2 digit serial number (Set_id) >.
For example, the first isolated digitized formwould be named as ‘0000_01’, where
‘0000’ stands for writer id of the first writer, ‘01’ stands for the first set of writings
by that writer and these two fields are separated by the ‘_’ sign.

In the present work, information about the online Bangla words, collected
here, is reported by using word collection form and document form as mentioned
in Fig. 3.1.2-3.1.3 respectively. 130 people have donated texts in the form given
to them ( one sample is shown in Fig. 3.1.2). As this form contains 50 different
words, hence a total of 6500 word samples are collected.

The text databaseusing formshown inFig. 3.1.3 is built by taking thedata from
50 writers with variable number of datasets per writer. Emphasis was given on
variable number of dataset for each writer due to the fact that in real world scenar-
ios it is quite hard to get same number of handwriting samples from every writer.
Therefore, one of the main challenges in real world situation is to identify writer
of a sample when the number of samples per writer is uneven. This is the main
reason for collecting random samples from random number of writers in order to
create the database. The database contains 5 samples from26writers where 3 sam-
ples are of simple text and 2 samples are of complex text. Another 13 writers have
written 2 simple texts each. Out of remaining 11 writers, 7 writers have written
4 samples of simple and complex text, 2 writers have written 7 samples of simple
and complex text and last 2 writers have written 8 samples for both the categories.
The document containing simple and complex texts, have 76 and 80words respec-
tively. Hence, in this procedure a total of 162 (26 X 3 + 13 X 2 + 7 X 4 + 2 X 7 +
2 X 8) sets of simple and 110 (26 X 2 + 7 X 4 + 2 X 7 + 2 X 8) set of complex text
are collected. Here also each dataset is saved in .dat format and stored using the
same naming convention as for isolated datasets. Table 3.5.1 shows distribution
of datasets with approximate number of total words available in the database.
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Table 3.5.1: Detailed report about the distribution of datasets for writers

Number
of

Writers

Basic
Samples
(1 set)

(maximum 8
copies per writer)

Complex
Samples
(1 set)

(maximum 8
copies per writer)

Total
Samples
(simple

+
complex)

Words
Present
(approx.)

26 78 52 130 10088
13 26 - 26 1976
7 28 28 56 4368
2 14 14 28 2184
2 16 16 32 2496

Total=50 Total=162 Total=110 Total=272 Total=21112
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4
Feature Extraction

Feature extraction is the process of generating input to the pattern recognition sys-
tem. Manymethods have been developed over the years to generate powerful fea-
tures to classify the patterns under consideration. The level at which these features
are extracteddetermines the amountofnecessarypre-processing requiredandmay
influence the amount of error introduced into the feature extracted. Featuresmany
be represented as continuous, discrete, or discrete binary variables. During the fea-
tures extraction phase patterns are measured according to the procedure adopted.
A measurement is the value of some quantifiable property of a pattern. A feature
is a function of one or more measurements, computed so that it quantifies some
significant characteristic of this pattern. This process generates a set of features
that, together forms the feature vector. Mostly, all the supervised learning system
pursue three basicmethodologies: (i) suitable feature extraction for classification,
(ii) selection of suitable classification method and (iii) evaluation of performance
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of the classification system. Thus, for any automatic text recognition system, some
good feature extraction methodologies are needed that can be efficiently used for
the recognition of texts. In general, there are two categories of features: appli-
cation dependent and generalized. Usually, application dependent features are
widely used than generalized features, as most of the time application dependent
features achieve higher accuracies than generalized features. From theworksmen-
tioned in [22, 41, 82, 98, 103], it is found that combination of different features
(dependent/general) produce better accuracies. In this chapter, three categories
of handcrafted (structural, topological and stroke based) feature techniques along
with deep learning based approach are discussed. Sometimes raw data needs to
be pre-processed before using feature extraction technique. Therefore, some pre-
processing procedures are also described here. This chapter furthermore describes
classification schemes reported in this thesis.

4.1 Pre-processing

For online handwriting recognition, data samples are represented as a collection of
pen positions pt , where t ranges from 1 to M. pt describes the position of the pen
having x and y coordinates (xt and yt) with pen-up or pen-down status. Here, M
represents total number of pen positions for each of the character samples. After
a deep analysis on the collected data, three observations are found; presence of
duplicate points, variance in number of pixels for the same pattern due to writing
speed variation of individuals and size variations of same writing pattern. Speed
variation implies people write with less speed contribute more number of pixels
for the same pattern information. Again, people can write the same information
with different sizes. During the pre-processing step, duplicate or repeated points
must be removed to avoid redundancy in all the cases. Sometimes data are pre-
processed to cope up with speed and size variations by applying point and size
normalization techniques.

• Duplicate points removal:
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If two consecutive pen points are represented by pjand pk respectively, then
jth point pj is retained with respect to kth point pk if

x2 + y2 > m2

Where, x = xj - xk and y = yj - yk . The value of m is set to zero in order to
remove all redundant points.

• Point normalization:

Tocopewith speed variation this technique is used. In this procedure firstly,
a new sequence of points is generated (using 4-connected Bresenham al-
gorithm) where the points are unit distance apart. Then, this sequence is
normalized by λ number of points that retain the structure of the character.
The value of λ may vary for different feature extraction schemes. Fig. 4.1.1
(a-c) highlights the original sample, samplewhere the points are rearranged
with unit distance apart and finally sample with normalized n points.

Figure 4.1.1: (a) Original character sample, (b) rearranged with unit distance
apart and (c) finally sample with normalized n points

• Point normalization:

To handle size variation this technique scales the normalized points within
a fixed window of size M x N. The values of M and N may vary for different
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feature extraction techniques. Fig. 3.2 (a-c) shows two sample characters
normalized with n points (a-b) and corresponding scaled image (c).

Figure 4.1.2: Images with different sizes scaled into M x N window

4.2 Feature extraction methods

4.2.1 Feature extraction for character recognition (holistically)

Feature is one of the prime aspects used to distinguish patterns. Extraction tech-
niques of these features are dependent on the objective of the system. In the fol-
lowing subsections few well established feature extraction methods are discussed
in detail that are used in various recognition works on isolated Bangla characters
[98–100, 102, 103] and strokes [101, 104, 105].
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4.2.1.1 Distance based feature:

Closer lookon theBangla character set reveals that there are somecharacterswhich
are structurally almost similar. To cope up with this, we need some local informa-
tion in certain regions of the character image which would ultimately produce the
strong discriminating features for recognition of such characters. A different ap-
proach towards Distance based feature for Uyghur character is presented in [99].
This technique is customized here for the recognition of Bangla character. In this
feature extraction technique, characters are considered as a single entity irrespec-
tive to the number of constituent strokes and divided into N hypothetical seg-
ments. As to represent a single segment two points are required and the character
shape is divided into N segments, hence, N+1 sample pen points pi are required,
where i varies from 1 to N+1. The distance from each point to every other points
are computed and these distance values are considered as the features for charac-
ter recognition purpose. As it a quite difficult to decide the optimal number of
segmentation needed for best recognition score, experiment has been performed
with different possible values of N (6,8,10,16,32,48 and 55 respectively) to get op-
timum number of segments. Higher value of N indicates the more the number of
segments i.e. it would provide more detailed/close view about the character sam-
ple. The steps of the distance based feature are given in Algorithm 4.

Algorithm 4: Algorithm used to compute distance based features
STEP 1: START
STEP 2: i=1;
STEP 3: j=i+1;
STEP 4: compute the distance d between pi and pj;
STEP 5: j=j+1;
STEP 6: if (j<=N+1) then goto STEP 4, otherwise goto STEP 7;
STEP 7: i=i+1;
STEP 8: if (i<N+1) goto STEP 3,otherwise goto STEP 9;
STEP 9: END.

If 8 (i.e. N=8) segmented character is considered, then total number of pen
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points is 9, from p1 to p9, which is shown in Fig. 3.3(a-c). From the Algorithm
mentioned in Algorithm 3.1, it is clear that there will be total 8 iterations. In first
iteration, distances are computed from pen point p1 to p2, p3, p4, p5, p6, p7, p8
and p9 respectively. Therefore, 8 feature values are generated in this iteration. In
the second iteration, distances are calculated from pen point p2 to all other pen
points except p1, because it is already covered in the first iteration. Thus it pro-
duces 7 features values in the second iteration. Following the similar approach,
in the last iteration only one distance value is computed from pen point p8 to p9.
Thus, a total of 36 (i.e. 8+7+6+5+4+3+2+1) feature values are generated for an
8 segmented Bangla character sample. In general, for an N segmented character
shape, N (N+1)/2 number of feature values are produced by using the distance
based feature extraction procedure. In Fig. 4.2.1(a-c), red points indicate pen
points and black lines denote the distances between pen points.

Figure 4.2.1: (a-c) Distance calculation from one pen point to the rest
considering 8 points in the sample handwritten character

4.2.1.2 Hausdorff Distance based Feature[102]

4.2.1.2.1 HausdorffDistance(HD)andDirectedHausdorffDistance(DHD)

In this section, an expedient shape based feature extraction approach based onHD
has been described for the recognition of online handwritten Bangla basic charac-
ters. Generally forward HD h(X, Y), from set X to set Y is computed by using
maxmin function as defined in Eq 4.1.
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h(X, Y) = maxxεX
{
minyεY

{
d(x, y)

}}
(4.1)

Where a and b represent the points of set X and set Y respectively and d(x, y)
is any metric in between the points. In the current work, d(x, y) is taken as the
Euclidian distance between x and y. The same procedure is applied to calculate
the distance h(Y, X) from set Y to X, which is known as backward HD. The calcu-
lation of forward or backwardHDs between any two sets X and Y having different
number of points is shown in Algorithm 5.

Algorithm 5: Calculation of Forward/backward HD between two sets of
points

STEP 1: k = 0
STEP 2: for every point xi of X,
STEP 2.1: dist = Infinity ;
STEP 2.2: for every point yj of Y

dij = d (xi , yj)
if dij< dist then
dist = dij

STEP 2.3: if dist > k then
k = dist

For HD based feature calculation, computation of HD values between zones
reflects the asymmetric property as introduced by maxmin function in Eq. 4.1.
Due to this asymmetry, values of h(X, Y) and h(Y, X) may not be same always.
HDmeasurement for set X and Y, takesmaximum value from h(X, Y) and h(Y, X)
as shown in Eq. 4.2. Algorithm 6 describes the way of finding HD values among
different zones when sample character is divided into N rectangular zones. If we
closely observe the Algorithm 6, then it can be seen that this HD based procedure
basically tries to match the points of two zones/sets, or more specifically, it at-
tempts to find the similarities of shapes present in different zones. In the present
work, as described inAlgorithm6, the sample character is divided intoN rectangu-
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lar zones (see Fig. 3.4. where N=16, and black coloured points describe the con-
tributed pixels in the respective zones). It can be observed that some of the zones
may not have any data pixel; it generally depends on shape of the sample charac-
ter. Please note that for this distance calculation strategy, only maximum of h(X,
Y) and h(Y, X) acts as feature component. From Algorithm 5, this can be noticed
that for the entire character sampleN*(N-1)/2 [i.e. (N-1)+(N-2)+....+1] number
of distance values have been produced as features. Therefore, for HD based fea-
ture computation lengths of 6, 36, 120 and 300 element feature vectors have been
produced when a character image is divided into 4, 9, 16 and 25 rectangular zones
respectively.

h(X, Y) = max
{
h(X, Y), h(Y,X))

}
(4.2)

Algorithm 6: HD calculation for any character sample segmented into N
number of rectangular zones

STEP 1: Divide the character sample into N rectangular zones
STEP 2: for p=1 to N-1 do
STEP 2.1: for q=p to N do

if p!=q do
find HD between zonep and zoneq
end for
end for

For DHD based feature calculation, the character sample is divided into N
rectangular zones same as described in HD based technique. Then DHD values
are computed from every zone to all other zones. Algorithm 7 specifies the DHD
based feature calculation procedure when any character sample is divided into N
number of zones. It is worth mentioning that the distance values of h(X, Y) and
h(Y, X) of Eq. 4.1, also known as forward and backward HDs respectively, are not
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Algorithm 7:DHD calculation for any character sample segmented into N
rectangular zones

STEP 1: Divide the character sample into N rectangular zones
STEP 2: for p=1 to N-1 do
STEP 2.1: for q=1 to N do

if p!=q do
find DHD between zonep and zoneq
end for
end for

equalmost of the time. Hence, in thisworkDHDvalues have been computed from
each zone to all other zones to get the exclusivity of the directional distances. As
spread of data pixels for different characters are dissimilar in different zones be-
cause of their shape structures, this feature extraction approach can be assumed to
workwell to identify the shapeswhich are similar/dissimilar in nature. While con-
sidering a particular zone and following Algorithm 7, N-1 number of DHD mea-
surements have been generated. As a result a total of N*(N-1) number of DHD
values have been produced considering the entire character image which serve as
feature values for the present work. In the current experiment, different values of
N such as 4, 9, 16 and 25 are taken to profoundly achieve the discriminatory local
information. Hence, lengths of 12, 72, 240, 600 element feature vectors have been
produced corresponding to the values of Nwhich is of double length compared to
HD based feature calculation. Thus features produced in HD based feature calcu-
lation are basically a subset of the features produced when DHD based procedure
is applied.
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Figure 4.2.2: Sample character when segmented into 16 rectangular zones

4.2.1.3 CG -based Circle Feature

In this approach, three different feature vectors are computed by using global in-
formation, local information and CQMD information extraction strategies. In all
the three cases, a CG based circle is drawn over the character sample and different
feature values are estimated from therein. Details of these feature computation
processes are described in the following sub-sections.

4.2.1.3.1 Global Information

In this feature extraction approach firstly, the CG of each character sample is com-
puted. Thereafter the distance of farthest data pixel of the character sample from
the CG is determined. This distance is then considered as radius of a circle that
completely encloses the entire character sample. After forming the circle, the ra-
tios of the radius of the circle and the distance between the CG of the character
sample to the data point pk are computed, where k=1,2,....,64 (as in this procedure
all character images are normalized into 64 points). Estimated 64 ratios are consid-
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ered as features for the recognition of basic Bangla characters. Close observation
reveals that these feature values have the power to explain the shape information
of a character meticulously. Fig. 4.2.3 (a-b) shows the formation of the CG-based
circle and the computation of the one such ratio. Here G is the CG, K is the far-
thest data pixel from CG, R is the radius and p1 is the arbitrary pixel point of that
character. The ratio of distances p1G and R is calculated. The detailed steps are
mentioned in Algorithm 8.

Algorithm8:Algorithm to compute global information from theCG-based
circle

STEP 1: BEGIN
STEP 2: Calculate the CG of the character sample.
STEP 3: Find the distance R fromCG to farthest distant pixel from the CG.
STEP 4: Consider this distance R as radius and form the circle.
STEP 5: For each pixel point, calculate the ratio of the distance from the
pixel under consideration to CG and radius.
STEP 6: END

Figure 4.2.3: CG-based circle generation enclosing the character t for the
estimating global feature at (a) 0◦ and (b) 45◦ rotations

The character is also rotated by 90◦ clockwise direction (see Fig. 4.2.3 (b))
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and same procedure is repeated. As a result 128 ( i.e. 2x64) features are obtained
for each character sample.

4.2.1.3.2 Local Information

This feature extraction technique starts with the CG-based circle formation as de-
scribed in the previous section. Then the circular region is divided into four sub-
regions based on CG. Fig. 4.2.4(a) and 4.2.4(b) describe the situations for 0◦ and
90◦ clockwise rotational effect. This method basically keeps information about
pixel distribution of the character sample in each sub-region. In Fig. 4.2.4(a) and
4.2.4(b), yellow, red, green and blue coloured portions describe the mass distri-
bution of the character sample in each sub region. In each region, the ratio of the
number of coloured pixels to the background pixels are calculated. These ratios
are considered as feature values for character recognition purpose. Algorithm 9
highlights the steps needed to compute local features.

Algorithm 9: Algorithm to compute the CG-based local feature
STEP 1: BEGIN
STEP 2: Calculate CG of a character sample.
STEP 3: Find the distance R from CG to the farthest data pixel point from
the CG.
STEP 4: Consider this distance R as radius and form a circle.
STEP 5: Circular region is divided into four sub-regions based on CG.
STEP 6: For each sub region, find the ratio of the number of data pixels to
background pixels.
STEP 7: END
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Figure 4.2.4: Segmentation of an image into four sub-regions to estimate
local features at (a) 0◦ and (b) 45◦(clockwise rotation)

From this procedure, four feature values are computed considering four sub-
regions. The computed values describe about the mass distribution in the said
four sub-regions. The character sample is rotated by 45◦ in clockwise direction
and Algorithm 9 is applied in similar fashion. Hence, a total of 8 (i.e. 2 * 4) feature
values are measured as local information.

4.2.1.3.3 Circular QuadrantMass Distribution (CQMD)

In this procedure also, a CGbased circle is drawn over a character sample and then
the sample is divided into four sub-regions (as mentioned in local information ex-
traction technique). Let R is the radius of the circle. Two more concentric circles
are drawn with radii R/3 and 2*R/3 respectively, as shown in Fig. 4.2.5. As an ef-
fect, each sub-region is againdivided into three small sub-partsmarkedasAi,Bi and
Ci , where i=1,2,3,4 asmentioned in Fig. 4.2.5. In each sub-part of each sub-region,
the ratio of foreground to background pixels is measured and the same is served
as feature. Although the basic idea of CQMD is the same as that of local infor-
mation feature extraction approach, but this technique can estimate shape detail
more minutely. As the writing pattern of different Bangla characters are different
and cursive in nature, the pixel distributions inside the sub-parts-Ai,Bi andCi vary
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significantly. This difference enhances the ability to distinguish different character
patterns effectively and thereby augments the efficiency of the recognition process.
In this approach, for each sub-region, three ratios (describing number of data pix-
els to back ground pixels) are produced (as there are three sub-parts in each sub-
region). Hence, a total of 12(=4 * 3) feature values are computed by considering
all four sub-regions of the corresponding character sample. The character sample
is then rotated by 45◦ in a clockwise direction and the same steps are repeated. Fi-
nally, theCQMDapproach produces 24(=2*12) element feature vector from each
character sample.

Figure 4.2.5: Illustration of CQMD feature extraction technique when the
character aA is rotated at (a) 0◦and (b) 45◦clockwise directions

4.2.1.4 Area and Local features[98]

In this section, quad-tree based image segmentation approach is followed todesign
three different feature extraction techniques for the recognition of online hand-
written Bangla characters. At the first step, the sample character is divided into
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four (2x2) rectangular blocks. Then one area based feature using composite Simp-
son’s rule and two other local features namely mass distribution and chord length
are computed from therein. In each iteration, the level of quad-tree is increased
by one, which can be achieved by dividing each rectangular block into four sub-
blocks to get a structure of 4x4 blocks at depth two. The said features are again
estimated from each block to witness the outcome with a closer view than before.
In the current experiment, the observations are recorded by segmenting the image
up to 64 blocks (i.e. quad-tree of depth four). Fig.4.2.6 reflects quad-tree based
segmentation of the same character sample varying the depth from one to four. In
this way 4, 16, 64 and 256 feature values are produced at quad-tree of depth one,
two, three and four respectively. The details of feature extraction methodologies
are described in following subsections:

Figure 4.2.6: Illustration of image segmentation using quad-tree based
approach (a) Original image. (b-e) segmented images produced at different

depths of the tree
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4.2.1.4.1 Area feature

As the structural patterns of the alphabet in Bangla are supposedly unalike from
each other, hence, it can be assumed that for different types of characters, pixel pat-
terns constituting the samplesmust be dissimilar at different blocks. Theremay be
some blocks where no pixels are found for any particular character sample. There-
fore, when block-wise area under the curve is calculated then these calculations
become distinct for different character patterns. The truthfulness of this statement
can be easily observed from Fig. 4.2.7 by looking at the positional information of
selected blocks for character samples ই, ক. Thereby, it is inferred that these values
could be useful for classification of the characters. The working principle for the
computation of area feature is presented inAlgorithm10. Eq. 4.3 is known as com-
posite Simpson’s rule which is used here to find area under a curve constituting a
set of points.

Algorithm 10: Area feature using composite Simpson’s rule
STEP 1: BEGIN
STEP 2: for i = 1 to N do,
STEP 3: for j = 1 to N do,
STEP 4: Find area covered by the curve in blocki,j using Eq.4.3
STEP 5: End for
STEP 6: End for
STEP 7: End

Area =
n−1∑
k=1

((h/3) ∗ (yk + 4 ∗ ymiddle + yk+1)) (4.3)

Where, each rectangular block contains varying number of pixels n, starting
from y1 to yn. (yk, yk+1) denotes the measurement of y coordinate values between
consecutive pixel points in that block. Values of h and ymiddle have been calculated
as follows:
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Area =
n−1∑
k=1

((h/3) ∗ (yk + 4 ∗ ymiddle + yk+1))

ymiddle =
(yk + yk+1)

2

After execution of Algorithm 10, a total of N*N number of area values will be
generated as anoutcomewhen the character image is divided intoNxNrectangular
blocks. These measurements are taken as feature values. This has been assumed
that the blocks which do not have any pixel return zero as area value.

Figure 4.2.7: Calculation of area under curve in the respective blocks for two
different character samples using composite Simpson’s rule in a quad-tree

based image segmentation at depth two
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4.2.1.4.2 Local Feature

• Mass Distribution

Depending on structural pattern of the character, certain rectangular blocks
are densely populated by the data pixels. Therefore, block-wise mass dis-
tribution information may carry an important role to distinguish different
character patterns efficiently. Here mass distribution describes the pixel
counts inside ablock, producedbyquad-tree image segmentationapproach.
Fig.4.2.8 showsmass distribution of the character samples ই, কwhen the im-
ages are segmented into 16 blocks. Here, blue points are the pixels in the
respective blocks. From these figures this can be easily understood that for
different character patterns, a particular block has varied data pixels, which
in turn produces discriminative feature towards online Bangla handwritten
character recognition.

Figure 4.2.8: Mass distribution of two character samples খ and ত in a
quad-tree based image segmentation at depth two
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• Chord Length

As compared to mass distribution, in this approach, the length of the con-
tributed chord in each block has been considered. Dividing the charac-
ter sample into a number of small chords/segments and storing block-wise
chord length information as feature values play a vital role in this pattern
classification problem. This is because these lengths vary significantly for
different character patterns. Algorithm 11 describes the steps to compute
block-wise chord length feature.

Algorithm 11: Block-wise chord length feature extraction procedure
STEP 1: BEGIN
STEP 2: for i = 1 to N do,
STEP 3: for j = 1 to N do,
STEP 4: Chord_Lengthi,j =

∑k−1
n=1

√
(xn − xn+1)2 − (yn − yn+1)2

STEP 5: End for
STEP 6: End for
STEP 7: End

Letus assume thatmnumberof varyingpixels starting from(x1,y1) to (xm,ym)
is there in each rectangular block as mentioned in Fig. 4.2.8. To find the
chord length of blocki,j, summation of Euclidian distances between the con-
secutive pair of pixels have been measured in the said block as indicated in
STEP 4 of Algorithm 11. Fig. 4.2.8 clearly demonstrates the fact that length
of the chord remarkably changes fordifferent characters in aparticular block
which enables the classifier to differentiate handwritten online Bangla char-
acters successfully.

4.2.1.5 Transition Count Feature

This approach scales a character to a window of size 64 X 64 and binarized. A
pixel is set to ’1’ if it is a data point (foreground pixel), and ’0’ otherwise (back-
ground pixel). Based on CG, the character image is then divided into four sub-
regions. In each of these sub-regions, the transition counts from background to
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foreground pixel and vice verse are computed along four directions: row, column
and along twomajor diagonals (i.e. at four different angles θ = 0◦, 90◦, 45◦, 135◦).
The physical interpretation of traversing the four directions is to estimate the data
distribution along different directions. It is to be noted that the size of these four
sub-regions depends on the position of the CG. Fig. 4.2.9 (a) illustrates one such
scenario. It has been observed that maximum value of the transition count for a
particular row/column/diagonal within a sub-image of a character varies from 0
to 6. Therefore, to get an idea about how different values of transition count vary
over the entire image, Then, the frequencies of these counts are measured and use
them as feature values. For each sub-image 28 (i.e. 7x4) feature values are gen-
erated for ’0’ to ’1’ transition and another 28 for ’1’ to ’0’. Thereby, total 56 (i.e.
28x2) feature values are generated for each sub-image. Finally, a total of 224 (i.e.
56x4) feature values are produced for the whole image. For easy reference, feature
calculation (here, ’0’ to ’1’ transition) on a hypothetical image is described in Fig.
4.2.9(b).

Figure 4.2.9: Transition count feature calculation for character আ
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4.2.1.6 Topological Feature

• Crossing point

There are a few character pairs in the Bangla alphabet which exhibit strong
similarities. For example, 'ম' and 'য' are quite similar in structure except 'ম'
has a crossing point in the lower left side due to formation of a loop. Hence,
the existence of crossing point acts as a good feature to differentiate such
character pairs. To compute this feature, a minor modification has been
madewith the sample character. All themissing pixels between two consec-
utive data points are estimated. This feature monitors whether a character
sample contains a loop or not. For example, consider Fig. 4.2.10 where the
existence of loop can easily be observed. In this figure, the crossing point is
marked green. It is clear that only those pixel points of the sample character
are crossing points that havemore than three adjacent neighbours and thus
help to form a loop. This situation is clearly depicted in Fig. 4.2.10 where
bluepoints are theneighbours of corresponding crossingpoint. Total of five
feature values (the number of crossing points, the coordinates of the first
crossing point, and the coordinates of closest neighbour of the first cross-
ing point) are computed using this procedure. This technique becomes ef-
fective to distinguish the shapes having loops. Again, as this method yields
only 5 features, hence, this features are combined with CG based circle fea-
tures. when all three CG based circle approaches are combined, then the
size of the feature vector becomes 160 (i.e. 128 + 8 + 24) element feature
vector. For topological features, another five feature values are produced.
Therefore, a total of 165 (160+5) features are generated from each charac-
ter sample.
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Figure 4.2.10: Identification of a crossing point in character sample 'ম'

4.2.2 Feature extraction methods for stroke recognition

Strokes cannot be collected separately but they are extracted from collected char-
acter or text information. Strokes at character level can be stored easily but the
same is not true for text level. People generally write characters in single or by us-
ing multiple strokes and these are treated as basic strokes. After analyzing all the
strokes collected from the character database, it has been found that there are 52
different stroke symbols as shown in Fig. 5.1.5 (in Chapter 5). In case of text, it
is found that there exist joining between basic strokes. Hence, such joint strokes
need to be segmented for any stroke-based word recognition system and section
6.1.1 (in Chapter 6) describes the word segmentation algorithm in detailed for
the same. Analyzing the collected strokes it has been found that there are 59 dif-
ferent stroke symbols as reflected in Fig. 6.1.11 (in Chapter 6). After extracting
the strokes from character/text, following feature extraction techniques are exper-
imented for stroke recognition purpose.

4.2.2.1 Zone-based Path Traversal (ZPT) Feature

In this procedure, a stroke image is divided into 8x8 rectangular blocks. According
to the writing pattern of the stroke, these blocks may have varied number of pixel
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points. For the extraction of ZPT feature, each block is marked with a distinct in-
dex value as shown in Fig. 4.2.11. Then the pixels are traversed according to the
writing pattern to find out the longest segments present within different blocks
(e.g. AB, BC, CD etc.). Please note that index of a block is set to track the posi-
tional information of the segment and a segment represents the continuous por-
tion/contribution of a stroke sample in a block. From the figure, it can be noticed
that a particular block can have more than one such segments (due to inherent
shape characteristic of a stroke). The contributions of all the segments for each
block are measured by considering the facts: if any segment does not contain end
point of a stroke and the pattern passes through say, block 1 to block 2, then, the
contribution of the segment lies in block 1 is set to ((n - 1) * index_value(block1))
+ index_value(block2). Otherwise if this is the last segment within block 1, then
the contribution is set as (n *index_value(block1)). Here n denotes number of
pixels within that segment. It is assumed that a pixel pi contributes the index value
of the block it resides iff the next pixel pj lies within the same block. Otherwise, if
the next pixel pj lies in different block (say 2), then pi contributes the index value of
the block 2. Zero valued block implies that it does not contain any pixel. As the in-
dex value of blocks are known, hence, contributed value of any arbitrary block not
only reveals the pixel density of that block along with the pixels that contribute in
the neighbouring blocks but also this feature extraction techniquehelps to identify
the path (sequence of blocks) through which stroke pattern passes. The transition
between blocks is depicted in Fig. 4.2.11 (pixel colour depends on the index value
of corresponding blocks). For a writing pattern, block-wise contributions of all
the segments served as feature values in this method. As a stroke is divided into
8x8 number of blocks, this procedure yields a 64-element feature vector. It is to be
noted that this procedure tries to acquire the shape information of the stroke.
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Figure 4.2.11: Pictorial description of ZPT feature computation

4.2.2.2 Distance based feature

Distance based features are useful for both stroke and character recognition as
mentioned in [99, 101, 104]. When this is used for stroke recognition, at first,
each stroke is segmented to certain number of parts (say, M). As each part is rep-
resentedby apair of points, the same is divided intoM+1almost equidistant points
pk (k ranges from 1 to M+1). Feature values are estimated by the distances mea-
sured from each point to every other points as shown in Fig. 4.2.12. Existence
of some nearly similar shape structures has been observed during statistical anal-
ysis of the stroke database considered here. In order to differentiate such simi-
lar shape patterns, some local information are estimated to produce discriminat-
ing features for the recognition purpose. As selecting the optimal number of seg-
mentation of the stroke is always challenging, to avoid the complexity, we have
used the work [99, 101, 104] where authors have divided each stroke into 16 seg-
ments. or details of Distance based feature extraction procedure see [101]. For
a stroke pattern with M number of segments, this feature extraction method pro-
ducesM*(M+1)/2 number of features (i.e. the distance values). Thereby a feature
vector of size 136 is generated because here strokes are segmented into 16 parts.
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Figure 4.2.12: Calculation of distances between segmented points

4.2.2.3 Point based feature

In the first step of point based feature calculation, a stroke sample is normalized
into 64points. The steps for point based feature extraction technique are described
inAlgorithm12[81, 82]. Thedimensionof theproduced feature vector is 64x3=192.

Algorithm 12: Point based feature computation
STEP 1: For each pixel i
STEP 2: Calculate the normalized horizontal co-ordinates
STEP 3: ti1 = (xi − μx)/σy
STEP 4: Calculate the normalized vertical co-ordinates
STEP 5: ti2 = (yi − μy)/σy
STEP 6:μi = ( 1

N

∑N
i=1 pi)

STEP 7: σy =
√

1
N−1

∑N
i=1(μy − yi)2

STEP 8: Calculate the slope angle (ti2)
STEP 9: ti2 = arg((xi+1 − xi−1) + j ∗ (xi+1 − xi−1))
where j2 = -1 and ”arg ” is an approximation of the tangent slope angle at
point i
STEP 10: End
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4.2.2.4 Curvature based feature

Thisprocedure follows thequad-treebased image segmentation for extracting some
local features. It is to be noted that the variation of writing patterns in different
zones in terms of shape and structure plays an important role in distinguishing the
different character symbols. Here, if the writing pattern in a particular zone is con-
sidered as a curve, then the nature of the curve may be informative for classifying
the strokes. To calculate this feature, firstly, the position of the first pixel of the
stroke in the zone is examined and then sequentially scanned the points till it lies
within the same zone. The set of pixel points together is considered as a segment.
The first and last points of such a segment are shown in Fig. 4.2.13 (marked in
red and green respectively). The very next pixel is considered as the first point for
the next zone. In this way, all the segments are computed for the stroke sample. A
straight line L is drawn joining those end points. Then the perpendicular distances
from each of the pixel points in a zone to the straight line L are calculated using Eq.
6.6. The sum of the perpendicular distances is taken as the measurement of total
amount of curviness of the stroke segment in that zone. If any zone contains no
data pixel then by default this value is set to zero. The algorithm for the extraction
of the curvature feature is given in Algorithm 13.

Algorithm 13:Curvature based feature computation
STEP 1: Perform a quad-tree based image segmentation over the stroke
sample.
STEP 2: For each zone of the image, draw a straight line L from the starting
pixel to the end pixel of that zone.
STEP 3: Calculate the sum of the perpendicular distances using equation
6.6 from the pixel pj to L, where j ranges from 1 to N. N represents the total
number of pixels within that zone.
STEP 4: Repeat Steps 2-3 for all the zones.
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Perpendiculardistance,D =
|(y2 − y1)x0 − (x2 − x1)y0 − x2y1 − y2x1|√

(y2 − y1)2 + (x2 − x1)2
(4.4)

Where L passes through two points, say P1=(x1, y1) and P2=(x2, y2). The dis-
tance measurement from (x0, y0) to L is D. For a particular stroke sample, this
procedure generates 64 features from 64 zones.

Figure 4.2.13: Illustration of curvature based feature extraction technique
applied on a stroke sample 3__ when segmented at quad-tree of depth 3

4.2.3 Deep learning based approach

Theexperimentmentioned in [106], firstly, the offline image is generated from the
online information and then resize it to fit into a window of size 28x28. CNN, a
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deep learning architecture uses convolutional layers that involves arbitrary num-
ber of learnable filters tomove along the width and height of the image to produce
feature map. A filter can be considered as an array of numbers where the numbers
are called weights or parameters. Convolution operation with kernel of spatial di-
mension 5 (i.e. size of 5x5) converts 28 spatial dimension to 24 (i.e., 28-5+1) spa-
tial dimension [79]. After sliding the filter over all the locations, a 24x24 array of
numbers are achieved, which is known as activation map or feature map. Hence,
size of the first level feature maps becomes 24x24.

4.3 Classification schemes

After feature set creation, the next task is classification of characters or strokes.
Classification analyzes the numerical properties (extracted as feature values) of
various stroke/character and organizing them into different categories. All the
classification algorithms typically consider two phases of processing: training and
testing/validation. Training phase is typically assumed as “gold standard” data,
where the model is trained by pairing our input with the expected output. During
the test phase, how well the model is trained is estimated. The parameters like:
overall accuracy rate, classification error, model building time etc have been used
for performance measurement.

This study includes state-of-the-art of classifiers. These classifiers are mainly
categorized into four groups: Bayesian, Functional, Rule based and Tree based.
BayesNet is one of the popular Bayesian classifier which is used under Bayesian
category. Under Functional classifier we have used four popular classifiers namely:
MLP, SVM, Simple Logistic, BayesNet and NaiveBayes. Among the classifiers
mentioned above, MLP is widely used in our experiment. The following section
briefly describes about the above mentioned classifiers.

4.3.1 MLP

According to Rumelhart et al. [83], neural network is a massively parallel dis-
tributed system consisting of a large number of interconnected simple processors
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(neurons) which has the ability for storing experimental knowledge andmaking it
available for future use. The local information processing in the brain takes place
in cells or neurons which form a large number of parallel networks in the cortex of
the brain. The acquired knowledge or memory is known to be stored in the form
of connection strengths between neurons. Some key features of neural networks
are:

• Each neuron has a number of inputs and a single output. Neuron processes in-
formation locally byperforming a simplemathematical function, also called
activation function, on its outputs.

• Neurons operate in parallel and are connected into a network through weights
(also called synaptic weights) indicating the connection strength.

• Network acquires knowledge from the training data in a process called learning
and acquired knowledge is stored in the form of synaptic weights.

Artificial neural networks (ANN) are a programming paradigm that seek to em-
ulate the microstructure of the brain, and are used extensively in artificial intelli-
gence problems from simple pattern-recognition tasks, to advanced symbolic ma-
nipulation. Ideas for ANNs have evolved from neurobiology and ANNs are basi-
cally different models that attempt to simulate some of the basic information pro-
cessing found in the brain. TheMLP is themost well-knownANNmodel used for
the non-linear prediction and classification tasks. According to connection topol-
ogy, an MLP is a feed-forward neural network with at least one hidden layer. Fig
4.3.1 shows the structure of anMLPnetwork. Topology of a neural network refers
to its framework as well as its interconnection scheme. The framework is often
specified by the number of layers and the number of nodes per payer. The types of
layer include:

Input layer: In input layer, dummy neurons transmit the input data to the hid-
den neurons through the input–hidden layer links. The inputs are multiplied by
the weights on the corresponding links before they reach the inputs of the hidden
layer neurons.
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Hidden layer: Neurons in thehidden layer arenotdirectlyobservable andhence
called hidden. Neurons in the hidden layer accumulate those weighted inputs re-
ceived by them and process those accumulated values using the activation func-
tion.

Output layer: The neurons in it are called output units, which encode possible
concepts (or values) to assign to the instance under consideration. For example,
each output unit represents a class of objects.

Figure 4.3.1: Architecture of MLP

Learning or training in MLP is supervised i.e., the network utilizes the infor-
mation on the class membership of each training instance. Learning/training in-
volves presenting the input vectors, one at a time, at the input layer and allowing
the input passing to hidden layer and then to output layer producing a final output.
At this point, the network output is compared with the desired output and their
difference, also called error, is computed. This error is back propagated and is uti-
lized for adjusting the weights of the input hidden-layer and hidden-output layer
links using an appropriate learning procedure to minimize the error in a repeated
processing of the inputs. This algorithm is known as Error Back Propagation Al-
gorithm or simply Back Propagation (BP) algorithm [83] which is given in 14:

This weight adjustment may be done after presentation of each input vector
or a batch of all input vectors (epoch). In batch learning mode, error gradient is
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Algorithm 14: Back Propagation algorithm
STEP 1: Set all synaptic weights all links with random values.

STEP 2: Let the neuron j receives input values which are the outputs of the
neurons in the previous layer then the accumulated input for the neuron j
is computed as Ij =

∑
Wij

Oi where,Oi is the output of a neuron i in the
previous layer andWij is the synaptic weight of the connection between
the neurons i and j.

STEP 3: Output of the neuron j is given asOj = F(Ij), where F(.) is the
activation function.

STEP 4: On presenting an input vector, the corresponding error at the
output layer for any neuron p is given as
E = Ep − Dp, whereOp is the output of the pth neuron in the output
layer andDp is the corresponding desired output.

STEP 5: Adjustment of the synaptic weights starts at the output unit and
works backward to the hidden layers using the following formula:
Wij(t+ 1) = Wij(t) + ΔWij, whereWij(t) is the synaptic weight of the
connection between of a neuroni to a neuronj at the tth iteration and ΔWij

is the weight adjustment which is computed as
ΔWij = ηδjOi, where η is the learning rate (0< η <1) and δj is the error
gradient at neuronj. Sometimes, a momentum term is added to weight
adjustment formula for conservation of the past trends in weight
adjustment as given below:
Wij(t+ 1) = Wij(t)ηδjOi + α(Wij(t)−Wij(t− 1)),0< α <1. The error
gradient δj for different layers is defined below: For neurons in the output
layer
δj = Oj(1− Oj)(Dj − Oj). For neurons in hidden layer
δj = Oj(1− Oj)

∑
k δkWjk where δk is the error gradient at neuronk

connection with neuron j in the hidden layer.

STEP 6: Repeat STEP 4 and 5 until convergence is reached.

summed over all the input training vectors to produce a weight change.
Activation function plays a key role to design anMLP. Generally, a non-linear,
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continuous andbounded function is chosenas anactivation function. Thesigmoid
functions are a family of S-shaped functions satisfies the above said characteristics.
A popular form of sigmoid function shown in Eq. 6.7, which has a lower bound 0
and an upper bound 1, and commonly used in MLP is given as:

F(x) =
1

1+ e−x (4.5)

MLP differs from the linear classifiers like SVM in a way that it can form com-
plex decision space rather than forming a hyperplane. Each neuron in the first hid-
den layer (just above the input layer) creates a hyperplane. Each neuron in the
next layer combines those hyperplanes to form a convex region. Combination of
these convex regions results into concave regions. Thus, it is possible to form any
arbitrary regions with appropriate number of neurons in each of them.

For an M class classification problem, the number of output neurons will be
M. If the input vector has dimension ofN, then number of input neuronswill beN.
During learning/training process number of hidden layers and number of neurons
in each layer are to be determined.

4.3.2 SVM

SVM[29], a well-known pattern dichotomizer and linear regression tool, has pop-
ularly been used for different applications such as character recognition, object de-
tection, content-based image retrieval, face detection, text classification, andmed-
ical applications, bioinformatics just to name a few.

As a pattern dichotomizer, SVM tries to construct a hyperplane as a decision
surface such that the margin of separation between the positive and negative sam-
ples is maximized. It is equivalent to perform SRM, rooted in Statistical Learning
theory, to achieve good generalization.

Unlike MLP, SVM relies on pre-processing the input vector, representing the
input pattern in higher dimension. With an appropriate nonlinear mapping func-
tion φ(.) mapping the input vector to higher dimension, it is possible to find a
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separating hyperplane between the two classes which may not be possible in the
original dimension of the input vector.

The goal of SVM training is to find a hyperplane with largest margin. Here
margin is defined as the distance between the hyperplane and the nearest training
patterns (also called the support vectors) in the higher dimensional space. Thus
the support vectors are the training patterns which define the hyperplane and they
are themost informative patterns. Fig 4.3.2 shows an example of separating hyper-
plane.

In general, SVMs are trained to perform binary classification by solving the
following optimization problem. For a given training data set TD consisting of
pairs xi,yi, where xi denotes input feature vector for ith sample, xiεRn and yi denotes
the corresponding target value yiε1, 1, SVM tries to solve the following problem

minw,b,ζ
1
2
w.w+ C

N∑
i=1

ζ i (4.6)

subject to constraints yi(w.xi + b) ≥ 1− ζ i for (xi, yi) = 1, 2, ...N
C is a user specified positive parameter and ζ i ≥ 0 for all i. w is a weight vector

and b is the bias.

Figure 4.3.2: An illustration of separating hyperplane (H)
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In case of linearly inseparable classes, a kernel functionK(x, xi) is used tomap
the input feature vector xi into higher dimensional feature space tomake them lin-
early separable. Thus the solution determines the SVM classifier.

f(x) = sign(
N∑
i=1

yiαiK(x, xi) + b) (4.7)

where, sign(u) =

{
1 foru > 0
0 u < 0

Here, b is the bias, αi is the Langragemultiplier andK(x, xi) is the kernel func-
tion.

There are several types of kernels used in SVMmodels. Some of the popularly
used kernel functions are:

• Gaussian (Radial Basis Function ) kernel:

K(x, xi) = exp(−γ ∗ ∥x− xi∥2)

where, γ = 1
2σ2 and ”σis the standard deviation of the xi values.

• Polynomial kernel: K(x, xi) = (”γxTxi+”α)d, where d is the degree of polyno-
mial. d,γ>0 and α is a real number.

• Linear kernel: K(x, xi) = xTxi

Out of these kernels, Gaussian kernel that results into realization of the RBF
network is an important one. The rationale behind the RBF network specially
targets non-linearly separable patterns, which may be the most likely scenario for
practical applications. Studies have shown that RBF networks designed through
support vectormethod can produce better recognition performances compared to
those designed with traditional methodology for the same data set.

Though SVM is primarily designed for 2-class pattern classification, butmulti-
class pattern classification is also possible by combining several binary SVM clas-
sifiers. Among different regulations available for combining a number of binary
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SVMclassifiers “OneVersusOne” (OVO) and “OneVersusAll” (OVA) arewidely
used among pattern recognition community. To solve k class problem, k(k− 1)/2
numbers of binary SVM classifiers is constructed in OVO methodology. On the
other handOVA method requires k number of binary SVM classifiers to solve the
same problem. None of the methods is completely superior to each other.

4.3.3 SIMPLE LOGISTIC

It is a classifier for building linear logistic regression model [116]. Here Logit-
Boost is usedwith simple regression functions as base learner for fitting the logistic
model. The optimal number of LogitBoost iterations to perform is cross-validated
here, which helps for the selection of automatic attribute.

4.3.4 Bayesian network

Fig.4.3.3 depicts the possible structure of a Bayesian network used for classifica-
tion. The dotted lines denote potential links, and the blue box is used to indicate
that additional nodes and links can be added to the model, usually between the
input and output nodes.
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Figure 4.3.3: Generic structure of a Bayesian classifier

In order to perform classification with a Bayesian network such as the one de-
picted in Fig.4.3.3, first evidencemust be set on the input nodes, and then the out-
put nodes can be queried using standard Bayesian network inference. The result
will be a distribution for each output node, so that one can not only determine the
most probable state for each output, but also see the probability assigned to each
output state.
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5
Character Recognition

After extracting features at character and stroke levels, various experimentation
have been performed in order to recognize the characters. Asmentioned in Chap-
ter 4, for character recognition purpose few features are extracted from the char-
acter holistically. These feature are then fed to the different classifiers for recogni-
tion. It is to be noted that, when strokes are considered in feature extraction phase,
the recognition results of the same are passed through post-processing module in
order to form the characters from the underlying recognized strokes. This chap-
ter describes character recognition results by following holistic feature extraction
procedures mentioned in [98–100, 102, 103]. This chapter also describes the rule
based [101][99] andDFAbased approaches [105] that are adopted for the forma-
tion of characters from the recognized strokes in stroke based character recogni-
tion procedure. In rule based approach, different stroke orders for all the charac-
ters are stored in a database and an unknown character is recognized by matching
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the stroke order sequence stored in the database. In DFA based approach, after
classification, it recognizes the major stroke and then matches with the probable
different paths for the construction of different characters from the major stroke.
Following sections elaborately describes recognition results for both the proce-
dures applied.

5.1 Experimental Results

Experimental results of holistic and stroke based character recognition approaches
are described in detailed in the following sub-sections (4.2.1-4.2.2). The effective-
ness of features used for holistic character recognition ismentioned in sub-section
4.2.1, whereas, 4.2.2 describes the results for stroke based character recognition
approach.

5.1.1 Character recognition by holistic approach

This following sub-sections elaborately describes character recognition results by
following holistic feature extraction proceduresmentioned in [98–100, 102, 103].

5.1.1.1 Recognition by Distance based feature [99]

In the present work, 10, 000 character samples are used for the evaluation of Dis-
tancebased feature. Somestandardclassifiers likeMLP,SimpleLogistic, BayesNet,
NaiveBayes and SVM (as mentioned in the earlier section) are used for recogni-
tion of the characters. 5-fold cross-validation scheme has been applied on total
dataset and Table 5.1.1 reflects the corresponding success rates of different classi-
fiers. This has been noticed that if the process continue dividing the character sam-
ple by more number of segments, up to a certain level recognition rate increases
gradually but after that it starts falling downwards. This is because, as the number
of segments gets increased, length of the structural units of the character sample
also gets decreased, indicating the detailed view of the character sample. Extracted
features from such structural units then show better performance towards recog-
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nition of the character sample. It can be observed easily from Table 5.1.1 that,
initially success rate is increasing steadily with increasing number of segments. Ta-
ble 5.1.1 reveals the maximum recognition rate when the character sample is seg-
mented into 40 segments for MLP and Simple Logistic classifiers whereas all the
other three classifiers suchasBayesNet, SVMandNaiveBayes showmaximumsuc-
cess rates for 16 segments.

Again, when the character sample is segmented beyond these levels, then the
size of those structural units becomes less informative, so extracted features from
such small units fail to describe the character sample properly. As a result recog-
nition rate starts to fall slowly. Gray cells in the 5.1.1 represent maximum success
rates for a particular classifier. Fig. 5.1.1 graphically describes the behaviour of
different classifiers for different number of segmentations. Black curve represents
recognition result ofMLP,whereas pink, green, violet and blue curves describe the
recognition rates of Simple Logistic, SVM,NaiveBayes and BayesNet respectively.
From this figure, it is observed that SVM recognizes the Bangla character samples
with highest recognition accuracy of 98.20 % when N = 16. For the conducting
the present experiment, we have chosen C-SVC type SVM from LibSVM library,
whose kernel type is using radial basis function: exp(−gamma∗|u−v|2)witheps =
0.001, gamma = 0.0.
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Table 5.1.1: Success rates of different classifiers for the recognition of online
isolated basic Bangla characters

Success rates for different Classifiers (in %)Number of
segmentation (N) MLP Simple Logistic BayesNet SVM NaiveBayes

6 91.05 94.03 90.36 97.79 87.71
8 93.68 96.46 93.16 98.01 89.69
10 95.16 97.28 94.40 98.10 91.46
16 95.79 97.57 95.50 98.20 92.75
32 96.36 97.79 93.53 95.42 92.45
40 96.77 97.80 93.28 90.64 91.68
48 96.67 97.79 93.16 83.65 91.28
52 96.58 97.69 92.88 79.70 91.14
55 96.22 97.58 92.51 75.41 91.04

Figure 5.1.1: Graphical description of performance of the different classifiers
while recognizing the online handwritten Bangla basic characters with varying

number of segments
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5.1.1.2 Recognition by Hausdorff Distance based Feature [102]

To test the effectiveness of the feature vectors produced by HD and DHD based
procedures for the recognitionofhandwrittenBangla characters, somewell-known
classifiers such asMLP, SVM,BayesNet, Simple Logistic have been applied. 5-fold
cross validation scheme on the total dataset (10000) has been applied. Table 5.1.2
reflects the recognition rates of the said classifiers for both the feature extraction
strategies when a sample character is divided into 4, 9, 16, 25 rectangular zones.
By analyzing the data as recoded in Table 5.1.2, it can be said that for all the clas-
sifiers success rate increases as division of character sample increases from 4 to 16
for both the feature extraction procedures. Dividing the character intomore num-
ber of zones means more number of components constituting the character have
beenproduced; thusmore discriminative feature set can be obtained for the recog-
nition of the character under consideration. In contrast, when specimen sample
is divided beyond 16 zones then success rate starts falling, as observed from Ta-
ble 5.1.2. This happens because when character is divided into say, 25 rectangular
zones then number of components gets increased and thus size of the components
gets decreased as well and it becomes less informative; as a result overall recog-
nition accuracy declines. Here, MLP produces best recognition of 95.57% when
DHD based features are used and sample character is divided into 16 rectangu-
lar zones. It has also been observed that irrespective of the zoning scheme and
the classifiers applied, DHD based feature extraction procedure outperforms HD
based technique. This is because feature set produced by the DHD procedure can
be considered as the superset of the feature set produced byHD technique; as the
former one considers both forward and backward distances as feature component
whereas, HD based procedure considers only maximum of forward and backward
HD as feature value. The graphical behaviour of all the classifiers, used here, for
both the feature extraction approaches has been shown in Fig. 5.1.2. Here, blue,
red, green, and violet lines represent the nature of classifiers when sample char-
acter is divided into 4, 9, 16 and 25 rectangular zones respectively. From the Fig.
5.1.2, it can be easily observed that green line representing 16- rectangular zones,
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always lies on top of all the other lines irrespective of the feature extraction ap-
proaches. It has also been observed from this graph that recognition rates of all
the said classifiers are higher for DHD based feature calculation than HD based
computation.

Table 5.1.2: Success rates of different classifiers for both DHD and HD based
feature estimation procedures considering different zoning schemes (bold styles

data indicate maximum accuracy for a particular zoning scheme and shaded
cell indicates maximum accuracy achieved by the present technique irrespective

of the zoning scheme or feature extraction procedure)

HD based features DHD based features
Number of Zones Number of ZonesClassifier

4 9 16 25 4 9 16 25
MLP 55.9 83.67 91.97 91.75 73.97 89.59 95.57 93.8

BayesNet 46.09 79.78 88.31 88.1 67.15 82.25 88.61 88.24
SVM 52.29 92.16 92.8 92.4 85.7 93.64 94.43 93.16

Simple Logistic 41.18 83.19 91.97 91.88 66.99 90.81 95.36 94.85
NaiveBayes 36.32 49.68 56.89 71.79 59.21 59.5 59.98 72.45
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Figure 5.1.2: Graphical behaviour of the classifiers for DHD and HD based
feature estimation procedures considering different zoning schemes

5.1.1.3 RecognitionbyTransitioncountfeaturescombinedwithCG-
base circular and Topological Features [103]

This section presents the effectiveness of transition count and combination of CG
based circular feature extractionmethods for online Bangla handwritten character
recognition. Transition count feature describes the transition from background
to foreground pixels and vice versa, called transition count feature. The second
methodcombines topological features andCGbasedcircular featureswhereglobal
information, local information and CQMD information have been extracted. The
impact of each feature vector alongwith their combination has also been analyzed.

Table 5.1.3 reflects the different combination of the features used for the ex-
periment and the dimension of all the feature vectors. Table 5.1.4 reports the in-
dividual and combined impact of global and local features in terms of recognition
rates observed by the classifiers [100]. Table 5.1.5 describes the strength of indi-
vidual and the combined feature vectors; transition count feature and CG-based
circular (global, local and CQMD ) feature with topological feature [103]. The
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different approaches are applied on total of 10000 isolated online Bangla character
samples for the evaluation. These feature vectors are fed to 5 well-known classi-
fiers viz., SVM, MLP, BayesNet, Simple Logistic and NaiveBayes. A 5-fold cross
validation scheme is applied on the character dataset.

Table 5.1.3: Illustration of feature set and their combination applied for
online Bangla character recognition

sl# Features
used

Feature
length

1 Transition
feature 224

2 Global + local features 136

3
Global + local + CQMD

Features 160

Topological
feature 5

4 Transition + Global + local +
CQMD + topological features

Before
PCA 389

After
PCA 124

It is evident fromTable5.1.4 that theperformancesof thementionedclassifiers
are better for the combination of global and local features (98.26%) than consider-
ing only global (96.56%) or local features (50.68%). This is because the combined
feature vector rightly estimates the shape information of the specified character.

From Table 5.1.5, it can be observed that in case of the transition count based
feature, the SVM produces an accuracy of 91.36% which is the best score among
all the classifiers. Note that the combination of CG based circular features with
topological features produces feature vector of length 165 (160+5). To reduce the
feature dimension, PCA is applied. The resultant feature vector is then evaluated
on the said classifiers. It has been observed that in this case also SVM produces
the best accuracy of 98.48% . For CG-based circular feature estimation, the char-
acter image is rotated of by 45◦ to get some valuable information that can be used
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Table 5.1.4: Accuracies of different classifiers in recognizing online
handwritten Bangla characters

Success
Rate (%)

Classifiers Global
feature

Local
feature

Combined
feature

SVM 96.56 50.68 98.26
MLP 86.50 47.68 91.50

BayesNet 82.89 37.40 88.24
Simple
Logistic 80.32 39.02 90.00

NaiveBayes 82.30 41.42 84.59

to recognize skewed or slanted character samples. To validate this, the feature vec-
tor generated by combining topological features and CG based circular features
without any rotation is tested. In this situation, the SVM produces the highest
recognition accuracy of 95.84%. Clearly, this accuracy is less than the accuracy
obtained when topological features are combined with CG-based circular feature
considering rotation of the images by 45◦.

When the transition count based features are added with the combination of
the topological features with CG based circular features, total 389 (224 + 165)
features are produced. Again, PCA is carried out and the resultant feature vector
(124-element) is fed to the classifiers. At this stage also SVM produces the best
result with 98.7% success rate. C-SVC type SVM from LibSVM library has been
selected and its kernel type is polynomial: (gamma ∗ u ∗ v + coef0)degree having
eps=0.001, coef0=0 and gamma=0.0 (default value). Here, the values of gamma
and coef0 are tuned to observe their impact on the system. Changing the gamma
value does not make significant changes in the final outcome but when tuned the
value of coef0 (0, 1, 2, 3) the performance of the system increases gradually. If the
value of coef0 is further increased beyond 3, then the performance of the system
degrades. The tuned value of coef0 and the corresponding outcomes are shown
in Table 5.1.6. From this table we have observe that the recognition accuracy in-
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creases up to 99.48% when the value of coef0 is set to 3. Fig. 5.1.3 highlights the
graphical representation of success rates achieved for transition count based fea-
tures, a combination of topological features with CG based circle approaches, and
the combination of transition count andCGbased circle features with topological
features. If Fig. 5.1.3 is closely observed then it can be seen that the individual im-
pact of transition count based feature and combination of topological feature with
CG based circle approaches is far less than the combination of these two. This in-
dicates that the feature set produced by combining the transition count and CG
based circular approaches along with topological feature has the ability to recog-
nize the online Bangla character sample with highest level of accuracy.

Table 5.1.5: Accuracies of different classifiers in recognizing online
handwritten Bangla characters

Classifier
Success
rates (%)

Transition
Count Feature

Global Information +
Local Information

+CQMD+Crossing Point

Transition Count Feature +
Global Information +
Local Information +

CQMD+Crossing Point
SVM 91.36 98.48 98.7
MLP 73.15 89.26 96.14

BayesNet 74.37 86.91 91.42
Simple
Logistic 87.29 90.58 93.81

NaiveBayes 60.74 85.34 88.75

Table 5.1.6: Accuracy obtained by tuning the parameter gamma of SVM
classifier

Value
of gamma

Value
of coef0

Database
size

Accuracy
(in %)

0

1

10000

99.28
2 99.46
3 99.48
4 99.41
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Figure 5.1.3: Graphical representation of the success rates for different
classifiers in recognizing online handwritten Bangla basic characters

5.1.1.4 Recognition by Area and Local Features [98]

After applying quad-tree based image segmentation scheme, the individual and
combined strengths of area feature, chord length andmass distributionmentioned
in section4.2.1.4 aredescribedhere for the recognitionofhandwrittenonlineBangla
characters. Table 5.1.7 reflects the number of feature counts for all possible com-
binations that are fed to the classifiers at varied depths of the tree.

Table 5.1.8 (a-b) highlights the recognition accuracies, achieved through some
well-known classifiers like MLP, Simple logistic, BayesNet, SVM and NaiveBayes
when different quad-tree depths are followed for segmenting the images. Here,
5-fold cross validation scheme has been applied on the total 10000 dataset. From
Table 5.1.8, it is noticed that irrespective of applied feature set and classifiers, suc-
cess rates gradually increase as depth of the quad-tree structure increases for seg-
menting the image. This statement is true for depth up to three. When depth of
the tree is increased beyond this level then performances of the said classifiers start
decreasing.

Analyzing Fig. 4.2.6 in section 4.2.1.4 [98], it can be stated that with increas-
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Table 5.1.7: Feature counts for all possible combinations at various quad-tree
depths

Features used Quad-tree depth
One
(2X2)

Two
(4X4)

Three
(8X8)

Four
(16X16)

Composite Simpson’s
Feature (1) 4 16 64 256

Mass Distribution (2) 4 16 64 256
Chord Length (3) 4 16 64 256

(1+2) 8 32 128 512
(1+3) 8 32 128 512
(2+3) 8 32 128 512

(1+2+3) 12 48 192 768

ing quad-tree depth, closer view of the character sample is obtained which in turn
decreases the size of component parts in the respective blocks. Up to depth level
three, features estimated on obtained segments of the character sample, relatively
smaller in size, become informative enough to classify them. When character is
further divided intomore number of blocks, by increasing depth of the tree, block-
wise components are becoming so small in size. As a result, features estimated
from these segments become less informative and thus fail to identify the charac-
ter samples properly.

Gray cells, in Table 5.1.8, show their best performances for different feature
combinations. Bold styled values specify the name of feature extraction proce-
dure that reflects top recognition at a particular depth. From Table 5.1.8, this is
observed that, in the present experiment, SVMoutperforms all other classifiers to
yield the recognition accuracy of 98.5% (marked as bold styled and coloured in
red) when all three feature sets are combined and depth of the quad-tree is three.
Fig. 5.1.4 graphically describes the outcomes of the different experimentations
performed under the current work. Blue, red, green, and violet lines reflect the
nature of the classifiers when features are extracted from the images segmented
by quad-tree based approach at depth one, two, three and four respectively. It is
clearly seen from Fig. 5.1.3 that green line is always at top position and the out-
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Table 5.1.8: (a-b) Performance of different classifiers for recognition of online
handwritten Bangla characters when individual and various combinations of
estimated feature sets are applied at level three of quad-tree based image

segmentation

(a)

Feature sets
applied

Classifier applied at different quad-tree depth
2 X 2 4 X 4

MLP Simple
Logistic BayesNet SVM Naive

Bayes MLP Simple
Logistic BayesNet SVM Naive

Bayes
C1 58.6 46.83 50.5 56.3 50.5 87.9 86.36 88.4 93.7 80.5
C2 55.9 45.32 47.1 47.7 53.93 89.2 89.09 87.9 96.9 82.9
C3 60.5 44.73 52.9 58.62 46.4 90.7 89.36 89.9 95.97 80.9

C1 + C2 84.3 78.43 67.9 78.32 68.5 96.1 96.98 91.7 93.75 86.3
C1 + C3 82.1 75.09 62.6 70.91 57.7 93.6 93.24 91.0 93.76 82.4
C2 + C3 86.1 79.54 66.0 75.38 62.4 97.3 97.43 92.2 98.22 85.8

C1 + C2 + C3 92.6 91.18 71.3 83.71 69.2 97.6 97.23 92.4 93.77 85.9

(b)
Classifier applied at different quad-tree depth

8 X 8 16 X 16Feature sets
applied MLP Simple

Logistic BayesNet SVM Naive
Bayes MLP Simple

Logistic BayesNet SVM Naive
Bayes

C1 88.5 94.22 92.1 96.0 84.2 87.2 93.15 92.1 90.35 81.6
C2 90.1 96.03 91.0 98.02 85.3 88.4 95.02 95.38 95.02 82.5
C3 91.4 95.21 93.1 97.43 85.5 89.2 94.09 93.1 92.84 83.9

C1 + C2 98.1 97.33 92.6 98.15 86.4 96.0 96.28 92.6 94.71 85.9
C1 + C3 96.8 96.5 93.3 97.5 85.6 94.3 94.82 93.3 93.15 84.3
C2 + C3 97.9 97.4 93.2 98.24 86.6 94.5 96.24 93.2 95.22 85.1

C1 + C2 + C3 98.2 97.5 93.5 98.5 86.8 96.4 96.26 93.5 94.88 86.1

come for SVM classifier is best at this depth.
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Figure 5.1.4: Graphical behaviour of the classifiers for all combinations of
feature estimation procedures considering different depths of the quad-tree

In this Chapter, different types of features (distance based, hausdorff distance
based, CG based circular with topological features and few local features in terms
of area, chord length,mass distribution)havebeendiscussed for character recogni-
tion holistically. In spite of the strength of the features discussed in earlier sections
to recognize characters efficiently, few characters are misrecognized as some other
symbols. Analyzing the misrecognized characters for different feature extraction
strategies, some common misclassified character pairs are noticed like: (চ, ঢ), (ম,
স), (ত, ভ), (ই, ঈ). Looking into the symbols, this can be said that the sole reason for
misclassification is due to strong structural similarity between symbols.

5.1.2 Character recognition by stroke based approach

This section describes stroke based character recognitionmethods adopted in this
thesis. In this procedure, strokes are considered in feature extraction phase, the
recognition results of the same are passed through post-processing module in or-
der to form the characters from the underlying recognized strokes. Strokes cannot
be collected separately but they are extracted fromcollected character or text infor-
mation. Strokes at character level can be stored easily but the same is not true for
text level. People generally write characters in single or by using multiple strokes
and these are treated as basic strokes. After analyzing all the strokes from the char-
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acter database considered, it has been found that there are 52 different stroke sym-
bols as shown in Fig. 5.1.5. This section elaborately describes stroke recognition
accuracies achieved by applying features mentioned in section 4.2.2 on strokes.
The character recognition accuracies by adopting rule based [101] andDFAbased
approaches [105] for the formation of characters is also describes in this section.

Figure 5.1.5: Basic strokes of Bangla character set

5.1.2.1 Rule based approach [101]

In this approach, the recognition module has been divided into two parts: (i)
Recognitionof strokes and(ii)Formationof valid character fromrecognized strokes.

• Recognition of strokes

Based on the distance based features mentioned in section 4.2.2.2, anMLP
based classifier is adopted for the recognition of the strokes. This exper-
iment designs a 2-layered MLP for the recognition of handwritten online
Bangla strokes. The numbers of neurons in the input and output layers of
the perceptron are considered as 136 and 52 respectively. The number of
neurons inhiddenunit is set to 85whereas the learning rate and acceleration
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factor of the back propagation algorithm are set to suitable values, based on
trial runs. A network of 136-85-52 is thereby designed.

• Formation of valid character from recognized strokes

Each character is constructed with the help of its recognized strokes. To do
so, firstly, after extracting all the strokes from all the characters, strokes are
classified into three categories depending on positions of the same.

Major Stroke: A stroke is calledMajor stroke if it occupiesmajor portion of
the character symbol. For the character 'অ' the major stroke is '৩'.

Minor Stroke: A stroke is called Minor stroke if it occupies minor portion
of the character. For the character 'অ' the minor stroke is '◌া'.

Matra(MTR): A stroke is called Matra if it is a horizontal straight line re-
sides at the upper part of the character. For the character 'অ' thematra stroke
is '-'.

This categorizationplays an important role at the timeof forming characters
from the identified strokes. To minimize the problem that may arise due
to different stroke order even in case of same character, Major stroke and
Matra are identified and they are placed at first and last positions respec-
tively in stroke sequence. This reduces the possible number of stroke order
combinations while forming the character. A rule-based approach is then
constructed to form all such stroke-order combinations. Few such rules for
recognizing characters 'অ' and 'আ ' are shown in Fig. 5.1.6
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Figure 5.1.6: Rules for constructing characters 'অ' and 'আ '

The experimental evaluation of the above technique has been carried out
on isolated Bangla strokes. A total of 32, 534 strokes are prepared from the
collected online handwritten Bangla basic characters. In this work, MLP
classifier produces 89.39% accuracy in recognizing strokes of online Bangla
basic characters. It is to be noted that, recognition of handwritten online
Bangla basic characters fromconstituent strokes using rule-based technique
heavily depends on stroke recognition result.

5.1.2.2 DFA based approach [105]

In this approach, the recognition module has been divided into two parts: (i)
Recognitionof strokes and(ii)Formationof valid character fromrecognized strokes.

• Stroke Recognition

The combination of Distance based and ZPT based feature vectors pro-
duces an200 (i.e. 136+64) element feature vector. AnMLPbased classifier
is used for stroke recognition and it achieves 91.27% classification accuracy.
A 2-layeredMLP (200-98-52) has been designed for classification purpose.
The input, output andhidden layer neurons are set to 200, 52 and 98 respec-
tively. Values of acceleration factor, learning rate of BP algorithm have been
finalized after few trial runs.

• Character Formation
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It has beenmentioned earlier that there are few strokes that are used towrite
various/multiple character samples (see [82] for detail). From this table,
we have observed that few strokes (e.g. BA_, 3__, 6__) describe themajor
part of the character, while some strokes help to formdifferent characters as
a minor part of the character (e.g. 0__, _A_). Considering these facts, the
strokes are categorized into three groups Major Stroke, Minor Stroke and
Matra as mentioned in the earlier section.

In this work, all the strokes are analyzed that are used to write Bangla ba-
sic characters. From this analysis, a list of strokes has been prepared that
act as major parts for the construction of multiple characters (major stroke
list). After tracking the major stroke of a character sample, the stroke se-
quence is rearranged by placing the major stroke and Matra at the start and
end positions respectively to minimize the stroke order variation. Then the
procedure starts with a node representing a major stroke and constructed
a DFA to describe different paths for all possible characters that can be de-
rived from this major stroke. Fig. 5.1.7 illustrates on suchDFA to recognize
the characters 'ড', 'জ' and 'ড'় from major stroke 'ড'.

Thismajor stroke list is important for the construction of DFAs because for
each such major stroke, a separate DFA needs to be formed and most of
the symbols belonging to Bangla basic alphabet set contains amajor stroke.
Please note major strokes are the starting node in the DFA. There are also
few characters that may not contain anymajor stroke but each of them con-
tain at least one such stroke that can distinguish the character from others
and treated them as starting node of DFA for that character (e.g. 'গ' can be
writtenbyusing strokesG1_andG2_andboth the strokes areminor strokes
butG1_ can only be present character 'গ').
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Figure 5.1.7: Formation of different characters from major stroke 'ড'

5.1.3 Character recognition by deep learning approach

In this experiment, 50 Bangla character classes are considered, where each class
contains 200 different samples. The impact of different learnable parameters of
CNN such as kernel size (3x3, 5x5 and 7x7), pooling strategies (Max_Pooling
and Avg_Pooling) and activation functions (Softmax and Sigmoid) on the over-
all recognition model are analyzed. Here, 30% of the entire characters have been
considered as test set and rest 70% have been used to train the recognition model.

In thiswork, a deep learning based architecture, CNNhas been used for recog-
nition of online handwritten Bangla characters which has a input layer, two convo-
lutional layers and two pooling layers followed by a fully-connected classification
layer with output layer (see Fig. 5.1.8).
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Figure 5.1.8: Architecture of CNN used in the present work

Theinput layer contains 784nodes for a 28x28pixels image. Convolution layer
is the first layer through which the input image passes. The functionality of this
layer involves arbitrary number of learnable filters to move along the width and
height of the image to produce feature map. A filter can be considered as an array
of numbers where the numbers are called weights or parameters.

After sliding thefilter over all the locations, a 24x24 arrayof numbers havebeen
achieved, which is known as activation map or feature map. The first convolution
layer produces 32 such featuremaps. Convolution operation with kernel of spatial
dimension 5 (i.e. size of 5x5) converts 28 spatial dimension to 24 (i.e., 28-5+1)
spatial dimension [79]. So, size of the first level feature maps becomes 24x24.

The output (32@24x24) of first convolution layer goes to first pooling layer
where each feature map has been resized. In this experiment, both Max_pooling
andAvg_pooling schemeshavebeenapplied. Forboth the cases at thefirst pooling
layer, featuremaps (produced at first convolution layer) have been down-sampled
from 24×24 into 12×12 feature maps by applying a local averaging with 2×2 area,
multiplying by a coefficient, adding a bias and passing through an activation func-
tion. Formally, it can be expressed by Eq. 5.1 [79].

xlj = f(βljdown(x
l−1
j ) + blj) (5.1)
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Where, down(.) represents a pooling function through local averaging; β and
b are multiplicative coefficient and additive bias, respectively. The output image
becomes twice smaller in both spatial dimensions for 2×2 local area averaging in
down(.) function. This operation reduces the spatial resolutionof the featuremap.

Following the similar fashion, secondconvolutionandpoolingoperationshave
been performed. In this work, second convolutional operation produces 64 dis-
tinct feature maps. A 5×5 filter produces a feature map size of 12×12 into 8×8.
Then second pooling operation resizes each feature map to size of 4×4. These 64
features map values are considered as 1024 (=64×4×4) distinct nodes those are
fully connected to 50 feature maps (corresponding to each character class). In
CNN, the error (E) has been minimized by using Eq. 5.2 [79].

E =
1
2

1
PO

P∑
p=1

O∑
o=1

(do(p)− yo(p))2 (5.2)

Where, P is the total number of patterns (here 10000); O is the number of
output nodes (i.e., 50); do and yo are the desired and actual outputs of a node re-
spectively for a particular pattern p.

It is to be noted that padding of 0 valued 2 pixels has been done on all four
sides of an image after passing through each convolutional layer to retain the pre-
vious size. In the current experiment, two different activation functions (Softmax
and Sigmoid) have been used at the fully connected network during classification
in the output layer. The Sigmoid function is generally used for the two-class lo-
gistic regression, whereas the Softmax function is used for the multiclass logistic
regression. Corresponding predicted probabilities that can be computed by using
Sigmoid and Softmax functions have been mentioned in Eqs. 5.3-5.4 [54, 71].

F(Xi) =
1

1+ Exp(−Xj)
(5.3)
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F(Xi) =
Exp(Xi)∑k
j=0 Exp(Xj)

(5.4)

Both Softmax and Sigmoid function use cross-entropy loss function for error
calculation and can be described by Eq. 5.5 [56].

E(t, o) = −
∑
j

tjlogoj (5.5)

where t and o act as the target and output at neuron j respectively. The sum is
carriedonover eachneuron in theoutput layer. oj denotes the result of the Softmax
function F(Xi).

Table 5.1.9 summarizes the outcomes for all possible combinations of those
variations on test set. From this table, it has been observed that recognition ac-
curacy has reached to maximum (shown in bold style in Table 5.1.9) when fil-
ter size is 5x5, Max_Pooling is the pooling scheme and Softmax is the activation
function. As the current experiment has been conducted on image of size 28x28,
so, if filter size becomes larger (i.e. 7x7) then it fails to capture minute detail of
the structurally similar character patterns. Whereas, if the filter size becomes very
small (i.e. 3x3), then it may generate some redundant information which, in turn,
would reduce the recognition ability of the model. Hence, 5x5 is proven to be
optimal filter dimension. The experimental result shows that in this recognition
procedure, the Softmax activation function becomes more effective than sigmoid.
Generally pooling is used to reduce variance, computation complexity and ex-
tract low level features fromneighbourhood. Althoughboth2x2Max_pooling and
Avg_pooling reduces half of the image size by dividing it into four equal quadrants,
Max_pooling considersmaximumvaluepresented in eachquadrant andhencecan
extract themost important features like edges. But the, Avg_poolingmayoverlook
some important information due to averaging out all the values. Hence, in general,
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Table 5.1.9: Achieved classification accuracies by CNN with varying kernel
size, pooling scheme and activation function

Kernel size Pooling
scheme

Activation
Function

Test Accuracy
(in %)

3X3

Max_Pooling Softmax 99.27
Avg_Pooling 99.13
Max_Pooling Sigmoid 99.07
Avg_Pooling 99.03

5X5

Max_Pooling Softmax 99.40
Avg_Pooling 99.27
Max_Pooling Sigmoid 99.33
Avg_Pooling 99.00

7X7

Max_Pooling Softmax 99.23
Avg_Pooling 99.13
Max_Pooling Sigmoid 99.20
Avg_Pooling 99.03

Max_pooling has the better potential than Avg_pooling.

5.2 Discussion:

In this chapter the recognition result of onlinehandwrittenBangla characters (holis-
tically) by applying five types of features (distance based, hausdorffdistance based,
transition count, CG based circular with topological feature and few local features
in terms of area, chord length, mass distribution) have been discussed. By an-
alyzing the results it has been noticed that highest recognition accuracy 99.48%
achievedwhen transition count features are combinedwith CGbased circular fea-
tures (global, local and CQMD) and topological features on 10000 online hand-
written Bangla basic characters by SVM classifier.

For stroke based character recognition methodology (on same 10000 charac-
ter database), applying only distance based feature yields 89.39% correct stroke
recognition by MLP classifier. When this feature vector is combined with ZPT
feature vector then stroke recognition accuracy is increased by 0.88% andbecomes
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91.27% using the same classifier.
In deep learning based approach, a CNN has been employed for the recog-

nition purpose on the same 10000 online Bangla character database. In CNN
based method, feature extraction is not needed rather they are extracted by se-
lecting suitable filter size in convolution time followed by pooling scheme. The
great advantage of adopting this technique over themethods described in the pre-
vious two sections is to cut-off the overhead of computing handcrafted features
because sometimes they do not ensure good performance. The recognition out-
come 99.40% is also appreciable compare to some handcrafted features applied
here.
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6
Word Recognition

In the OHR domain, word recognition accuracy heavily depends on proper seg-
mentation of word samples to obtain the valid component strokes. A valid com-
ponent stroke is one that belongs to any of the basic stroke classes. The works
described by Bhattacharya and Pal in [19], Bhattacharya et al. in [20], Ghosh in
[46], have tried to collect stroke level information from target word by estimat-
ing busy zone over it and then applying the DUD approach for segmentation. To
find busy zone of the word sample, an offline image is generated from online in-
formation. A horizontal histogram is then computed in order to identify the busy
zone boundary. Proper segmentation is heavily dependent on busy zone forma-
tion, which in turn depends onwriting style and the nature of the skewof theword
sample. If the skew is straightforward (either upward or downward) then skew de-
tection and correctionmethodologies could be adopted easily, but when the skew
is multi-directional (i.e. constituting strokes are at different levels of height) then
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busy zone formation really becomes complex and generates under-segmentation
errors. Moreover due to inherent writing pattern of characters like 'ল', 'শ' , DUD
approach within busy zone causes certain over-segmentation issues. Ghosh has
proposed amodified scheme in [46] for online Bangla word segmentation. Firstly,
the word image is partitioned into two parts; upper zone and lower zone. Words
are then segmented into a sequence of basic strokes by slightly modifying DUD
concept. Author has proposed to segment the word at the point where, there is a
downwardmovement inupper zone and the slopeof six consecutive pixels satisfies
certain angular value.

Building of an online handwritten Bangla word recognition system using a
stroke-based approach is not a much explored research area. In the works men-
tioned in [19, 20, 46], authors have only tried to segment handwritten Bangla
words to obtain constituent strokes from it. To the best of our knowledge no fur-
ther work has been made in this area since 2012 either to overcome the problems
(such as handling skew word samples and under/over segmentation issues) or to
recognize the segmented strokes by adopting any suitable feature extraction strat-
egy, that is the prior step to re-construct the words from the obtained segmented
strokes.

In this chapter, a novel Bangla word segmentation technique based on stroke-
level busy zone formation procedure has been proposed. In an unconstrained do-
main, people often write text where strokes may be poorly aligned (due to multi-
directional skewness) andvaried combinationof strokeswith various typesof join-
ing between them are possible while forming the words. Hence, a segmentation
based approach for stroke extraction is pertinent for any stroke-based word recog-
nition system. The presence of a large volume of symbols set (58 basic symbols
with more than 280 compound characters) in Bangla script makes the task more
challenging. In the current experiment, proposed stroke-level segmentation ap-
proach effectively handles such type of Banglawords. A sub-zoning schemewithin
busy zone followed by a modified Down->Up->Down (DUD) concept within
these sub-zones has been used to find valid segmentation points. This scheme
avoids over and under-segmentation issues caused by either inherent writing pat-
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ternor due towriting style variations up to certain extent. Theproposed segmenta-
tion approach has been tested on 6, 500 online handwritten Bangla word samples.

In the present scheme, proposed a segmentation technique is used to obtain
constituent basic strokes fromonline handwrittenBanglaword samples andfinally
recognition of those strokes. For word segmentation context, firstly, the strokes
are categorized into three lists based on their positional information; upper zone,
lower zone and strokes-need-segmentation (SNS). A procedure is proposed to
formbusy zoneonSNSstrokes tohandlemultidirectional skew. Thena sub-zoning
scheme within busy zone followed by a modified DUD concept within these sub
zones has been used to find the segmentation points. The advantage and technical
details of the stroke-level segmentation technique have been reported elaborately
in the following subsections.

After performing the segmentation process, a stroke recognitionmodule is re-
quired to validate the proposed segmentation technique. In stroke recognition
module, some local information are estimated to produce discriminating features
for the recognitionpurpose. Modifieddistancebased feature discussed inSen et al.
[99, 101] and point based alongwith curvature based feature extraction technique
[107] forBangla stroke recognitionhavebeenused following thedescriptionmen-
tioned in sections 4.2.2.2, 4.2.2.3, 4.2.2.4. After stroke recognition, anHMMbased
model has beenbuilt to constructwords and aLMacts as a post processingmodule
to help to predict correct choice from top-5 HMM recognition choices.

6.1 PROPOSEDMETHODOLOGY

6.1.1 Segmentation of words

In this stroke based segmentation approach, strokes are firstly categorized into
three groups based on their positional information. These groups are named as
upper zone, lower zone and SNS. The first two types are supposed to be free from
segmentation for Bangla script but the SNS contains such type of strokes that need
to be segmented. (The stroke in the SNS list contains multiple strokes with differ-
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ent types of joining between themdue towriting without lifting up the pen). After
categorization of the strokes, busy zone is formed over the strokes belonging SNS
stroke list. To do so, strokes are vertically divided into two equal halves and then
for each half, CG has been computed. Angle made by line joining between two
CGs and X axis describes the degree of skew for the stroke sample. This line is
then shifted upward and downward up to certain height of the stroke to form the
busy zone of the stroke sample. This process enables us to handle skewed strokes.
Amodified DUD approach is then adopted for segmentation purpose by dividing
the stroke-level busy zone into different sub-zones. Up to a certain limit, the sub
zoning scheme helps to handle different joining patterns between strokes that are
not aligned horizontally and finds the valid segmentation points. This scheme is
also useful for the characters like 'ল', 'শ' etc. whose inherent writing pattern may
mislead DUD approach causing over-segmentation. Algorithm 15 describes the
overall procedure of the proposed segmentation algorithm. At the first step, con-
stituent strokes are categorized into three lists. It is clearly seen from Fig. 6.1.1
(a), that strokes #2, #3 and #5 should be included into lower zone list that need no
more segmentation. Whereas, strokes #1 and #4 should be included into SNS be-
cause they contain multiple connected strokes written in a single stretch (written
without lifting up the pen) and thereby those need to go through some efficient
segmentation process. Algorithm 16 describes the process of strokes categoriza-
tion and Fig. 6.1.1 (b) pictorially describes this algorithm for first three strokes of
Fig. 6.1.1(a).

Algorithm 15: Stroke based segmentation
STEP 1: Divide all the strokes into three stroke lists; upper_zone,
lower_zone and SNS using Algorithm 16.
STEP 2: For strokes i=1 to N from SNS do,
STEP 3: Calculate busy zones for strokes using Algorithm 17.
STEP 4: Apply modified DUD approach within stroke-level busy zone for
segmenting them into basic strokes.
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During the execution of Algorithm16, step 3.2 finds the set of strokes sk within
the width of si . For example, as shown in Fig. 6.1.1, when stroke #1 is considered
then strokes #2 and #3 are also examined because these two strokes fall within the
width of stroke #1. Due to nature of Bangla script it can be said that within {sk
+ si} one stroke should be major that needs to go through segmentation process
and others may belong to upper zone or lower zone list or both that need not be
segmented. Step 3.3 finds the major stroke st on the basis of pixels count from the
set of overlapping strokes {sk + si}. The major stroke is the one which contains
maximum number of pixels. We have set this criterion because ascendant (up-
per zones) and descendant (lower zones) strokes generally contain less number of
pixels than strokes in the middle zones (position between upper zone and lower
zone) of a word.

Algorithm 16: Stroke categorization
STEP 1: For all strokes i=1 to N
STEP 2: flagi=0
STEP 3: For all strokes si where i=1 to N
STEP 3.1: if flagi=0 then do
STEP 3.2: Find the set of strokes {sk} that contributes some pixels within
the width of si
STEP 3.3: Find stroke st from set of strokes {sk} and si that contains maxi-
mum number of pixels
STEP 3.4: Place st in SNS and set flagt=1
STEP 3.5: For each stroke sp from set of strokes {sk + si - st} do,
STEP 3.5.1: Check if CG of sp lies top of minY and maxY of st then
STEP 3.5.1.1: Place stroke sp in upper_zone list and set flagp=1
STEP 3.5.2: Check if CG of sp lies below minY and maxY of st then
STEP 3.5.2.1: Place stroke sp in lower_zone list and set flagp=1

In Fig. 6.1.1, stroke #1 qualifies as SNS because of having maximum number
of pixel points. Then, CGs of all overlapping strokes #1, #2 and #3 have been com-
puted that are termed as G1, G2 and G3 respectively. In Fig. 6.1.1, d1, d2, d3, d4
denote the distance measures from G2 and G3 to maxY and minY respectively of
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stroke #1. As d1 and d3 both have greater values than minY, as well as d2 and d4
have greater values thanmaxYof stroke #1, hence both the strokes #2 and #3 lie be-
low the stroke #1 and thereby can be placed in the lower zone. Similarly, between
strokes #4 and #5, first one goes into SNS whereas, later one falls into lower zone
category.

Figure 6.1.1: (a) Strokes of a sample word are numbered according to writing
order, (b) Stroke categorization using Algorithm 16

After getting SNS, the busy zone has been formedby adoptingAlgorithm17 to
enter into the segmentation process. This helps to get rid of estimating busy zones
for SNS which are poorly aligned due to writing variations of individuals.

Algorithm 17: Stroke-level busy zone formation
STEP 1: Vertically divide a stoke into two parts.
STEP 2: Calculate CG for both the left and right parts.
STEP 3: Move the line joining two CGs up to Top_Line and Bottom_line
to form busy zone of the stroke

Fig. 6.1.2 (a-c) describes the pictorial view of busy zone formation for strokes #1
and #4 from Fig. 6.1.1 (b). Fig. 6.1.2 (a) reflects the vertical division of strokes #1
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and #4 based on calculated CGs. Fig. 6.1.2 (b) depicts the CGs for two sub-parts
that are connected by drawing a line between them and the angle theta (θ) made
by this line with x axis denotes the skew of the stroke. In this current experiment,
detected skew is not corrected but this line is shifted in upward and downward di-
rections (up to Top Line and Bottom line as shown in Fig. 6.1.2 (c) by taking the
help of computed vertical histogram of the sample stroke) to form the busy zone
for the stroke sample. This strategy minimizes the time complexity by reducing
the extra calculation for skew correction. Again, as this is a stroke based word seg-
mentation approach, hence poor alignment of strokes has minimal impact on the
final segmentation of the words even if the words are skewed multi-directionally.

After forming stroke-level busy zone, themodifiedDUDconcepthasbeenadopted
for stroke segmentation purpose to yield the required component strokes. Before
adopting this concept, aminor change has beenmade in the area withinTop_Line
and Bottom_Line (as shown in Fig. 6.1.2 (c)). This zone is divided into five sub-
zones to cope with the variability due to different structural patterns of strokes
and also thewriting variations of individuals. These sub-zones have beennamed as
Zone1(Top_Line toTop_Line+t1),Zone2 (Top_Line+t1 toTop_Line+t2),Zone3
(Top_Line+t2 toTop_Line+t3),Zone4 (Top_Line+t3 toTop_Line+t4) andZone5
(Top_Line+t4 to Bottom_Line) as shown in Fig. 5.3(a). Here, t1=height of busy
zone/6, t2= height of busy zone/3, t3=height of busy zone/2 and t4= height of
busy zone*3/4 where height of busy zone= Bottom_Line - Top_Line.
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Figure 6.1.2: Vertical division of SNS strokes into two parts (b) measurement
of skew angle (c) formation of busy zone

Figure 6.1.3: Division of busy zone into sub-zones, (b) identification of valid
segmentation point, and (c) component strokes after segmentation

As the joining between characters in Bangla words are found in the matra re-
gion, hence we assume that segmentation takes place in the Zone2 only. After
forming sub-zones, the path/positions of all the pixel points (according to writing
sequence) are named by either ”up” or ”down” on the basis of relative positional
order of different sub-zones. The convention for the direction of ”up” to ”down”
movement used here is shown in the Fig. 6.1.9 (b) and reverse direction is true
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for ”down” to ”up” movement. For example, if a pixel goes from Zone2 to Zone3
then it is named as ”down”, whereas, when pixel goes from Zone3 to Zone2 then it
is named as ”up” and pixels within the same region get the same naming conven-
tion. Initially it starts by ”do not know” status. Then depending on writing style of
the stroke, pixels are named as ”up” or ”down” by looking at the movement of the
pattern through different sub-zones. Now the strokes (having multiple connected
components) is segmented in Zone2 region when it tries to go downward, i.e. to-
wards Zone3, after checking the movement over different subzones from start or
previous segmentation point of the stroke to the point of consideration. If this
movement satisfies any of the following five conditions (described from case 1 to
case 5) then only segmentation takes place. Figs. 6.1.4-6.1.8 depict correct seg-
mentation outcomes for these five cases respectively. Red marked circles high-
lights the joining between strokes.

Case 1: Movement starts fromZone1 orZone2, and then follows the sequence
Zone3->Zone4->Zone3->Zone2/(Zone2->Zone1->Zone2)->Zone3

Figure 6.1.4: (a) Stroke sample follows pattern movement (movement of
pixels) as mentioned in case 1, (b) Segmented elementary strokes (elementary

strokes are represented by different colours)

Case 2: Movement starts fromZone1 orZone2, and then follows the sequence
Zone3->Zone4->Zone5->Zone4->Zone3->Zone2/(Zone2->Zone1->Zone2)->Zone3
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Figure 6.1.5: (a) Stroke sample follows pattern movement (movement of
pixels) as mentioned in case 2, (b) Segmented elementary strokes (elementary

strokes are represented by different colours)

Case 3: Movement starts fromZone3 and follows the sequenceZone4->Zone5-
>Zone4->Zone3->Zone2->Zone3

Figure 6.1.6: (a) Stroke sample follows pattern movement (movement of
pixels) as mentioned in case 3, (b) Segmented elementary strokes (elementary

strokes are represented by different colours)

Case 4: Movement starts fromZone3 and follows the sequenceZone4->Zone5-
>Zone4->Zone3->Zone2->Zone1->Zone2->Zone3
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Figure 6.1.7: (a) Stroke sample follows pattern movement (movement of
pixels) as mentioned in case 4, (b) Segmented elementary strokes (elementary

strokes are represented by different colours)

Case5: Movement starts fromZone3 and follows the sequenceZone4->Zone3-
>Zone2->Zone1->Zone2->Zone3

Figure 6.1.8: (a) Stroke sample follows pattern movement (movement of
pixels) as mentioned in case 5, (b) Segmented elementary strokes (elementary

strokes are represented by different colours)

Fig. 6.1.3 (b) reflects the positions of segmentation points after executing this
modified segmentation scheme for stroke #1 as shown in Fig. 6.1.2 (c). Clearly
stroke #1 joins two different symbols from basic alphabet set. The pattern move-
ments of pixels for this stroke satisfy case 4 and hence it gets segmented at position
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shown in Fig. 6.1.3 (b). Fig. 6.1.3 (c) reflects the obtained component strokes af-
ter segmentation.

Fig. 6.1.9 (a-b)highlights the advantageof using sub-zoning schemewithmod-
ified DUD approach which is applied on two different word samples belong to
SNS. Fig. 6.1.9 (a) displays the pixel contributions of a stroke (shown in black
colour) within different sub-zones that contains two different isolated stroke sym-
bols and depicts the faced complexity as well as the advantage of using this scheme
for proper segmentation. The joining between the symbols is happened in such a
way that they lie at different heights, thus making some skew. The proposed busy
zone formation techniqueworks well in this case too. From the figure it can be ob-
served that second part of the stroke resides quite below of the TOP LINE which
could have been misled the segmentation technique causing under-segmentation
error, but the sub-zoning schemealongwithmodifiedDUDconceptprevents such
issues and helps to locate the proper segmentation point. From Fig. 6.1.9 (a), it is
observed that the stroke satisfies Case 3 and thus gets segmented properly.

In Fig. 6.1.9 (b), the writing pattern of stroke 'ল' starts from Zone3 and af-
ter crossing Zone4 it enters into Zone1 and tends to move towards Zone3. Clearly,
writingpattern follows adown->up->downmovement insideZone2 (seeFig. 6.1.9
(b)). But the stroke is not eligible for segmentation, because the previous stroke
has not been traversed through Zone5 and thereby it does not satisfy any of the
conditions mentioned before.
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Figure 6.1.9: Sub-zoning scheme together with modified DUD approach to
handle tricky stroke patterns for two different type of skewed words

The examples of the steps involved in the segmentation module for a skewed
word sample are shown in Fig. 6.1.10 (a-e).

Figure 6.1.10: (a) Skewed handwritten Bangla word sample (b-c) skew
detection and busy zone formation using Algorithm 17 (d) formation of

sub-zones within busy zone (e) achieved segmentation points after applying
modified DUD approach within sub-zones
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6.1.2 Stroke-based feature extraction

After passing through the segmentation process, the obtained strokes are analyzed
and grouped them into 59 classes [104] reflected in Fig. 6.1.11. Existence of some
nearly similar shape structures has been observed during statistical analysis of the
stroke database considered here. In order to differentiate such similar shaped pat-
terns, some local information are estimated to produce discriminating features for
the recognition purpose. Modified distance based feature discussed in Sen et al.
[99, 101] and point based alongwith curvature based feature extraction technique
for online Bangla handwritten stroke recognition have been used in the way men-
tioned in section 4.2.2.2, 4.2.2.3 and 4.2.2.4.

Figure 6.1.11: List of all stroke samples obtained after segmentation of online
handwritten Bangla words

6.1.3 Experimental result of word segmentation and stroke recog-
nition

In this current experiment, 6,500 online handwritten Bangla word samples have
been used to verify the efficiency of the proposed segmentation algorithm. The
benefits of this approach are 3-fold:
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1)Usage of available online stroke information tomake the segmentation pro-
cess effective for multi-directional skewed word sample (as shown in Fig. 6.1.12
(a)), where constituent strokes are poorly aligned, and for samples like in Fig.
6.1.12 (b)where almost every character containsmodifier in the lower part. Look-
ing at the multi-directional skew in Fig. 6.1.12 (a) and structural pattern of Fig.
6.1.12 (b), this can be understood that busy zone formation for the whole word
by following the approach mentioned in [19, 20] may be erroneous, and which
in turn may result either over or under-segmentation. Whereas, in the proposed
approach, main focus is on stroke, rather than the entire word. Hence, the issue
of skewness become easier to deal with as stroke-level local skew is much lesser
than the word-level global skew. Along with that, stroke categorization technique
helps to identify only those strokes, which need to be segmented, having multiple
connected components.

2) Proposed busy zone formation over target strokes avoids skew correction
process as discussed earlier. Hence, this approach reduces execution time needed
for the skew correction before entering into segmentation process.

Figure 6.1.12: Example of words for which busy zone formation by computing
horizontal histogram may mislead segmentation process. The reason for (a) is

skew and for (b) every character has a symbol in its lower part

3)Divisionof busy zone into sub-zones followedbymodifiedDUDtechnique, not
only reduces the time complexity and difficulty of verifying different constraints
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for candidate segmentation point selection, introduced in [19, 20], but also helps
to handle different types of handwriting styles in an unconstrained domain.

The effectiveness of proposed segmentation technique is evaluated by its predic-
tion ability to give a correct classification of events as an attack or a normal be-
haviour. According to the real nature of a given event and the prediction, four
possible outcomes may be there. True negative (TN) and true positive (TP) cor-
respond to correct operations observed. TN is a event that is actually normal and
also successfully labelled as normal, event which is actually attack and is success-
fully labelled as attack is termed as TP. Similarly, false positive (FP) corresponds
to normal event but classified as attack and false negative (FN) is actually attack
event but incorrectly classified as normal event. Hence, in our case, TP, FP and
FN reflect correctly segmented, over-segmented and under-segmented points re-
spectively. In the proposed approach the value of TN is absent.

From the generated values of TP, FN and FP, precision (P = TP/(TP+FP)),
recall (R = TP/(TP + FN)) and F-measure (F = 2 ∗ ((P ∗ R)/(P + R))) of
the proposed system are computed. Table 6.1.1 describes the detail segmentation
results of the proposed scheme.

Table 6.1.1: Detail segmentation results of online handwritten Bangla words

Observation Parameters ObservedOutcome
Ideal Segmentation points 3930

Correctly Segmented Points (TP) 3869 (98.45%)
Under-Segmented Points (FN) 61 (1.55%)
Over-Segmented Points (FP) 72 (1.83%)

P 0.98
R 0.98
F 0.98

Table 6.1.2 describes the detail recognition results of a total of 13,630 stroke
samples when distance based features have been applied. Some well-known clas-
sifiers such as MLP, SVM, Simple Logistic, BayesNet and NaiveBayes have been
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employed for stroke recognition purpose. Fromboldfaced entries in Table 6.1.2, it
can be observed that SVMoutperforms other classifiers by showing highest stroke
recognition accuracy of 92.95%.

Table 6.1.2: Success rates of different classifiers for the recognition of strokes
of the online Bangla words with distance based features

Stroke database
size (#) Classifier Recognition

accuracy (in %)
MLP 92.65
SVM 92.95

Simple Logistic 92.4
BayesNet 86.63

13630
(59 class)

NaiveBayes 83.5

As in thepreliminary experimentationof stroke recognition,C-SVCtypeSVM
shows the best result among other classifiers, so we have decided to test more with
varying the parameters of SVM in order the enhance the performance of the same.
Table 6.1.3 reports result observed here. Three kernel variants of SVM are applied
in the experiment. Given vectors u, v the polynomial, Gaussian and linear kernels
are defined through

k(u, v) = (γ ∗ ut ∗ v+ α)d (6.1)

k(u, v) = exp (−β ∗ ∥u− v∥2) (6.2)

k(u, v) = ut ∗ v (6.3)

where α, β, γ, d are real numbers and d, γ > 0. d is the degree of polynomial
kernel. From Table 6.1.3 it can be seen that polynomial kernel of SVM gives best
classification result when all the tuning parameters are set with default value (e.g.
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the default value of d is 3).

Table 6.1.3: Stroke recognition results with C-SVC type SVM for three
different kernels

Kernel
variants of SVM

Recognition
accuracy (in %)

Gaussian 92.95
Polynomial 95.33

Linear 94.95

This experiment also investigates the accuracy of the SVM by tuning the pa-
rameters epsilon and gamma for polynomial kernel. epsilon controls tolerance for
termination criteria and gamma tunes the applied kernel function. The detailed
information regarding recognition accuracy and time taken to build themodel are
mentioned in Table 6.1.4. Here, two situations are considered for tuning the pa-
rameters. In the first case, the value of gamma is fixed and increased the epsilon
values gradually. Consequently, it has been observed that either stroke recogni-
tion accuracy decreases or model building time increases with increasing epsilon
value. In the second case, the value of epsilon is kept fixed and gradually the value
of gamma is increased. In this situation, model building time increases and recog-
nition accuracy also gets decreased with the increase of gamma value. Gray cell of
Table 6.1.4 highlights the situation where best recognition rate along with mini-
mum model building time is observed (when the values of epsilon and gamma are
set to 0.001 and 0 respectively).

The individual and combined effect of point based and curvature based fea-
ture extraction strategies for the stroke recognition also have been discussed here.
An MLP based classifier and 5-fold cross-validation scheme are used as a stroke
recognition model. Achieved recognition accuracies are 93.17% and 91.3% for
point based and curvature based features respectively. The numbers of neurons
in the hidden layer of theMLP for these two features are set to 107 and 62 respec-
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Table 6.1.4: Stroke recognition results produced by SVM (with polynomial
kernel) varying the epsilon and gamma values

SVM
Type

Kernel
type epsilon gamma

Recog-
nition

accuracy
(in %)

Model
building
time

(in sec)
0.001 0.0 95.33 23.56
0.002 0.0 95.32 48.81
0.003 0.0 95.32 50.45
0.005 0.0 95.32 50.47
0.001 0.1 95.01 65.75
0.001 0.2 94.99 67.62

C-
SVC

Poly-
nomial

0.001 0.3 94.96 69.14

tively. Table 6.1.5 reflects the performancemeasurements regarding features, their
dimension and achieved classification accuracy.

Table 6.1.5: Measurements related to applied features, their dimension and
achieved classification accuracy

Feature Dimension Accuracy (in %)
Point based Feature (1) 192 93.17

Curvature based Feature (2) 64 91.3
Combination of (1+2) 256 93.2

FromTable 6.1.5, it can be noted that point based features perform better than
curvature based features. It has also been observed the individual class level ac-
curacy for both the procedures and noticed that in spite of slightly lower recog-
nition performance, curvature based features become more effective for certain
classes that are not recognized properly by point based features. To enhance the
prediction capability of such classes, point based features are combined with cur-
vature based features (early fusion). In effect, overall stroke recognition accuracy
increases and it becomes 93.2% which is marginally higher than the performance
of individual feature vectors but the purpose to increase the recognition accuracy
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of weaker classes are not fully met by this early fusion methodology.
In order to increase the overall stroke prediction ability, late fusion technique

[74] is applied, i.e. after classification of the strokes by both the feature vectors
(point based and curvature based) using MLP. In this scheme, MLP classifier is
trained for each modality (m) ”point based” and ”curvature based”. Each modal-
ity is assigned an expertise trust score esm that is specific to each activity s (predic-
tion choice). This score is defined as a normalized performance computed from
the performance measure Psm(observed probability/prediction percentage from
classifier) obtained by the modality m for the activity s as defined in Eq. 6.4.

esm =
psm∑
m psm

(6.4)

Thefinal decision is computed as follows: for each observation, allocate a label
to an activity that has the best trusted expert score of both themodalities. For each
observationOi , we have applied the argmax fusion operator as defined in Eq. 6.5:

si = argmax(esipointbased, esicurvaturebased) (6.5)

The application of late fusion techniquewithmax fusion operator, gives stroke
prediction choice that has the highest trusted score between both the modalities.
Hence, the resultant choice may be selected from either point based or curvature
based modality. As a result, overall stroke recognition accuracy increases and it
reaches to 95.4%.

Consider a sample word গাছ, which when goes through segmentation module
generates four strokes গ(G__), ◌া(_A_), ছ(CH_) and matra - (MTR). The pre-
ferred naming conventions are mentioned within parentheses. These strokes first
undergo recognition procedure by applying point based and curvature based fea-
tures, then top-5 stroke recognition choices produced by each feature vector along
with the effect of applying late fusion technique are recorded (see Fig.6.1.13). By
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observing the figure it can be stated that point based features recognize first three
strokes correctly as top-most choice but the choice for the last stroke is not listed
even within top-5 choices. On the other hand, the curvature based features fail to
recognize the first stroke but choices for the remaining strokes are placed within
top-5 list. When late fusion is applied on the classifier confidences, all the con-
stituent strokes of the word sample are recognized within top-5 choices which in
turn create an appropriate environment for the HMM to predict the word cor-
rectly.

Figure 6.1.13: Top-5 stroke recognition choices for point based features,
curvature based features and after application of late fusion technique

As the adopted late fusion technique becomes more effective than individual
distance based procedure, hence in this work, the late fusion strategy is a used for
stroke recognition.

6.2 Word recognition usingHMM

No stroke recognition method can ensure that all the strokes of a certain word
samplewill be recognized as top choice when dealingwith handwrittenword sam-
ples. Hence, to counter this limitation, here we have attempted to re-construct the
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word from the recognized stroke samples by constructing a suitable model based
on HMM which is fed with the top-5 stroke prediction choices (i.e. top-5 obser-
vation symbols). Fig. 6.2.1 portrays a word sample having 3 strokes with top-5
choices for each stroke.

Figure 6.2.1: Word sample having 3 strokes with top-5 choices for each stroke

Fig. 6.2.1 highlights possible state sequences that may generate different ob-
servation sequences. It can be said that the actual state sequence (marked by green
colour) is hidden. More specifically, the word construction problem can be de-
fined as: given an observation sequence O and the complete parameter set of an
HMM λ, what is the optimal state sequence Q = Q1Q2....QT which maximizes
P(Q,O|λ). Clearly this is a decoding problem and can be efficiently solved by im-
plementing Viterbi algorithm.

Let λ denotes the HMM by the triplet,{A, B,Π}, a complete parameter set of
an HMM where,

A= {aij= P(sj at t+1 | si at t)}: the state transition probabilities
B = {bi(vk) = P(vk at t | si at t}: the symbol observation probabilities and
Π = { πi= P(si at t = 1)}: initial state probabilities
The decoding problem finds an optimal state sequence when given the obser-

vation sequence,O = O1O2....OT, and the model parameter λ. It is assumed that
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the role of optimality criterion is to maximize P(Q,O|λ), i.e., the joint probability
of the state sequence,Q = Q1Q2....QT, and the observation sequenceO given the
model λ. The optimal state sequence is denoted byQ∗.

Such optimization problem can be solved by using well-known Viterbi algorithm
which is based on the concept of dynamic programming. Let, δt(i) denotes the
maximum probability of the optimal partial state sequence,Q1Q2....Qt−1, with the
state Si at time t and observing the partial observation sequence,O1O2....Ot, given
the model λ.

δt(i) = maxQ1Q2....Qt−1P(Q1Q2....Qt = Si,O1O2....Ot|λ) (6.6)

δt(i) can be calculated recursively:

δt(i) =


πibio1 t = 1, 1 ≤ i ≤ N

δt−1(j)ajibiot 2 ≤ t ≤ T, 1 ≤ i ≤ N
max
1≤i≤N

(6.7)

From the definition of δt(i)(y) it is clear that

P(Q∗,O|λ) = max
1≤i≤N

δT(i) (6.8)

Using Eq. 6.7 and Eq. 6.8, the joint probability of the optimal state sequence
and the observation sequence can be computed when the model, P(Q∗,O|λ) is
given. It is to be noted that, the memory usage by using this technique is very
effectivebecauseonlyN forwardvariables(δt(i))need tobe storedat any time t. By
keeping track of the argument i in both equations as P(Q,O|λ) is beingmaximized,
the optimal state sequence can be recovered completely. When P(Q∗,O|λ) is a
good approximation of P(O|λ) Viterbi algorithm can be used for the evaluation
problem.
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6.3 Experimental result ofWord Recognition byHMM

In order to demonstrate the proposedword recognition system, 6500 online hand-
written Bangla word samples (50 different word samples for each 130 samples)
are considered. After stroke recognition by adopting the late fusion technique, an
HMM based recognition model has been followed for the construction of word
samples. During evaluation of this model, three different cases have been noticed:
(1) word samples where every stroke is recognized correctly as the top choice, (2)
word samples where every stroke is recognized correctly within top-5 choices, and
(3) prediction of at least one stroke of the word is not listed within top-5 choices.

Case 1:
Fig. 6.2.1 illustrates case 1 where the green line denotes the HMM predicted

path carrying highest weight towards the construction of the target word sample.
This path includes the sequence of top choices (having highest observation prob-
ability) of the constituent strokes. Now, depending on metric of the affinity be-
tween stroke pairs (transition probability P) in the associated corpus, correct path
may be predicted as top choice or may be within top-5 choices. For example, if
P(AAA/3__) and P(MA_/AAA) are both high then HMM predicts the correct
choice at the top, but if say P(MA_/AAA) is much lesser than P(S__/AAA) and
the observation probability of MA_ is marginally higher than S__, then HMM
may predict the sequence 3__ AAA S__ (আস) as top choice, but that would be a
wrong prediction.

Case 2:
Fig. 6.3.1 highlights the situation where all the strokes of the target word may

not be recognized as the top choice but the correct choice lies within the top-5
choices (case 2). One such situation as depicted in Fig. 6.3.1 is where the metric
of observation probability of the correct choice of stroke #3 is not high enough
(the actual path sequence marked by a solid line). In that situation the metric of
transition probability of stroke pairs helps to predict the state sequence correctly.
Clearly in Fig. 6.3.1, if the transition probability P(S__/AAA) ismuch lower than
P(MA_/AAA)and theobservationprobability of S__getsmarginally higher than
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MA_, thenHMMmayfind the correct path 3__AAAMA__(আমmarked by solid
line) otherwise, HMM reflects the sequence 3__ AAA S__ (আস) as top choice.

Figure 6.3.1: Example of a word sample where correct choice of strokes are
within top-5 recognition choices

Case 3:
Fig. 6.3.2 depicts the scenario of case 3, where the correct choice for at least

one stroke of the target word sample is not listed within top-5 choices. In this
situation the actual state sequence is never reflected as the observation sequence
and thusViterbi algorithm fails to find the actual path and gives awrong prediction
choice.
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Figure 6.3.2: Example of a word sample where the correct choice of a stroke
is not listed within the top-5 recognition choices

To prevent this unfavourable situation arising out due to the affinity between
stroke pairs in the accounting corpus as mentioned in case (1) and case (2), we
have used N-gram LM as a post-processing step to predict the correct state se-
quence obtained from the HMM prediction.

• N-gram Language Model

Markovmodels are the class of probabilisticmodels whichmake the simpli-
fied assumption that that we can predict the probability of some future state
without looking too far into the past. The joint probability of a sequence
of strokes is decomposed using the chain rule of probability mentioned in
Eqns. 6.9-6.10.

P(Sn1 ) = P(S1)P(S2|S1)P(S3|S21)....P(S|Sn−1
1 ) (6.9)

=
n∏

k=1

= P(Sk|Sk−1
1 ) (6.10)
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The chain rule shows the link between computing the joint probability of a
sequence and computing the conditional probability of a stroke given the
previous stroke sequence. This chain rule helps predicting the correct op-
tion from theHMMpredictions using corpus knowledge. According to the
Markov assumption mentioned in Eq. 6.11, the probability of occurrence
of a stroke depends only on the previous stroke and a bi-grammodel is used
to predict the conditional probability (also called transition probability) of
the next stroke. We thus make the following approximation:

P(Sn|Sn−1
1 ) ≈ P(Sn|Sn−1) (6.11)

Hence, finally the model becomes as mentioned in Eq. 6.12.

P(Sn1 ) =
n∏

k=1

P(Sn|Sn−1) (6.12)

Consider the scenario described in Fig. 6.3.1. Even if the sequence (3__
AAA S__)may appear on the top byHMMdue to higher transition proba-
bility of P(S__�AAA)than P(MA_�AAA) and higher observation proba-
bility of S__ than MA_, but the absence of P(S__|3__AAA) (stroke S__
having seen 3__ AAA) and the presence of P(MA_|3__ AAA) in the as-
sociated corpus make the chain rule of probability higher for the state se-
quence (3__ AAA MA_). Hence, N-gram LM helps find the actual state
sequence. Table 6.3.1 highlights the detailed measurements observed for
the calculation of word recognition accuracy. After analyzing the result it
can be observed that 680 word samples are affected by stroke recognition
module. Of these, HMM successfully recovers 104 samples (though some
stroke choices are not in top) from the affected samples andexhibits a recog-
nition accuracy of 89.53%which is comparably better thanwhenused a rule
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based word recognition method considering only the top choice for the
stroke samples (87.64%). Due to presence of the stroke sequences in the
corpus, 42 more affected word samples that were not corrected by HMM,
are now correctly predicted after passing through the LM.Thereby, amalga-
mation of HMM with LM yields overall 90.3% recognition accuracy when
top-5 stroke recognition choices are considered, which enhances the overall
word recognition performance by 0.77%.
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6.4 Discussion

In this chapter, a novel stroke-based online Bangla word segmentation technique
has been proposed and out of total tested words, 98.45% are segmented correctly
by using this algorithm. Considering the word segmentation mechanisms pro-
posed in [19, 20], it can be concluded that the technique proposed here is more
effective than the works mentioned in [19, 20].

After stroke segmentation, three feature extractionprocedures (distancebased,
point based and curvature based) have been used for the recognition of segmented
strokes. These techniques have been applied over 13630 strokes (considering 6500
word samples) for recognition purpose. The achieved stroke recognition accura-
cies for distancebased, point based andcurvaturebased feature vectors are 95.33%,
93.17%, 91.3% respectively. When point based and curvature based features are
combined, then accuracy gets increased and reaches up to 93.2%. Again as a post-
processing, late fusion schemehas been applied after evaluation of point based and
curvature based techniques as discussed in earlier section. Adopting late fusion
mechanism, 95.4% stroke recognition accuracy has been achieved.

After stroke recognition, a rule based approach and anHMM model has been
build in order to construct word samples from recognized strokes. The rule based
word recognition technique produces 87.64% correct word recognition accuracy.
On the other hand, HMM based model exhibits 89.53% word recognition accu-
racy considering top-5 stroke recognition choices. A LM based post-processing
scheme has also been applied in order to rectify HMM generated outcome which
helps to predict the correctword choice. After applicationof LMscheme, the over-
all word recognition accuracy has been increased to 90.3%.
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7
Conclusion and FutureWork

In this thesis, a systemhas been developed to recognize online handwrittenBangla
characters and words. Due to unavailability of public standard character and word
database, both character and word database are developed under this work. Vari-
ous feature extraction techniques and classification schemes are clubbed for char-
acter recognition following the holistic and stroke-based approaches. Deep learn-
ing based procedure is also experimented for the comparison of the same. Seg-
mentation of online handwritten Bangla words is successfully addressed and used
as the first step of word recognition. Segmentation of words helps to find out the
constituent strokes of word samples, which is one of the key contributions of the
work and is detailed in section 6.1.1. Stroke recognition using various feature vec-
tors are described in section 6.1.3. An HMM-based model is developed in order
to construct the word sample from recognized strokes as reported in section 6.2.
Finally, a LM scheme is adopted to rectify the predictions generated by HMM.
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The databases developed under this work can be partitioned into three broad
categories: character database, word database and stroke database. As strokes are
the constituent parts of character and/or words, hence to preserve inherent varia-
tions of the strokes, they are extracted from characters and words rather than col-
lecting them individually. The character database contains isolated online hand-
written Bangla characters collected from various individual. For data collection a
special form is designed. To develop word database, two different types of forms
are designed. One type of form is used to collect 50 different pre-specified word
samples and second one is used to collect the online handwritten text documents.
In thepresentwork, onlinehandwrittenBangla character, wordand strokedatabase
of 10000, 6500 and 64164 (32534+13630) samples have been prepared.

In the present work, a word databases is extracted from unconstrained online
handwritten Bangla documents and ground truth information for the same is pre-
pared. For preparationof ground truthdata, a semi-automatic interface is designed
based on our developedmodules on text line, word, stroke segmentation, andwith
adequate provision for manual correction in every phase. All detailed information
like text line, word information etc. including stroke-name are stored accordingly.

Both holistic and stroke based recognition schemes have been applied for on-
line isolatedhandwrittenBangla character recognition. In case of holistic character
recognition, five type of features (distance based, hausdorff distance based, tran-
sition count, CG based circular with topological feature and few local features in
terms of area, chord length, mass distribution) have been proposed. By analyzing
the results of different feature extraction strategies, it has been noticed that highest
recognition accuracy of 99.48%has been achievedwhen transition count feature is
combinedwithCGbased circular feature (global, local and circular quadrantmass
distribution) and topological features on 10000 online handwritten Bangla basic
characters by SVM classifier.

For stroke based character recognition, two different types of features are es-
timated from collected strokes namely distance based and ZPT feature extraction
techniques. Applying only distance based features, it yields 89.39% correct stroke
recognition byMLP classifier. When these features are combinedwith ZPTbased
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features, the stroke recognition accuracy increases by 0.88% and reaches up to
91.27%. After stroke recognition, two methodologies are adopted for character
construction from recognized strokes. The first one is a rule based procedure and
the second describes a DFA based approach. In rule based procedure, different
possible stroke order sequences for all the characters are mentioned as rule in the
rule-base. To reduce thenumberof possible stroke-order combinationswhile form-
ing the character, major stroke and matra are placed as the first and last symbol of
the stroke order sequence.

In deep learning based approach, CNNhas been employed for the recognition
of the online handwritten Bangla basic characters. In CNNbasedmethod features
need not be extracted manually rather they are extracted by selecting suitable fil-
ter size in convolution time followed by pooling scheme. The great advantage of
adopting this techniqueover themethods described in the previous two sections is
to cut-off the overhead of computing handcrafted features because they always do
not ensure to generate good performance. The recognition outcome of 99.40% is
also appreciable compare to the results obtained by the handcrafted features men-
tioned in the earlier sections.

In this thesis, a novel Bangla word segmentation technique based on stroke
level busy zone formation procedure has been proposed. In this approach, a sub-
zoning scheme within busy zone followed by a modified DUD concept within
these sub-zones has been used to find valid segmentation points. This scheme
avoids over and under-segmentation issues caused by either inherent writing pat-
tern or due to writing style variations up to certain extent. The proposed segmen-
tation approach has been tested on 6500 online handwritten Bangla word sample-
sand achieved satisfactory result of 98.45%.

In word recognition,the proposed segmentation technique is used to obtain
constituent basic strokes from online handwritten Bangla word samples and then
the next step deals with recognition of those segmented strokes. Here, at first the
strokes are categorized into three lists based on their positional information. After
that a procedure is proposed to form busy zone at stroke-level to handle multi-
directional skewed words. Then a sub-zoning scheme within busy zone followed
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by a modified DUD concept within these sub zones has been used to find the seg-
mentation points. By using this algorithm 98.45% words are segmented correctly.
Considering the word segmentation mechanisms proposed in [19, 20], it can be
concluded that the technique proposed here ismore effective than theworksmen-
tioned in [19, 20].

After stroke segmentation, three feature extractionprocedures (distancebased,
point based and curvature based) have been experimented for the recognition of
segmented strokes. These techniques have been applied over 13630 strokes (col-
lected from 6500 word samples) for recognition purpose. The achieved stroke
recognitionaccuracy fordistancebased, pointbasedandcurvaturebasedare95.33%,
93.17%, 91.3% respectively. When point based features are combined with curva-
ture based features, the accuracy has been increased up to 93.2%. As a post pro-
cessing, late fusion scheme has been applied after evaluation of the point based
and curvature based techniques as discussed in earlier section. Adopting late fu-
sion mechanism, 95.4% stroke recognition accuracy has been achieved.

After stroke recognition, two approaches have been experimented in order to
construct word samples from recognized strokes: a rule-based approach and an
HMMbasedmodel. The rule-basedword recognition technique produces 87.64%
word recognitionaccuracy. On theotherhand,HMMbasedmodel exhibits 89.53%
word recognitionaccuracy considering top-5 stroke recognitionchoices. As apost-
processing, LM based scheme is also applied to rectify HMM generated outcome
that helps to predict correct word choice. After application of LM scheme, the
overall word recognition accuracy becomes 90.3%.

Future scope:

In future, more handcrafted features will be investigated for both character recog-
nition and stroke recognition. Further investigation with deep learning based ap-
proacheswith variations innetwork structure, kernel etc. canalsobeexperimented
in order to enhance the recognition accuracy.

Theworkmay also be extended to languages like Assamese,Manipuri etc. and
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for other Bramhi scripts like Devanagari, Gurumukhi etc. due to their similarity
with Bangla script. The implemented features can also be tried on off-line Bangla
or similar scripts. Theworkmaybe extended for development of online bio-metric
based systems for writer identification/verification purposes. The present work
not only can be applied for full-fledged Bangla handwriting recognition system,
but it can also be modified to a light-weight prototype system for its possible use
in portable and hand-held devices like mobile, PDAs etc. The present work can
also be extended for the development of online handwritten script identification
systems.

Hence, the impact of present work, not only limited to the development of
online handwriting recognition of the Bangla language used by millions people
in India, but it has immense potential to contribute in realizing the digital India
drive of the Government of India and also to help the people getting the benefits
of digital initiatives in their own mother tongue.

Fewmore handcrafted features can be investigated in future for both character
and stroke recognition. More investigation with deep learning based approaches
with variations in network structure, kernel etc. can also be experimented in order
to enhance the recognition accuracy as well as to minimize the computation time.

Theworkmay also be extended to languages like Assamese,Manipuri etc. that
poses same characteristics as Bangla script and for other similar Brambhi scripts
like Devanagari, Gurumukhi etc. due to their similarity with Bangla script. The
developed features can also be investigated for off-line base systems also. Thework
mayalsobe extended for onlinebio-metric systems forwriter identificationor veri-
fication systems. Thepresentworknotonly canbeextended for full-fledgedBangla
handwriting development system, but also its light-weight prototype can be help-
ful to developed systems for portable and hand-held devices like mobile, PDAs
etc.

The present work can also be extended for the development of online hand-
written language/script identification systems. Hence, the impact of presentwork,
not only contribute in the development of online handwriting recognition in In-
dian sub-continent, it has immense potentiality for contribution in digital India
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andalso tohelp thepeople for getting thebenefitsof digital initiatives inourmother
tongue.
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